the marketplace at Ardmore

a CONSIGNMENT AUCTION for performance horses

9 AM • November 6, 2010
Hardy Murphy Coliseum
Ardmore, OK
9 AM • Saturday, November 6, 2010
Hardy Murphy Coliseum • Ardmore, OK

selling 200 Head

Horses working cattle will be demonstrated as they sell.

SALE PERSONNEL

Sale Manager Susie Reed .................. 32 Cattle Company
Auctioneers .................. Steve Friskup, Don Green
Pedigrees .................. Tom Brown, Spence Kidney
Bid Spotters ........... Jody Doescher, Jim Abney, Don Frailey, Bob Franke
Auction Clerks .................. Shelli Williams, Rena Ligon
Barn .................. Manager Mark Watkins, George Littlefield
Cattle .................. Clay Johns
Office Personnel ............ Gina Rounsaville, Tiffany Moyer, Bret Stossel, Trish Hoover, Cristie Cole
Tote Board .................. Shane Wilson and Ryan Wilson

32 CATTLE COMPANY

Contact: Susie Reed
580-276-4830 • Cell: 580-490-1103
e-mail: polo@ardmore.com
FAX: 580-276-4281
P.O. Box 505 • Marietta, OK 73448
www.themarkplaceatardmore.com
Licensed and Bonded
**ARDMORE MOTELS**

**Sale Headquarters - Holiday Inn**

Mention “The Marketplace Sale” and get Special Room Rate of $69

- Spring Hill Suites 580-226-7100
- Comfort Inn 580-226-1250
- Days Inn 580-226-1761
- Economy Inn 580-226-9300
- Super 8 580-226-2201
- Best Western 580-226-1250
- La Quinta Inn 580-226-7525

**ARDMORE RESTAURANTS**

- **Applebee's**
  2680 W. Broadway
- **Bill & Barb's Restaurant**
  1225 N. Washington
- **Burger King**
  1201 N. Commerce
- **Braum's**
  24 N. Commerce
- **The Café Alley**
  107 E. Main
- **Callaway's Catfish**
  Exit 24 and 2 miles east
- **Carl's Jr.**
  1608 N. Commerce
- **Carmel's Café**
  3 W. Main
- **Catfish Corner**
  914 S. Commerce
- **Cattle Rustler's Steakhouse**
  110 Holiday Drive
- **Denny's**
  2705 Holiday Drive
- **Domino's Pizza**
  201 N. Commerce, Suite D
- **El Chico**
  124 Holiday Drive
- **Fireside Dining**
  Lake Murray Village
- **Grandy's**
  819 N. Commerce
- **Interurban Classic Grill**
  322 Holiday Drive
- **Kentucky Fried Chicken**
  808 N. Commerce
- **La Sierra**
  1606 McLish
- **Long John Silvers**
  1215 N. Commerce
- **Mazzio's Pizza**
  52 Tiffany Plaza
- **McDonald's**
  1001 W. Broadway
- **Pecos Red Roadhouse**
  2610 W. Broadway
- **Polo's of Ardmore**
  1717 W. Broadway
- **Ponder's Restaurant**
  142 Highway & I-35
- **Prairie Kitchen**
  202 Holiday Drive
- **Ryans Family Steakhouse**
  1725 N. Commerce
- **Sirloin Stockade**
  1217 N. Commerce
- **Sonic Drive-In**
  1101 Grand Ave.
- **Subway**
  901 Grand Ave.
- **Taco Bell**
  1007 N. Commerce
- **Taco Bueno**
  905 N. Commerce
- **Time Out Restaurant**
  101 N. Commerce
- **Two Frogs Grill**
  2646 W. Broadway
ALL BUYERS MUST REGISTER IN THE OFFICE

Buyers paying by cash may pick up papers day of sale. Those paying by check must wait until check clears their bank, a minimum of 10 banking days, before receiving papers.

Persons planning to PURCHASE HORSES in this sale FOR THE FIRST TIME should present LETTERS OF CREDIT FROM THEIR BANKS IF PERSONAL CHECKS are used in payment, or COMPLETE THE FORM BELOW.

2.5% Office Processing Fee will be added to all purchases; however, this fee will be discounted for purchases paid for by cash, check or cashier's check.

REQUEST TO PURCHASE BY CHECK

This form must be completed in full and notarized.

DATE ___________________________ EXPIRES ___________________________

As Bank Officer, I guarantee $______________________________ available for payment to Thirty-Two Cattle Company for the purchase of horses at The Marketplace at Ardmore Sale.

APPLICANT NAME _____________________________________________

ADDRESS ____________________________________________________

CITY/STATE/ZIP _______________________________________________

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER _______________________________________

BUSINESS NAME _______________________________________________

TRAINER/AGENT NAME _________________________________________

The Credit Applicant named and signed below, has had an account with this bank for __________ years and conducts business in a manner so that I can guarantee $______________________________ for the purchase of horses at The Marketplace at Ardmore Sale.

Signature of Bank Officer _________________________________________

Bank Officer’s Name & Title _______________________________________

Name of Bank ___________________________________________________

Bank’s Phone ___________________________________________________

Bank’s Address __________________________________________________

Signature of Credit Applicant ______________________________________

Subscribed & sworn to me on this __________ day of ________________, ____________

NOTARY PUBLIC __________________________________________________

CITY ___________________________ COUNTY ______________________ My Commission Expires ____________
IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE BUYERS

Please read and familiarize yourself with the TERMS AND CONDITIONS of this sale

You will be bound by these TERMS AND CONDITIONS whether you read them or not!

Susie Reed, Thirty-Two Cattle Company, its associates and the auctioneers’ function is to bring the buyer and the seller together.

ALL RESPONSIBILITIES AND GUARANTEES LIE BETWEEN THE BUYER AND SELLER

ERRORS. Every effort has been made to assure correctness of the catalog. The sales management and auctioneers are not responsible for error or omissions and assume no liability on its part as to any statements verbal or written regarding horses sold. In case typographical or other errors are discovered in the printed sales catalog, the auctioneer will announce them and a memorandum will be kept of such corrections which takes precedence over printed matter in the catalog. BUYERS ARE CAUTIONED TO PAY CLOSE ATTENTION TO THE AUCTIONEER’S ANNOUNCEMENTS.

TIE BIDS. The highest bidder will be the buyer and if a dispute arises between two or more bidders, the horse in dispute shall immediately be put up again for advance bids. If there is no advance, the horse shall go to the person from whom the auctioneer recognized the last bid. The auctioneer will decline any bid made by parties who have defaulted in former purchases or by persons, who in his judgment, are not responsible bidders. The consignor shall have the right to pass out or no sale his or her horse. All consignors who no sale their animal must do so prior to the animal leaving the sale ring.

ALLEY SALES. Horses bought or sold on the “alley” (outside the sale ring) sell with no guarantee and no recourse through Susie Reed or Thirty-Two Cattle Company.

PAYMENT. Terms of sale are cash. Payment in full must be made to the cashier immediately after the sale. All payments shall be in U.S. Currency and on U.S. Banks only. Method of payment shall be Cash, Cashier’s Check, Travelers Checks or approved bank check which has been verified and approved in advance by cashier and/or officers of Thirty-Two Cattle Company. BANK DRAFTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. All payments must be made to Thirty-Two Cattle Company. Any payment made by the buyer to the consignor or any other party will not be regarded as valid or entitle the buyer to delivery of the animal. All “returned” or insufficient funded checks will be immediately turned over to the Carter County District Attorney and charges will be filed.

REGISTRATION PAPERS. All papers will be withheld until payments clear the bank. Buyers paying cash may pick up papers day of sale. The Seller shall be responsible for American Quarter Horse Association Transfer Fees. Buyers shall be responsible for all other association transfer fees including, but not limited to APHA, PTHA, PHBA, etc.

RELEASES. Upon receiving payment for a horse, the cashier will issue an order to obtain delivery. Buyers are cautioned not to lose these orders. Buyers must make arrangements for care of stock until it can be removed.

RESALES. If the highest bidder fails to immediately execute the Sale Ticket or otherwise fails to comply with the Sale Conditions or the published Settlement procedures, or in the event of a mistake by the auctioneer, Susie Reed, Thirty-Two Cattle Company reserves the option thereafter resell the animal at the sale and such resale will terminate all obligations of Susie Reed, Thirty-Two Cattle Company and the consignor to honor any prior bid.

DEFAULT. If any person shall purchase a lot and not pay for it as prescribed above, nothing shall prevent the auctioneer or the owner from compelling the purchaser to pay for it if the auctioneer or seller shall so deem fit.

LIMITED WARRANTIES. The seller is the responsible party for all representations or warranties, expressed or implied, concerning the condition of any horse, and buyers should satisfy themselves concerning the condition of any horse they purchase. Except as otherwise announced by the auctioneer at the time of sale, the consignor of each animal represents and warrants to the buyer and Thirty-Two Cattle Company, the following (1) Title of the animal free from all adverse claims to ownership, use or possession; (2) The animal is sound of eyes and wind; (3) The animal is not a “cribber” or “wind sucker;” (4) The animal has not been nerved or have navicular disease, or is foundered; (5) The sex or condition as a gelding or ridgeling is as described in the sale catalog or announced at time of sale; (6) Any animal which at time
of sale is described as a colt and does not at such time have two testes descended to the
scrotum must be announced. Warranty with respect to descended testes does not apply to
any horse sold prior to July 1 of his yearling year. If any of these conditions are announced,
the consignor is held harmless for the condition. Except for the foregoing limited warranties,
each animal is sold by the consignor WITHOUT WARRANTY AND WITH ALL FAULTS.
Every horse is sold under this rule, therefore, no horse can be rejected by the buyer when
struck off by the auctioneer.

**DISPUTES.** In the event a dispute should arise as to a particular defect which should
have been, but was not announced as described above, the buyer has the right to have a
veterinarian examine the horse he has purchased to determine if the horse suffers from the
defect. Thirty-Two Cattle Company is to be notified within 48 hours from the end of the sale
in which the horse was sold. If the purchaser’s veterinarian determines the horse to have
the alleged defect, the Sales Management as agent shall appoint a veterinarian of its choice
to determine if the horse has the defect(s) and if the defect was present at the time of sale.
His or her decision will be final. If the veterinarian determines that the defect was present at
the time of sale and it was not announced, the sale of said horse shall be null and void and
the consignor must pay entry fee and commission as contained in the consignor’s contract,
and the cost of any veterinary examination and veterinary work performed on the horse as
a result of said defect. If the horse is determined by the Sales Management veterinarian not
to have the alleged defect, the sale of said horse is valid and enforceable and purchaser
assumes all costs of examination and treatment.

**RIGHTFUL REJECTION.** If the buyer rightfully rejects the animal in the manner stated above
and within the time provided, the animal will be returned by the buyer to the consignor
and the consignor will refund to the buyer the full purchase price of the animal together with all
reasonable expenses incurred by the buyer in connection with the animal from the time of
sale until the return to the consignor.

**BROODMARE - PREGNANCY STATUS.** The seller guarantees all mares were bred to
stallions as indicated in the catalog. We believe them to be in foal but are selling them as they
are and without return privileges, unless otherwise specified. Any purchaser of a broodmare
sold in this sale as **IN FOAL** to a stallion may have her examined **within 24 hours** after the fall
of the hammer and **prior to removal from the sale premises** by a veterinarian acceptable to
the undersigned. Any broodmare so examined whose pregnancy status is found not to be as
represented at the time of sale may be returned to the consignor as unsold and the consignor
shall pay the veterinarian’s fee for examination and is liable for the commission as if sold. If the
broodmare is found to be as certified, the purchaser shall pay the examination fee.

**TITLE.** Title to and risk of loss passes to the buyer when the animal is knocked off as sold
by the auctioneer. Immediately after the horse is sold it will be the sole risk and responsibility
of the buyer. Effective from the time of purchase, the buyer assumes responsibility for the
maintenance and care of the animal. The buyer further agrees to indemnify and hold the
consignor and Thirty-Two Cattle Company harmless from all loss, cost and expense arising
from illness, injury or death of such animal, or loss or damage to property, and injury or
death of persons, caused by the buyer, the buyer’s agents or employees, or by the animal
subsequent to the time of purchase.

**CONSIGNEE STATUS.** Thirty-Two Cattle Company is operating as an independent
contractor regularly engaged in the business of conducting consignment sales. In the event
of any dispute between the buyer and the consignor, Thirty-Two Cattle Company will occupy
the position of agent for a disclosed principle and stakeholder and will be discharged from
all obligations owing to the consignor or the buyer on delivery of any property or funds held
by Thirty-Two Cattle Company to the court having jurisdiction of such dispute. Susie Reed,
Thirty-Two Cattle Company makes no representation or warranty with respect to any animal
and the buyer must look solely to the designated consignor for recovery of any damage by
reason of the failure of any representation or limited warranty.

**COGGINS TEST.** All horses in this sale are to be tested negative for Equine Infectious
Anemia (Coggins Test) within six months of sale date.

**LIABILITY.** Buyers and spectators are cautioned to be careful while on the grounds
and particularly while horses are being shown or sold in the sale ring. All persons
attending the sale do so at their own risk. Neither the owners nor any other person connected
with this sale assume any liability, legal or otherwise, for accidents to persons or property,
before, during or after the sale.

**ALL HORSES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE SALE PREMISES BY 9AM SUNDAY, November 7.**
IMPORTANT NOTICES

READ SALE TERMS & CONDITIONS

SALE DAY PHONE: 580-223-2541

There is NO IMPLIED WARRANTY made by auctioneer or consignor as to the merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of any animal offered for sale. PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS ARE CAUTIONED that warranties on horses purchased are only as stated in Terms & Conditions. Alley transactions void all warranties and there is no recourse through Thirty-Two Cattle Company.

PROSPECTIVE BUYERS, EXAMINE HORSES PRIOR TO PURCHASING

Please READ and FAMILIARIZE yourself with the Terms and Conditions of this sale which you will find printed in this catalog.

All prospective buyers are cautioned and hereby advised to examine horses thoroughly before purchasing. There is NO IMPLIED WARRANTY made by auctioneer or consignor as to the merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose of any animal offered for sale in this auction. PROSPECTIVE BIDDERS ARE CAUTIONED THAT WARRANTIES ON HORSES PURCHASED ARE ONLY AS STATED IN TERMS & CONDITIONS.

STALLING AVAILABLE FOR CATALOGED HORSES ONLY. Any horse not consigned to the sale and found to be on the grounds will be assessed a $150 FEE and must go through the auction at the end of the sale. A release for this horse will not be issued until these terms are complied with. No horse will be let out the gate without a hip number and release.

ALL HORSES SOLD while on the grounds must go through the sale office.
ALL HORSES SOLD on the alley must go through the sale ring.

NOTICE TO ALL BUYERS

New buyers or buyers who have not purchased within one year, must establish buyer verification before purchasing. Also, any buyer exceeding the amount established must update buyer verification. Papers will be given day of sale to buyers who present a Letter of Credit that guarantees payment to Thirty-Two Cattle Company. MASTERCARD & VISA will be accepted. 2.5% office processing fee will be added to all purchases; however, this fee will be discounted for purchases paid for by cash, check for cashier’s check.

CARE OF HORSES AFTER SALE

Please be reminded that title passes at the fall of the hammer, at which time the purchaser assumes all risk and responsibility for the horses. ALL HORSES MUST BE REMOVED FROM THE SALE PREMISES BY 9AM, OF THE DAY FOLLOWING SALE DAY. Horses remaining after that time are left at the buyer’s risk. Any delays in shipment of horses must be approved by the Sale Office. Horses being removed from sale area must have SALE HIP NUMBER STILL VISIBLE and a PAID RECEIPT from the Sale Office.

Horse hauling will be available at the sale.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BUYERS, PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO ANNOUNCEMENTS MADE FROM THE AUCTION STAND. If you are not sure about an announcement, please ask the ring man you are bidding to for clarification immediately. If you have any other questions regarding the horse you are bidding on, please immediately ask the ring man taking your bid while the horse is in the sale ring.

ALLEY SALES
Transactions on any horse sold while on the sale grounds before or after the horse goes through the sale ring MUST GO THROUGH THE SALE OFFICE. All horses bought or sold outside the sale ring sell with all defects and no guarantee and no recourse through Thirty-Two Cattle Company. All horses sold on the “alley” must go through the sale ring. A release will not be issued until the horse passes through the sale ring.

CHECK LIABILITY
In the state of Oklahoma, any person signing a personalized check will be held liable for the amount of the check. All returned checks will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the laws and no exceptions will be made. There will be a $500.00 fee for all returned checks that are not replaced with a cashier’s check within 3 days of the return date of the check.

CATALOG ERRORS
Every effort has been made to assure correctness of the sale catalog. However, the sale management, auctioneers and announcers are not responsible for errors of omission, and assume no liability on its part or on the part of Consignors as to any statements made by the Consignor which are printed in the catalog on behalf of Consignors. When errors or omissions are brought to the attention of the sale management, auctioneers or announcers, or when such errors or omissions are discovered by the sale management, announcements will be made to correct such errors or omissions.

HIP NUMBERS
Do not remove hip numbers from horses once they are applied. Buyer releases will be checked against hip numbers and no horse will be released without a legible hip number.

HYPP DEFINITIONS
Hyperkalemic Periodic Paralysis Disease (HYPP) is a muscular disease. The results of horses that have been tested for this disease will be noted as follows in the catalog: N/N - Negative for HYPP; H/N or N/H - Positive (Homozygous) for HYPP; H/H - Positive (Homozygous) for HYPP. All horses descended from the stallion IMPRESSIVE that do not declare an HYPP test should be purchased as is. Consignors are required to disclose all test results or treatment of suspect horses for this condition.

NOTICE TO ALL BUYERS
New buyers or buyers who have not purchased within one year must establish buyer verification before purchasing. Also, any buyer exceeding the amount established must update buyer verification.
Consignor’s Index

32 CATTLE CO ........................................131
7 HR QTR HORSES .............................55,144,197
AARON, CHRISTINE ............................178
ANDERSON, ROGER ...............................139
ANOTHER DAY RANCH ..............................2
ARNOLD & CARAWAY ............................4, 43, 79, 94
  177,191
BAGLEY PERF HORSES ..........................157, 188
BANAWIEN RANCH ................................154
BARNUM DVM, BILL ..............................169
BARTON, SANDRA .................................184
BARWICK, JEREMY ...............................5, 25, 46, 7, 98
  123, 146, 170
BEENE, JACK .........................................193
BENNETT, MICHAEL ................................171
BRANNON, SANDY ....................................91
BROWN, RICKY .......................................174
BRUCH, THOMAS .....................................128
BRYAN, LEE ..........................................163, 189
BRYANT QTR HORSES ............................186
BULLARD, TRAVIS ....................................160
BURNSIDE, JOHN & LINDA .........................176
BUSSEY, BRET .......................................159
CHURCHILL, DAN ................................... 80
CIRCLE C RANCH ....................................23, 51, 167
CIRCLE C RANCH CO ...............................104, 137
COGDELL, BLAZE ......................................6
COGDELL, DICK .....................................36, 71,106,138,180
COLCLASURE, BRUCE ............................102
COWAN SELECT HORSES LLC ...................... 86
CZISNY, AMBER .....................................30, 109
CZISNY-AGT, WAYNE ..............................66, 84
DANGELMAYR, JOHN & MARY ....................17, 63, 181
De BARBANSON, FONS ............................ 127
DE LEEWU, PETE ......................................44, 132
DEONIER, ROBERT ....................................37, 125
EAKIN, JAMES ...........................................39
EATON, JOHN ......................................... 20
ELLIOTT, J. LARRY .................................... 70
ELLIOTT, ELIZABETH .............................. 108
EMERSON, BILLY .................................18, 45, 35, 179
FROST, RANDY ........................................ 38, 76,100
FROST, RANDY ....................................... 140
GARDINER, GREG ..................................... 60,198
GARDNER, MELISSA ................................ 7, 22, 49, 74, 92
  119, 143, 168, 183, 192
GORDON, MARC & KATHY ......................... 8, 40, 95
  121, 162, 187, 200
GRAHAM LAND & CATTLE CO .............26, 78, 147
GRAY QTR HORSES-NV ..........................124, 172
GREIFF, MARY JO .................................... 27
GREIFF, ASHLEY ....................................... 59
GREIFF, MARY JO ................................. 97, 136
GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC ..................... 9, 53, 90, 117, 150
HALL, SHANE ......................................... .85
HANSON, KEN & MARCIA ......................... 33, 130
HARTMAN, DR. DAVID ............................ 54, 112, 158
HEIM, JOE ............................................  .48
HULBERT, JEAN .......................................  .96
LANGDON, TONY & LISA ....................... 28, 103, 165
MAIN RIVER QH ..................................... 105
MASON, TOM ......................................... 87, 185
MAY, P W ...............................................  .64
MAYFIELD, BOB ......................................  .73
McCOLLEY, S ......................................11, 62, 148, 199
McCoy, JOHN ......................................... .56, 89
McDONALD, RICK .................................  10, 67,114, 145
MOORE, TERRY & JULIA .........................  72, 151
MOSLEY, WAYNE .................................... 133, 153
NORTH STAR RANCH ...............................  .42
PARKER, JOAN ......................................12, 58
PAXTON, JOHN ........................................ 16, 69, 120
PAYNE, JIMMY .......................................  .14
PIEPER RANCH ....................................... 21, 52, 116, 156
PITCHFORK S QTR HORSES .....................107, 164
POLO RANCH ..........................................  1
RAPP, PHIL ............................................ 129
RUBY VIEW QTR HORSES ........................ 166
RUDARI, MASSIMO ....................................118
SCRIBNER, DAVE ................................... 113
SIMPSON, WILLIAM .................................. 93
SMITH, LARRY DON ....................................31
SOUTH AZZI H RANCH INC .......................13, 57
  122, 175
SPENCE, DEAN ....................................... 182
STACY, LARRY & LIZ ...............................  .65
STAR C LAND & CATTLE LLC ..................19, 83
STEWART, FLYNN .................................... 32, 115
STOSSEL, BOB & LAURI ............................ .75
STRANG, MARCELLO ................................ .29
SULLIVANT, BURKE ...............................  .88, 126
TAWNEY, RON .........................................  .34
TRIPLE CCC STABLES .............................. 15, 161
TURNER, BRENT .....................................  .68
VAN DIEST, BRIAN ...................................  .35
VERDECIA, CARLOS ...............................  .99
WEBCO QTR HORSES .............................. 81, 152, 196
WEBER, DON & MCSHERRY ...................... 3, 24, 41
  61, 82, 111, 134, 155, 173, 190
WELCH, KATHY .......................................141, 195
WELCH-MCCULLOCH, SUSAN ....................  .50, 110
WILLIS, STAN ....................................... 149
WK COLEMAN RANCH ............................. 142
WRIGLEY RANCHES LLC ......................... 47, 101, 194
Sire's Index

Aggies Twelfth Man ............ 49, 92
Bett On Me 498 ................. 178
Blessed Twice .................. 79
Blue Bayou Boon ................ 5
Blue Duck Okie ................. 18, 30, 45, 135
Boon A Little ................... 37, 158
Boonlight Dancer. 1, 8, 100, 121, 151
Bt Shining Treasure .......... 15
Buena Starlight ................ 188
Capitol Copy ..................... 14
Cat Ichi ........................ 105
Cats Merada .................... 19, 77, 123, 146, 167
Cats Red Feather .............. 196
Cd Blaze ........................ 197
Cd Lights ......................... 175
Cd Olena ........................ 134
Cd Royal ......................... 96
Chic Please ..................... 162
Chula Dual ........................ 26
Colonels Smoking Gun ........ 40, 2
Cookie Monster Etc .......... 108
Da Jazzy Starlight ............ 185
Delta Flyer ....................... 182
Doc O Lena Twist .............. 7
Doc's Hickory ................... 33
Doc's Little Bit ............... 20
Dose Of Pepto ................... 38
Dual Pep ........................ 74
Dual Rey. 42, 73, 99, 104, 122, 137, 168
Dual Smart Rey ................ 174
Duals Blue Boon .............. 68, 93, 125
Duals Blue Boon .............. 172
Flash Of Whiz ................... 64
Freckles Playboy ................ 41, 81, 191
Gallo Del Cielo ................. 76, 200
Gotta Sweet Leo ............... 193
Haidas Sugar Doc .............. 133
Hal Recreation .................. 50
Hes A Peptospoonful ........... 24
Hes A Peptospoonful ........... 63, 83, 103
139, 165, 166
Hickory's Indian Pep .......... 86, 195
High Brow Cat .................. 65, 80, 129
High Brow Hickory ............ 11
Highlight Cat ................... 171
Hollywood Heat ................ 55
Im Chairman ..................... 153
Its Just About Me ............. 128
Juan Bad Cat ................... 184
Just Smart ...................... 3, 61, 82, 111, 173, 190
Kits Little Garfield .......... 85
Kodo ............................. 114
Lena Lil Chief .................. 186
Lenas Hickory Chips ........... 35
Lenas Jewel Bars .............. 22
Mark This Spot .................. 59
Mecom Blue ...................... 57, 88
Mister Dual Pep ............... 97, 136, 159
Mr Peppy's Freckles .......... 119
Nitas Wood ...................... 17, 39, 116, 132, 189
Nitro Dual Doc ................. 9, 28, 53, 62, 90, 117
One Time Pepto ................. 46, 102
Paddys Irish Whiskey ......... 164
Pale Face Jose .................. 150
PeeKa Pep ........................ 75
Peppy San Badger ............. 152
Peppys Gay ...................... 148
Pepto Rio Playboy .............. 69, 78
Pepto Taz ......................... 60
Peptospoonsmal ................ 44, 112, 118
Peptos Stylish Oak .......... 113
Playdox ........................... 48
Playgun 52, 54, 66, 115
Quejanaisalema ................. 13
Red Pepto ......................... 199
Reys Dual Badger .............. 101, 141
Rowdy Yankee ................... .27
Royal Silver King ............. 34
Royals Red Rap ................. 198
Rum Squall ....................... 140
Shadowcatchin Cattin 6, 36, 71, 180
Shine Like Hail ................. 176
Shining Spark ................... 107
Shiver Shake ................... 106, 138
Shorty Lena ...................... 72
Speats Peppy ................... 31, 149
Slip Down Lena ................. 10, 145
Smart Aristocrat ............... 194
Smart Chic Olena ............... 144
Smart Little Jerry ............. 16, 70
Smart Little Lena 32, 89, 109, 124, 142
Smart Mate ...................... 23, 110, 130, 160
Smart Quick Merada ........... 67, 127
Smartest Chic Olena ........... 161
Smooth As A Cat ................. 84, 126
Sophisticated Catt ............ 87
Soula Jule Star .................. 29
Spots Hot ......................... 21, 156
Sr Instant Choice .............. 131, 143
Starlights Gypsy ............... 12, 58
Starlights Wrangler ............ 187
Stylish Rey ...................... 51
Sweet Lil Pepto ................. 4, 25, 43, 56, 94
98, 163, 170, 177
Taris Judge ..................... 157
Topsail Whiz .................... 95
Travalena ....................... 155
Widows Freckles ............... 147, 181
Wild Haired Cat ............... 47
Wimpys Little Step ............. 91
Young Rey Gun ................. 120
HIP# 74 AGGIES TWELFTH MAN • No. 4236954 • 2000 SORREL STALLION • CONSIGNOR: MELISSA GARDNER (DUAL PEP x STUDIO LENA by DOC O’LENA) A beautiful stallion trained by Larry Reeder with LTE $69,143. He was a Bluebonnet Stakes 5/6 Yr Old Opn Champion NCHA Eastern Natls $10,000 Nov Co-Reserve Ch, San Antonio Livestock Show $10,000 Novice Champion, semi-finalist at NCHA NP Fut and SS Classic. Half brother to STUDIO FRECKLES by SAN TULE FRECKLES LTE $52,012. Very well mannered. No quirks or vices. Will be demonstrated on cattle sale day. HERDA N/N. NCHA winner of $68,350.

HIP# 99 LUKES DUALIN REY • No. 4203345 • 2001 SORREL GELDING • CONSIGNOR: CARLOS VERDECIA (DUAL REY x PEPPYMINT O LENA by PEPPYMINT DRY) $53,840 NCHA. 100% sound. As nice a show horse as you will find on cattle. Don’t miss this opportunity. $53,840 NCHA.
HIP# 128 ITSJUSTABOUTCHUCK • No. 5095648 • 2005 SORREL GELDING • CONSIGNOR: THOMAS BRUCH (ITS JUST ABOUT ME x LIZZIE FAIR by HAIDAS LITTLE PEP) $33,015 NCHA. All of the money was won in Non-Pro classes. Eligible for all novice classes. He doesn’t require much work to show. Most recently Top 10 $20,000 NP Eastern Natls and finalist at 5/6 NP at the OSB Fut, etc. A great Non Pro horse. $33,015 NCHA.

HIP# 88 DESIRE SOME BLUES • No. 5147950 • 2005 BLUE ROAN GELDING • CONSIGNOR: BURKE SULLIVANT (MECOM BLUE x A PLAYBOYS DESIRE by FRECKLES PLAYBOY) AQHA Incentive Fund. “Blue” is super solid, a big stopper and is easy to be around. He can score in the Open or Non-Pro. LTE $28,035 NCHA. $28,035 NCHA.
HIP# 107 SOUTHERN SHINER • No. 4521730 • 2004 PALOMINO STALLION • CONSIGNOR: PITCHFORK S QTR HORSES (SHINING SPARK x SHESA HICKORY by DOC’S HICKORY) $15,029 NRCHA, $685 AQHA Inc Fund. AQHA & PHBA reg. As a 4 year old “Shiner” placed 4th in the Open Derby at Waco, Rsv Ch in the Intermediate Open. Has his ROM in Reining and qualified for the 08 & 09 Jr Working Cow Horse World Show. Is an Open Horse and all of his earnings were in the Open. NRHA licensed. Will be shown on cattle sale day.

HIP# 65 RATS N CATS • No. 4665023 • 2004 SORREL GELDING • CONSIGNOR: LARRY & LIZ STACY (HIGH BROW CAT x MISSYS RACHET by DOC’S HICKORY) “Rats” is a cutting horse who can do it all. He is strong and totally sound. As of August 1, with over $10,400 in total NCHA earnings, he is ranked 39 in the NCHA Top 50 $10,000 Novice and also has youth points. He will continue to be shown until sold. “Rats” was shown by Foster Johnson in 2009 and Gaylon Wells in 2010. On sale day he will be shown on cattle. He will be a great open or non-pro horse. We would love to keep him but we have too many horses. Winner of $10,400 NCHA.
**HIP# 113 MAXIMUM PEPTO STYLE** • No. 4492334 • 2003 RED ROAN MARE • CONSIGNOR: DAVE SCRIBNER (PEPTOS STYLISH OAK x ELLIE MAY MAXI by MAXI LENA) A big, beautiful roan mare by PEPTOS STYLISH OAK. Only shown a few times a year earning in excess of $5,600. Still 3k eligible. Has been a finalist in several aged events including Rsv Ch in the 5/6 YO Class at the 2009 Royal Flush Aged event. Solid, sound and ready to show. $5,644 NCHA.

**HIP# 80 LIL PUMA** • No. 4820957 • 2006 SORREL MARE • CONSIGNOR: DAN CHURCHILL (HIGH BROW CAT x EASTERS LITTLE STAR by GRAYS STARLIGHT) Puma has been a great show mare for us this year, actively shown in LTE's by Ashley Baxstrom. Proven for a Non Pro also to be very competitive. $10,000 LTE with updates announced sale day. Open finalist every-time shown to date including being 3rd at the Early Bird Fut & MO Fut. Will be shown until sale day. Great looking, easy to maintain mare. Be sure to check her out. $5,453
BOONLIGHT DANCER  
LTE $136,253  
1998 red roan stallion  
Sire of offspring earning in excess of $1.2 Million  
2011 Stud Fee: $3,500  
group discounts available

GALLO DEL CIELO “Rooster”  
1989 bay stallion  
Sire of offspring earning $4.6 Million  
An NRHA $2 Million Sire  
Ranked by Equi-Stat as  
#4 Leading Reining Sire  
2011 stud fee:  
after January 1, 2011: $5,000  
Frozen Semen Available to Europe

SOUTA JULE STAR • LTE $130,000  
1997 sorrel stallion  
Co-owned with Heart Ranch  
Sire of offspring earning $800,000  
2010 stud fee: $2,500 + $250 chute fee  
group discounts available

Book’em.

TESTED HERDA N/N  
COOLED SEMEN AVAILABLE  
FOALS WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR MAJOR EVENTS

Shane Wilson • Susie Reed  
580.276.4830 • Fax 580.276.4281  
Box 261 • Marietta, Oklahoma 73448  
e-mail: polo@ardmore.com  
www.poloranch.com  
Attending Veterinarians:  
Dr. John McCarroll & Dr. Matt Gomulak
STARTIN
NO. 5183566 • 2009 SORRELL STALLION
Consignor: POLO RANCH

Notes: A super cutting or cow horse prospect. This is CRACKINS last foal.

SIRE: BOONLIGHT DANCER Earner of $136,253, NRCHA Fut Op Ch, Op Top 5 NCHA Derby & Santa Ynez Valley Cow Horse Fut. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,231,606 including, THIRD CUTTING ($401,793, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op-Co Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Abln Spec Op Ch); STRAY KATZ ($89,792, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); LIL BREAK DANCER ($46,744 NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch); SHADY BOONLIGHT ($55,426, NCHA Super Stks Clas Ltd Non Pro Co-Ch) etc.

DAM: CRACKIN $133,084, NCHA Open Rsv Wrld Ch, Top 10 NCHA Fut Op. Dam of offspring earning over $320,156 including CRAKERBOY DNA ($249,001, NCHA SS Op Rsv Ch, Top 10 NCHA Fut Op, Abilene Spect, etc); SMART CRACK ($34,337, NW Derby NP Ch); CRACKETTE ($37,171 NCHA).

---

MY PAINTED GUN
NO. 978823 • 2009 RR/OV STALLION
Consignor: ANOTHER DAY RANCH

Notes: NRHA Futurity and Derby nominated as well as NRBC. Incredibly talented colt with no vices.

SIRE: COLONELS SMOKINGUN [NRHA GUNNER] 1993 AQHA/APHA reg. Earner of $177,226, NRHA Hall of Fame, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, etc. NRHA All Time #8 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $2,263,111 including, GUNNERS SPECIAL NITE ($213,245, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); GUNNATRASHYA ($174,298, NRHA Fut Op Ch); THE GREAT GUNTINI ($144,260, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut); SNOW GUN ($122,614, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: SOMEBODY PAINTED ME Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: MS DRY STINGER, Earner of $7,839 NCHA. Producer of 3 registered foals.
JUST POINT
NO. 5183136 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

SMART LITTLE LENA
JUST SMART
JUSTA LIL TOMBOY
MISS N CASH
SAKONNET POINT
LUCKY BOTTOM BELLE

DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
LIL PEPPY FAIR
DASH FOR CASH
DOC N MISSY
LUCKY STAR MAC
MISS GLIMPSE

Notes: AQHA Incentive Fund. Wow! Canadian Champion dam and JUST SMART for a sire. Her sister is fabulous and she will be too. Breeders Invitational enrolled.

SIRE: JUST SMART Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: SAKONNET POINT $17,781 NCHA, Dam of 7 foals, 2 perfs including MATE N CASH ($1,412 NRCHA). 2nd DAM: LUCKY BOTTOM BELLE, $1,090 NCHA. Producer of 3 foals, 2 perfs including SAKONNET POINT (See Above); BELLE BOTTOM OAK ($4,338 NCHA).

SWEETSMELLINLAVENDER
NO. 5187217 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: ARNOLD & CARAWAY

PEPTOBOONSMAL
SWEET LIL PEPTO
SWEET LIL LENA
SMART LITTLE PISTOL
PURPLE DOLL
DRY SUGAR DOLL

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
SMART LITTLE LENA
SONSCOOT
SMART LITTLE LENA
MISS SILVER PISTOL
DRYIN TIME
SHE’S A SUGAR DOLL

Notes: A well built filly. Her dam is the earner of $20,000 NCHA. Her oldest foal is a 3 year old. SWEET LIL PEPTO is the earner of $235,000.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: PURPLE DOLL $20,000 NCHA. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: DRY SUGAR DOLL, Producer of 8 foals, 2 perfs including PURPLE DOLL (See Above).
Notes: A nice colt by BLUE BAYOU BOON out of a full sister to SMOKIN TRONA ($114,000). His 2nd dam, SENI PRESCRIPTION has produced earners of $153,000.

SIRE: BLUE BAYOU BOON Earner of $95,941, Ike Hamilton Clas Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 Fnlst NCHA Ltd Non Pro Super Stks, NCHA Super Stks Ltd NP Clas, Brazos Bash Op Clas & “The Non Pro” 4 YO NP, etc. Sire of 19 perfs earning $385,333 including, CHIQUIT A BOON ($166,482, Music City Derby Op Co-Ch, NCHA Ltd NP Derby Co-Ch); MISS CHIQUIT A BOON ($62,011, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, Top 5 Cotton Stks NP Clas); BOON BE BLACK ($55,286, Top 10 NCHA Super Stks Clas & Super Stks) etc.

DAM: TRONAS LITTLE JEWEL $1,547 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: SENI PRESCRIPTION, Producer of 8 foals, 5 perfs including SMOKIN TRONA ($114,449, 3rd NCHA Classic/Challenge); TWISTIN TRONA ($38,941 NCHA) etc.

Notes: This beautiful mare has had 6 months of training and will be shown on cattle sale day. Her dam was an NCHA money earner.

SIRE: SHADOWCATCHIN CATTIN Earner of $48,439 NCHA. Sire of 40 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show RED HOLLY BERRIES (2 Wkg pts); SHIVER SHAKE O LENA (Shown as a 4 YO).

DAM: BELLE OF THE BAYOU Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: HOLLYWOOD CANDY BAR, Producer of 12 foals, 4 perfs including SPLATTER ($4,482 NCHA); HOLLYWOOD 895 ($4,444 NCHA); SHANDY LENA ($3,590 NCHA); BELLE OF THE BAYOU (NCHA money earner).
LENAS TEXAS AGGIE
NO. 4052804 • 1998 BLACK MARE
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

Notes: A beautiful broodmare that was shown at the 2001 NCHA Open Futurity but was retired due to injury. Sells open for the 2011 foaling year.

SIRE: DOC O LENA TWIST Earner of $118,388, Abin Spec 5/6 YO Non Pro Co-Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Clas, AQHA Top 5 Hi Pt Sr Cut & Top 10 World Show. An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,053,709 including, LB COWTOWN TWIST ($271,450, NCHA Clas/ Chal Op Ch, AQHA Hi Pt Am Cut, AQHA Top 5 World Show Sr Cut); LB TEXAS TWIST ($187,327, AQHA World Ch Am Cut & Rsv World Ch Sr Cut); HESA TWIST AHEAD ($91,279 NCHA) etc.

DAM: LENAS SAN PEPPY Dam of 3 foals, 1 perf HULLABALOO O LENA ($1,190 NCHA). 2nd DAM: TRULY REWARDED, Producer of 1 foal.

YOLIGHT
NO. 4946677 • 2006 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: MARC & KATHY GORDON

Notes: A solid gelding with 2 years training in reining and cattle.

SIRE: BOONLIGHT DANCER Earner of $136,253, NRCHA Fut Op Ch, Op Top 5 NCHA Derby & Santa Ynez Valley Cow Horse Fut. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,231,606 including, THIRD CUTTING ($401,793, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op-Co Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Abin Spec Op Ch); STRAY KATZ ($89,792, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); LIL BREAK DANCER ($46,744 NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch); SHADY BOONLIGHT ($55,426, NCHA Super Stks Clas Ltd Non Pro Co-Ch) etc.

DAM: YOPLAIT LIGHT $2,608 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: DOCS LUCKY NUMBER, $11,035 NCHA. Producer of 7 foals, 4 perfs including HAGANDAZ ($49,289 NCHA/NRCHA); YOPLAIT LIGHT (See Above); DANNON LIGHT ($1,122 NCHA) etc.
DANCIN WITH A STAR
NO. 5075671 • 2008 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC

Notes: Very athletic red roan mare by NITRO DUAL DOC. DANCIN WITH A STAR has a lot of expression on a cow and plenty of stop to make a nice cutting horse.

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRISTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: DANCIN RUBY LENA $21,755 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 3 perfs including LEANIN OH CAY ($32,176 NCHA); WSR DANCIN QUIXOTE ($4,823 NCHA). 2nd DAM: RUBY TEQUILA, Producer of 14 foals, 8 perfs including PLAYBOYS RUBY ($52,576 NCHA); DANCIN RUBY LENA (See Above) etc.

Notes: This mare has a lot of raw talent, she just needs a job.

SIRE: SLIP DOWN LENA Earner of $56,543, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst. Sire of earners of $316,255 NCHA including, SHUT UP AND CUT ($123,147, NCHA 20K Non Pro World Ch, PCCHA 20K NP Co-Ch); SLIP DOWN CAT ($62,011, Bonanza Clas Rsv Ch Op Gldg, Top 5 Ablin Spec, Top 10 PCCHA Fall Op Stks); CHAMPAGNE SLIPPERS ($34,080, Top 5 Congress Spg Spec Op Clas & Top 5 NP Clas) etc.

DAM: TAP DANCIN CASSIE Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: FRECKLES CASSIE, $10,179 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 6 perfs including CASSIES KIT CAT ($43,415 NCHA); SMART LITTLE CASSIE ($17,953 NCHA); SHEZA FRECKLE LENA ($8,161 NCHA) etc.
HIGH BROW SWEETIE
NO. 4147137 • 2001 RED DUN MARE
Consignor: S. MCCOLLEY

Notes: A super cute filly with excellent genetics in a pretty package and color to boot. Sound, gentle, likes attention, easy to handle and very intelligent. Great attitude under saddle, athletic and wants to work cows. Will be demonstrated sale day.

SIRE: HIGH BROW HICKORY Dead. Earner of $229,771, NCHA Fut Op Co-Rsv Ch, NCHA Brdrs Op Rsv Ch, etc. An Equistat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,014,574 including, SMART LOOKIN HI BROW ($216,394, Polo Ranch Op Ch, Memphis Clas Op Ch); HIGH BROWS NURSE ($141,950, NCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch); HIGH BROW CAT ($126,252, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst, NCHA All Time #1 Ldg Cut Sire); MR SMOKE HICKORY ($120,214, NCHA Estrn Natls Op Rsv Ch); HICKORY LENA STAR ($133,816, Music City Clas Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Clas/Chal) etc.

DAM: DAZZLING NINA Dam of 7 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: DAZZLED PLAYBOY, Producer of 2 foals.

GYPSYS CHARMER
NO. 4954455 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOANN PARKER

Notes: Guaranteed x-ray sound. Well started on cattle. Shown on cattle sale day.

SIRE: STARLIGHTS GYPSY Earner of $127,772, Suncoast Fall Clas Op Rsv Ch, Red Bluff Wntr Derby Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, etc. Sire of 38 perfs earning $373,684 including, GYPSY RED LIGHT ($71,024, Top 10 NCHA Non Pro Fut); SWINGING GYPSY ($52,679, NCHA NP Fut Fnlst); GYPSYS MISS OAK ($53,985, 3-time Major Event NP Fnlst) etc.

DAM: UNOS CHARM Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: OAKS CHARM, Producer of 17 foals, 5 perfs including LITTLE SISSY OAK, ($60,264 NCHA); UNO SIS ($16,056 NCHA); UNO SANGRIA ($10,520 NCHA) etc.
LHR QUEJANASPICE
NO. 5043647 • 2007 RED ROAN GELDING
Consignor: SOUTH LAZY H RANCH INC

Notes: A super nice gelding that is on track for the futurity. He will make a nice non pro or amateur horse. Watch him work a cow sale day.

SIRE: QUEJANAISALENA Earner of $338,204, Brdr's Inv Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch, Augusta Clas NP Ch, NCHA Derby NP Co-Rsv Ch, Abln Spec Clas NP Ch, NCHA NP Fut Fnlst. First to show include QUEJANAISABELLE ($27,184, NCHA Gldg Stks NP Ch); QUEJANAMO ($19,728, NCHA Fut NP Fnlst, Brdr's Inv NP Derby Fnlst); DUALINISALENA ($14,648 NCHA) etc.

DAM: LITTLE BIT SPICED Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: DOCS GAVIOTA, $34,024 NCHA. Pro-ducer of 13 foals, 8 perfs including DOX DIAMOND HILL ($61,713 NCHA); SMART GAVIOTA ($56,493 NCHA); DOX LITTLE GAVIOTA ($24,945 NCHA) ITTY BITTY DUALLY ($12,926 NCHA) etc.

ROSE BLUE BAR
NO. 5013680 • 2007 GRAY MARE
Consignor: JIMMY PAYNE

Notes: A pretty, feminine gray mare. She is a smooth mover and is quick footed. Gentle and easy to ride around. Was started on cattle late January this year. She is being sold to make room for a younger prospect.

SIRE: CAPITOL COPY NCHA money earner. Sire of 37 registered foals including performer CC SUGAR REY (4.5 Wkg pts).

DAM: VAYA ROSE Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: SAVVY ROSE, Producer of 12 foals, 1 perf.
CODYWHIZKID
NO. 5251177 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: TRIPLE CCC STABLES

SHINING SPARK
BT SHINING TREASURE
TIVITOS TREASURE
SMARTEST CHIC OLENA
BT SMARTTEST WHIZ
DUDETT WHIZ

GENUINE DOC
DIAMONDS SPARKLE
DOCS TIVITO
MISS MAGNOLIA SAN
SMART CHIC OLENA
COLONELS DOVE
TOPSAIL WHIZ
SANDITCH DUDE

Notes: “Cody” is by up and coming sire, BT SHINING TREASURE. He has 14 Heading and 113 Heeling AQHA points. Has his performance ROM and qualified for the World Show in Heeling in 07, 08 and 09. “Cody’s” dam was unshown due to injury and this is her first foal. She comes from a solid reining background boasting SMART CHIC OLENA and the great TOPSAIL WHIZ.

SIRE: BT SHINING TREASURE Earrner of $4,364, Top 5 American Rope Horse Fut Hlg, 127.5 pts, AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr & Sr Hlg, Supr Hlg, ROM. Sire of 10 registered foals.

DAM: BT SMARTTEST WHIZ Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: DUDETT WHIZ, Producer of 6 foals, 3 perfs including GREAT RED WHIZ ($3,334, 2nd European Ch Jr Rng); BT CHICO-LENA WHIZ (NRHA money earner) etc.

WHICH WAY TO SQUEAK
NO. 5033595 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOHN PAXTON

SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART LITTLE JERRY
PLAYBOYS RUBY
SQUEAK TOY
WAY TO SQUEAK
WITCHWAY HAIDA

DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
LENACHICK
DOCS SUGS BRUDDER
SCULPTORS WHIM TB
HAIDAS LITTLE PEP
DOCS WAR WITCH

Notes: A half sister to SMARTLITTLESNOWFLAKE, earner of over $100,000. Will be shown on cattle.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE JERRY Earrner of $197,639, NCHA Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch, Augusta Clas Op & NP Ch, Abln Wstrn Derby NP Ch, El Ced Mat NP Ch, Gold Coast Derby NP Co-Ch, Bonanza Derby NP Rsv Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 50 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $3,099,472 including, JERRYOES ($261,185, NCHA & Memphis Futs NP Ch); MYLES FROM NO-WHERE ($209,321, NCHA Fut NP Rsv Ch); JERRIES DUAL LEGACY ($200,937, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: WAY TO SQUEAK $57,425 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including SMARTLITTLE-SNOWFLAKE ($129,917 NCHA); TWIST AND SQUEAK (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: WITCHWAY HAIDA, Producer of 3 foals, 2 perfs including WAY TO SQUEAK (See Above).
Notes: This is a very nice filly started on cattle by Josh Townsend. She is being sold because we are selling all of our 2 year olds. She will be shown on cattle sale day.

SIRE: NITAS WOOD Earner of $13,975, Top 5 Abln Spec Non Pro Clas. Equistat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,273,334 including, WOODY BE LUCKY ($406,469, NCHA Non Pro World Ch, NCHA World Finals NP Rsv Ch, Bonanza 4 YO Op Ch); WOODY BE TUFF ($351,063, Augusta Cla Op Ch, Cotton Stks Cla Op Ch, Sth Pt Wntr NP Clas Ch); WOODY B GUN SHY ($234,903, Top 5 NCHA Cla/Chal, Abln Spec NP Derby Rsv Ch); COULD I WOOD I ($233,262, NCHA NP World Ch, NCHA Super Stk Op Fnlst) etc.

DAM: MERADACAT Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: ARISTOCRACY, Producer of 10 foals, 3 performers including BULLETS AND JEWELS ($6,839 NCHA); ARISTOGRADY ($6,169 NCHA); JUST PLAYIN STYLISH (NCHA money earner).

Notes: A very nice young horse that is fully trained and ready for the show pen. Trained by Richard Johnson, who would like to campaign this gelding for the new owner.

SIRE: BLUE DUCK OKIE Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

DAM: RUGGED O LENA Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: TRINKETS LITTLE MO, Producer of 5 foals.
Bred to PEEKA PEP.

Notes: Big, stout, beautiful mare that has 18 months of cutting training. She has suffered a temporary setback in training due to a foot abscess but will be ready to continue training some summer or add quality to your broodmare band. In foal to PEEK A PEP. LBD 06/25/10.

SIRE: CATS MERADA Earner of $177,900, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Op Clas & Clas/Chal, Bonanza Clas Op Ch, NCHA Finals 10K & 3K Nov Rsv Ch, Sthrn Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire from 64 perfs earning $622,682 including, GEORGE C MERADA ($94,411, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); FLO LIKE A CAT ($56,811, PCCA Fut Op Ch); MERADAS PEPPY CAT ($53,912, Top 5 NCHA Derby Ltd Non Pro & Top 10 NP) etc.

DAM: OAKS LITTLE SUG $1,823 NCHA. Dam of 16 foals, 3 perfs including MISS SEA REY ($30,428 NCHA); BINGOS RHIANNON OAK ($15,940 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SMART LITTLE SUG, $1,248 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 5 perfs including EMILY SOAK ($5,790 NCHA); OAKS R SMART ($3,786 NCHA) etc.

NCHA money earner.

Notes: NCHA money earner. 100% sound. She is a great 2,000 limited or 50,000 Amateur horse. Watch her work.

SIRE: DOC’S LITTLE BIT Earner of $12,766, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, Top 10 AQHA World Show Jr Cut. Sire of 31 perfs including, SUGAR HOLLY DOC ($9,840 NCHA); QUARTER-BACK DOC ($9,343 NCHA); LITTLE PUNKIN DOC ($8,355 NCHA, AQHA World Show Qlfr Am Team Png); WASP BAR DOC ($6,432 NCHA) etc.

DAM: SONITAS BARRETTA Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including HI BROW ECHOLENA ($2,551 NCHA); LAST LITTLE REY (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: DOC’S BARETTA, Producer of 17 foals, 7 perfs earning $43,830 including DOCTOR FRECKLE ECHOL (21,733 NCHA); GAJES BRANDO ($9,707 NCHA) etc.
SPOTS MISS MOLLY  
NO. 5190350 • 2009 GRAY MARE  
Consignor: PIEPER RANCH

Notes: By exciting young sire, SPOTS HOT. Earner of over $500,000 and sire of super star cutting horses like “Harley” from his first foal crop. Maternal grandsire PLAYGUN with off-spring earnings over $7 million is now making his mark as a broodmare sire as well. His first daughter to produce had a huge impact on the 2010 major event winners. Should be a fabulous cross.

SIRE: SPOTS HOT  
Earner of $529,435, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Non Pro Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal NP Co-Rsv Ch, Abln Clas NP Rsv Ch, Memphis Clas NP Ch, Music City Clas NP Ch, etc. First to show include HARLEY ($123,814 NCHA Gldg Stks Rsv Ch, BIV Derby NP Co-Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, Abln Spec Derby Op Fnlst); MEASURE THE SPOT ($5,818 NCHA); SPOTS PURE PLATINUM ($4,357 NCHA).

DAM: GINNYS GUN  
Dam of 3 foals. Dam is a full sister to 5 performers (4 NCHA money earners) including PG PISTOLERO ($17,652 NCHA/AQHA IF) and GINNYS PISTOL (AQHA World Champion Team Penning and AQHA Reserve World Champion Ranch Sorting). 2nd DAM is NCHA money earner and producer of 5 performers earning $21,829.

SUMERS JEWEL  
NO. 3350708 • 1995 BAY MARE  
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER


SIRE: LENAS JEWEL BARS  
Earner of $70,656, Bonanza 6 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Chal, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,009,872 including, ROSIES LENA ($310,197, NCHA Hall of Fame, NCHA Op World Ch); BOWMANS FANCY ($287,243, NCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); BISCA JEWELENA ($239,140, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Clas/Chal) etc.

DAM: MISS PEPPY LENA  
$89,991, 2nd NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes Classic, 4th NCHA NP Cutting Derby, 6th NCHA NP Cutting Futurity. Dam of 16 foals, 8 perfs earning 95,842 NCHA including SUMERS JEWEL ($39,926 NCHA); PEPPYS TRAVALIN MAN ($22,356 NCHA) etc.
Notes: A full sister to our 2009 NCHA Futurity entry, SWINGINS LUCKY MATE, $33,478 LTE. Shows a lot of promise for next year’s events. Dam is a full sister to SHANIA CEE and was NCHA Futurity finalist in NP in 02 as well as being a tremendous producer. Another great SMART MATE daughter to inspect if you want to be competitive next year. Trained by Casey Carson.

SIRE: SMART MATE Earner of $50,072, Shtrn CHA Clas Op Ch, Natl Wstrn Stock Show Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,787,333 including, NUTN BUTA HOUNDDOG ($229,491, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Rs Ch, PCCHA Fut Op Rs Ch, NCHA Sr Yth World Ch); MATES IRISH ROSE ($178,582, Sth Coast Wntr Clas & Suncoast Fall Non Pro Rs Ch); MATES LITTLE COKETTE ($158,582, NCHA Derby Op Rs Ch); MATES LITTLE PLAYBOY ($153,443, Congress Spg 5/6 YO NP Ch); HICK OF A MATE ($153,275, Top 10 NCHA NP Super Stks & SS Op Clas) etc.

DAM: SWEET SWINGIN MELODY $33,479 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 1 perf SWINGINS LUCKY MATE ($22,366 NCHA). 2nd DAM: LYNX MELODY, $113,682, 1st NCHA Fut & NCHA Derby, 2nd NCHA Finals NP, 3rd NCHA Wrld Ch. Producer of 16 foals, 15 perfs earning $1,124,028 NCHA.

Notes: Check out the McDavid’s million dollar program. Don’t miss this nice yearling.


DAM: FRECKLES GOTA PLAY Dam of 8 foals, 6 perfs earning $38,377 including FRECKLES DUAL PLAY ($12,481 NCHA); LITTLE PLAY CAT ($9,935 NCHA); GOTA PLAY MY CD ($7,548 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: LITTLE PEPPYS GOTA, $2,133 NCHA. Prod. of 14 foals, 5 perfs earning $14,850 NCHA.
PEPTOBOONSMAL
SWEET LIL PEPTO
SWEET LIL LENA
MISTER DUAL PEP
CASBROOK PEP
MISS CASBROOK

Notes: A beautiful stallion prospect by SWEET LIL PEPTO. His dam CASBROOK PEP has earned $7,800. 2nd dam, MISS CASBROOK has produced earners of $118,000.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: CASBROOK PEP Dam of 8 foals. 2nd DAM: JOSEPHINE ROLYAT, Producer of 7 foals.

CHULAS SHEILA
NO. 4949888 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: GRAHAM LAND & CATTLE CO

Notes: See her on cattle sale day. She has a lot of cow. Would have been shown more if not for owner's illness. All the color, class and ability for an exciting aged event competitor this coming year.

SIRE: CHULA DUAL 1995. Earner of $168,021, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, Polo Ranch Derby Op Ch, El Cid 4 YO Op Rsv Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,158,078 including, SPOTS HOT ($502,682, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Non Pro Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal NP Rsv Ch); CHULAS MERADA ($127,396, Abln Spec Clas Op Rsv Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Derby & Op Super Stks Clas); HB CHULAS LIZZIE ($51,168, BIV Ltd NP Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: REAL PLAIN JANE Dam of 8 foals, 3 perfs including CA LAS VEGAS LIGHTS ($74,183 NCHA); SHRIMP ON THE BARBIE ($35,217 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SUGAR SPURS, Producer of 6 foals.
ROWDY NIC  
NO. 5254775 • 2009 SORRELSTALLION  
Consignor: MARY JO GREIFF

Notes: An incredible mover with no vices. NRBC, NRHA Futurity and Derby nominated.

SIRE:  ROWDY YANKEE  
Earner of $96,906, NRHA Fut Non Pro Ch, NRHA Fut Ltd NP Rsv Ch, NRBC Clas Op Ch, NRHA Sddlsmth NP Ch, Rng By The Bay Derby Op & NP Ch, Grdyvl Brdrs Cup Fut NP Ch. NRHA All Time Top 20 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $908,569 including, HOLLYWOOD YANKEE KID ($73,451, NRBC Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA WS Jr Rng); BIG LEAGUE YANKEE ($73,971, NRBC Inter Non Pro Rsv Co-Ch, AQHA Hi Pt Intl Jr Rng, AQHA World Show Qlf Jr Rng); STRIKE EM OUT ($56,665 NRHA, AQHA WS Qlf Sr Rng & Perf Hltr S) etc.

DAM:  REMINI KITA  
Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: PM SOMETHING SPECIAL, Producer of 12 foals, 2 perfs including ONE STEADY TRADITION (NRHA money earner) etc.

---

PAPERS IN ASSOC  
NO. Pending • 2009 RED ROAN MARE  
Consignor: TONY & LISA LANGDON

Notes: A fancy red roan filly by NITRO DUAL DOC. Her dam won in excess of $104,000. This athletic filly is eligible for all the major aged limited events.

SIRE:  NITRO DUAL DOC  
Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHIRSTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM:  MS I BROW  
$87,876 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 1 perf LIL MS PEPTO ($3,239 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SKEETS LASS, Producer of 11 foals, 10 perfs earning $234,014 including MS I BROW (See Above); MISS CD SKEET ($35,377 NCHA) etc.
**CD JULIE STAR**  
NO. 5199143 • 2009 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: MARCELLO STRANG

**Notes:** This gorgeous filly is NRHA & NRBC nominated. Her dam is the earner of $19,688 NCHA and has produced an NRHA money earner. She can either cut, reinor go working cow horse. Very athletic.

**SIRE:** SOULA JULIE STAR  
Earner of $129,346, NCHA Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch, Abln Spec Derby NP Ch, Suncoast Wntr Derby NP Ch, Top 5 NCHA NP Super Stks. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 40 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $793,014 from 38 perfs including, DOCS SOULA ($144,314, NRCHA Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch, NRCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch, AQHA Jr Wkg Cow Horse Rsv World Ch); GUARANTEERYAJULEST AR ($143,601, Top 5 PCCHA NP Fut); I BEN THINKING ($102,323, 4-time NCHA NP Major Event Fnlst) etc.

**DAM:** TINAS NEW CD  
$19,688 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals, 1 perf SOULAS CD (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: NU BAR TINA, $2,541 NCHA. Producer of 7 foals, 5 perfs including TINAS NEW CD (See Above); DYNAMITEN SMOKE ($6,392 NCHA); MISS LORI LENA ($4,146 NRCHA) etc.

---

**PEKING DUCK**  
NO. 5166260 • 2008 SORREL STALLION  
Consignor: AMBER CZISNY

**Notes:** This nice stallion will be shown on cattle sale day. He should be a great one. Has the breeding to go a long way.

**SIRE:** BLUE DUCK OKIE  
Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

**DAM:** FRECKLE FOOT OLENA  
NCHA money earner. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: SWEET O LENA, $56,091 NCHA. Producer of 5 foals, 5 perfs including DECIMATE ($23,093 NCHA); HOUR O LENA ($10,847 NCHA); SWEETONITA ($6,970 NCHA) etc.
SKEETS RED OAK  
NO. 5219915 • 2009 SORREL STALLION  
Consignor: LARRY DON SMITH

Notes: AQHA Incentive Fund. This calm, easy to handle colt has the breeding and ability to be trained in any event you choose.

SIRE: SKEETS PEPPY  
Earner of $85,258, NRHA Open Rsv Wrd Ch, NRHA Op Saddlesmith Series Ch, NRBC Op Derby Finalist, Op Saddlesmith Winner at NRHA Derby, etc.  
Sire of earners of $464,492 including SKEETS LITTLE PEPPY ($109,254 NRHA/NRCHA/WS, AQHA Wrld Sh Op Sr Wkng Cow Horse Rsv Wrd Ch, WS Op Sr Rng Top 5, etc); THE SKEETIST ($66,538 NRHA/INF); SKEETS LITTLE ANNIE ($50,034 NRHA) etc.

DAM: DOCS OAKIE  
Dam of 5 foals, 1 perf SKEETS OAKIE ($3,275 NRHA). 2nd DAM: BOUNCY FRECKLES, NCHA money earner. Producer of 10 foals, 2 perfs including BRS FRECKLES PAYDAY (3,207 NRHA).

CINDY JO LENA  
NO. 4399130 • 2003 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: FLYNN STEWART

Notes: An outstanding young daughter of SMART LITTLE LENA and out of a PLAYBOYS SAMANTHA, the earner of $39,154 NCHA as well as the producer of earners of over $170,000. LENAETTE was the 1975 NCHA Fut Opn Ch and producer of over $552,000. In foal to IM COUNTIN CHECKS, $514,000. It just doesn’t get any better.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE LENA  
Earner of $743,275, NCHA Triple Crown Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #2 Cut, #6 Rnd Cow Horse & #29 Rng Sire of earners of $38,382,833 including, RED WHITE AND BOON ($930,954, 5-time NCHA Non Pro World Ch); SMART PEPPY LENAPA ($494,314, NCHA NP World Ch); JUSTA SMART PEANUT ($421,041, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SMART PLAY ($413,270, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SOME KINDA MEMORIES ($378,546, NCHA Fut Op Ch); AQHA perfs include 18 World & 15 Rsv World Ch, etc.

DAM: PLAYBOYS SAMANTHA  
$39,154 NCHA. Dam of 14 foals, 7 perfs including TRAVAILIN MS SAMMIE ($50,112 NCHA); MY STYLISH PLAYGIRL ($31,553 NCHA); MY TRAVAILIN SAMANTHA ($24,636 NCHA); DOCS STYLENNAETTE ($21,731 NCHA); SAMANTICS ($6,543 NCHA) etc.
WINNER OF $26,460 NCHA. IN FOAL TO SMART MATE.

**Notes:** $29,000 LTE. Trained by Matt Gaines. A finalist at many aged events including Pacific Coast CHA Futurity, Abilene Spectacular, Polo Ranch Cutting, ACHA World Show. Retired sound at 7, could be shown in the future. In foal to SMART MATE. She is a producer.

**SIRE:** DOC’S HICKORY Earner of $1,196 NCHA. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut, Top 25 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $21,640,172 including, MISS SILVER PISTOL ($512,755, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch, An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Cut Dam); HICAPOO ($447,854, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA NP World Ch); SAN JOSE HICKORY ($235,513, Gold & Silver Op Ch); HIGH BROW HICKORY ($229,771, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Sire) etc.

**DAM:** PLAY CHEX RIO Dam of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $276,849 including CHEX RIO HICKORY ($85,869 NCHA); RIO HICKORY CHEX ($49,973 NCHA); RIO CHEX HICKORY ($38,188 NCHA); HICKORYS ROSE ($26,460 NCHA); PLAY HICKORY INDIAN ($25,281 NCHA) etc.

---

LUCKY CRYSTAL

**Notes:** Sells open for 2011. Her sire is an NCHA Futurity Champion. She produces great foals. Breeding sound.

**SIRE:** ROYAL SILVER KING Earner of $164,065, NCHA Futurity Open Champion. Sire of 76 performers earning $132,090 including, ROYAL SUNETTA ($51,247, Top 10 AQHA World Show Jr Cut); JODY SILVER KING ($12,252 NCHA, AQHA World Show Qlf Ch & Am Cut); RSK HOLLY ($5,000 NCHA) etc.

**DAM:** LUCKY TARI TOO Dam of 9 foals, 2 perfs including DC LUCKY MATE (NCHA money earner) etc. 2nd DAM: SHEZA LUCKY DUDE, Producer of 5 foals.
COMES HICKORY CHIP
NO. 4350282 • 2003 RED DUN GELDING
Consignor: BRIAN VAN DIEST


SIRE: LENAS HICKORY CHIPS Earned $901 NCHA. Sire of 142 registered foals with 6 performers including, CHIPS TRIPLE DOC (NCHA money earner); HICKORY DOC JKC (3 Wkg, 1 Am Wkg pts) etc.

DAM: COME ON WIMP Dam of 8 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: WIMPERETTE, Producer of 8 foals.

IMAGIN
NO. 5142219 • 2008 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: DICK COGDELL

Notes: A beautiful roan mare that has had 60 days riding. She is bred to SHIVER SHAKE. Her dam has won $9,413 NCHA.

SIRE: SHADOWCATCHIN CATTIN Earner of $48,439 NCHA. Sire of 40 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show RED HOLLY BERRIES (2 Wkg pts); SHIVER SHAKE O LENA (shown as a 4 YO).

DAM: GIGGLE WIGGLE $9,413 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: SLY GLO RETURN, Producer of 12 foals, 5 perfs including JINGLIN ($40,732 NCHA); DOUBLE L LENA ($31,532 NCHA); SLYA ($30,148 NCHA); GIGGLE WIGGLE ($9,413 NCHA) etc.
SMARTY LITTLE BOON  
NO. 5089569 • 2008 BLUE ROANSTALLION  
Consignor: ROBERT DEONIER

SMART LITTLE LENA  
BOON A LITTLE  
AUTUMN BOON  
HAIDAS LITTLE PEP  
MY RHYTHM N BLUES  
FLASHY LITTLE LENA

DOC O’LENA  
SMART PEPPY  
DUAL PEP  
ROYAL BLUE BOON  
PEPPY SAN BADGER  
DOC’S HAIDA  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
RELAMPAGUEA

Notes: A real nice blue roan stallion by BOON A LITTLE ($118,404 NCHA) and out of a HAI-DAS LITTLE PEP mare. MY RHYTHM N BLUES with NCHA earnings of $7,347.

SIRE: BOON A LITTLE  

DAM: MY RHYTHM N BLUES  
$7,347 NCHA. Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: FLASHY LITTLE LENA, $34,008 NCHA. Producer of 5 foals, 4 perfs including MICK BE JAGGER ($48,160 NCHA); MICKS SIS ($10,431 NCHA); MY RHYTHM N BLUES ($7,347 NCHA) etc.

FISSION  
NO. 5223878 • 2009 SORREL Stallion  
Consignor: RANDY FROST

BOONLIGHT DANCER  
DOSE OF PEPTO  
CRACKIN  
LIL BUCKWHEAT  
PWT DOC O STARLIGHT  
FLASHIN MY DIAMONDS

PEPTOBOONSMAL  
LITTLE DANCER LENA  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
LYNX MELODY  
GRAYS STARLIGHT  
COLONELS BLISS  
DIAMONDS CUTTER  
DOTS TONDIS

Notes: A sorrel colt by DOSE OF PEPTO, who was unshown due to an injury, by BOON-LIGHT DANCER, $136,253. Out of a GRAYS STARLIGHT granddaughter.

SIRE: DOSE OF PEPTO  
NCHA money earner. Sire of 1 registered foal.

DAM: PWT DOC O STARLIGHT  
This is her first foal. 2nd DAM: FLASHIN MY DIAMONDS, Producer of 5 foals.
SMART NITALENA 09
NO. 5254066 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JAMES EAKIN

Notes: AQHA and APHA registered. NITAS WOOD has produced foals with earnings over $2 million. Her maternal granddam, JESSIE QUIXOTE, has produced foals with earnings over $300,000.

SIRE: NITAS WOOD Earner of $13,975, Top 5 Abln Spec Non Pro Clas. Equistat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,273,334 including, WOODY BE LUCKY ($406,469, NCHA Non Pro World Ch, NCHA World Finals NP Rsv Ch, Bonanza 4 YO Op Ch); WOODY BE TUFF ($351,063, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Cotton Stks Clas Op Ch, Sth Pt Wntr NP Clas Ch); WOODY B GUN SHY ($234,903, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, Abln Spec NP Derby Rsv Ch); COULD I WOOD I ($233,262, NCHA NP World Ch, NCHA Super Stk Op Fnlst) etc.

DAM: SMART COWCULATOR Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: JESSE QUIXOTE, Producer of 17 foals, 8 perfs earning $314,369 including ESPECIALS QUIXOTE ($258,170, 2nd NCHA Super Stakes); HICKORY JESS ($27,399 NCHA); LOST QUIXOTE ($22,517 NCHA); HICKORY'S MISS JESSE ($2,758 NCHA).

STYLYISH GUNNER
NO. 5174057 • 2008 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: MARC & KATHY GORDON

Notes: Has been in reining training all year with Dan Huss. Ready to go.

SIRE: COLONELS SMOKING GUN [NRHA GUNNER] 1993 AQHA/APHA reg. Earner of $177,226, NRHA Hall of Fame, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, etc. NRHA All Time #8 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $2,263,111 including, GUNNERS SPECIAL NITE ($213,245, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); GUNNATRASHYA ($174,298, NRHA Fut Op Ch); THE GREAT GUNTINI ($144,260, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut); SNOW GUN ($122,614, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: STYLISH N SPOOKY Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: STYLISH SUGAR, Producer of 9 foals, 5 perfs including STYLIN STARLIGHT ($16,358 NRHA); REMINICS STYLISH ($11,415 NRHA); STARLIGHTS STYLISH ($2,617 NRHA) etc.
TAPEPPYOKA PLAYGIRL
NO. 4011679 • 2000 SORREL MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

JEWEL'S LEO BARS
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
GAY JAY
DOC O'LENA
TAPEPPYOKA LENA
TAPEPPYOKA PEPPY

In foal to ACRES OF RED.

Notes: A royally bred mare that is in foal to ACRES OF RED, LTE $170,265 NCHA, World Champion stallion. Sire of winners of $527,000. Standing at Webers Meadow, Davis, Oklahoma.

SIRE: FRECKLES PLAYBOY NCHA Fut Op Co-Rsv Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #3 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $28,335,443 including, PLAYBOYS MADERA ($581,282, NCHA Non Pro World Ch); PLAYBOYS KID ($445,018, Masters Op Rsv Ch, ACCHA Fut 4 YO Non Pro Ch); HYGLO FRECKLES ($412,141, NCHA Op World Ch, Bonanza Cut Op Ch, Tropicana Derby Op Ch); BET YER BLUE BOONS ($350,615, NCHA Hall of Fame); PLAYBOY BEE JAY ($346,900, NCHA Super Stks NP Ch) etc.

DAM: TAPEPPYOKA LENA Dam of 5 foals. 2nd DAM: TAPEPPYOKA PEPPY, $123,555, 3rd NCHA NP Chall, 5th NCHA Finals NP, etc. Prod of 8 foals, 4 perfs TAP O LENA ($450,639, 1st NCHA SS, NCHA NP Derby, NCHA Classic/Challenge, NCHA NP C/C, NCHA SS Class, NCHA NP SS Class etc).

UNIQUE DUAL REY
NO. 4755724 • 2005 BAY MARE
Consignor: NORTH STAR RANCH

DUAL PEY
DUAL REY
NURSE REY
HAIDAS LITTLE PEP
MOST UNIQUE
PATS FIRST MARTINI

Notes: An open caliber mare with very limited showing due to injury as a 3 year old. In training now and showing. 100% sound. Will be demonstrated on cattle sale day.

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: MOST UNIQUE $63,125 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 5 perfs including UNIQUE BADGETTE ($13,465 NCHA); PEPTONIQUE ($952 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: PATS FIRST MARTINI, Producer of 12 foals, 7 perfs including MOST UNIQUE (See Above); PATRICIA PLAY ($13,799 NCHA) etc.
Notes: This pretty filly has a nice flaxen mane and tail. Her dam is the earner of $1,739 NCHA. SWEET LIL PEPTO is the earner of $235,000 NCHA.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: HOLEY SOX PLAYGIRL $1,739 NCHA. Dam of 7 foals. 2nd DAM: HOLEY OAK SOX, $42,966 NCHA, Producer of 8 foals, 7 perfs earning $60,442 including CHICKA CHICKA BOON ($27,979 NCHA); HOLEY JEWELS ($12,988 NCHA); HOLEY HAIDA ($10,526 NCHA) etc.

Notes: A well trained 4 year old “Pepto” mare out of an NCHA Futurity Finalist. Dam is the winner of $87,991. Trained by Corky Sokol and Bruce Colclasure. Solid and 100% sound.

SIRE: PEPTOBOONSMAL Earner of $180,487, NCHA Fut Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut, Top 15 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $15,450,761 including, LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,055, NCHA Horse of the Yr); COPASPEPTO ($451,031, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); PEPTOS STYLISH MISS ($266,522, PCCHA 4 YO Stks Op Rsv Ch); FRECKLES LENA BOON ($259,818, NCHA Super Stks Non Pro Ch); SWEET LIL PEPTO ($236,843, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch); BOONSMAL DOCTRESS ($216,193, Top 5 NCHA NP Derby) etc.

DAM: CHEX RIO HICKORY $85,869 NCHA, Dam of 15 foals, 7 perfs including REX STING REY ($25,155 NCHA); LIL ROAN RIDIN HOOD ($23,637 NCHA); LIL RIO REY ($10,167 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: PLAY CHEX RIO, Producer of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $276,849.
**CATTY DUCK**

NO. 5002171 • 2007 SORREL MARE

Consignor: BILLY EMERSON

**Notes:** A very nice, 3 year old that is right on track for the futurity and there after. Trained by Josh Townsend. An extremely cowy filly. Don't miss this opportunity.

**SIRE: BLUE DUCK OKIE** Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

**DAM: CATSCANED** $2,308 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals, 1 perf LORI DARLIN DUCK ($1,530 NCHA). 2nd DAM: LADY O LENA, $15,443 NCHA. Producer of 7 foals, 3 perfs including ULTIMATE OAK ($11,570 NCHA); SMART FROM THE START ($1,592 NCHA) etc.

---

**ONE TIME AFTER DARK**

NO. 5217245 • 2009 SORREL MARE

Consignor: JEREMY BARWICK

**Notes:** A beautiful filly by ONE TIME PEPTO out of CANDYBAG $50,000. SHEZA JAZZY PLAYER, $41,000 NCHA and producer of $206,000. Don't miss this one.

**SIRE: ONE TIME PEPTO** Earner of $331,097, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, Augusta Clas Op Ch, PCCHA Stks Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec 5/6 YO Op Ch, Suncoast Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 Abln Spec Op Derby & Wstrn Hrsmn Cup, etc. Sire of 444 registered foals, oldest are foals of 2007, including first to show PEPTO DREAM TIME ($1,187 NCHA).

**DAM: CANDYBAG** $50,028 NCHA. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: SHEZA JAZZY PLAYER, $41,588, 3rd NCHA Derby. Producer of 10 foals, 6 perfs earning $211,903 including PLATINUM BOB ($88,696 NCHA); ARISTO TWISTER ($54,873 NCHA) etc.
WILD AS A CAT
NO. 5192690 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: WRIGLEY RANCHES LLC

Notes: Here is a really nice prospect. Don’t miss this one.


DAM: TASSA MIA PLAYBUNNY $50,979 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals. 2nd DAM: TASSA MIA, Pro- ducer of 20 foals, 10 perfs earning $466,437 including TASSA MIA PLAYBOY ($189,613, 1st NCHA SS Classic, 2nd NCHA NP SS); TASSAS ARISTOCRAT ($117,428 NCHA) etc.

PLAY JOHN
NO. 5119173 • 2008 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: JOE HEIM

Notes: Well broke to ride. Has a lot of cow and ability. PLAYDOX’s foals are eligible for all NCHA programs.

SIRE: PLAYDOX Earner of $56,712, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Ch & Op Fnlst, Multi Major Event Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,859,305 including, PET SQUIRREL ($389,160, NCHA Clas/Chal Non Pro Ch); PLAYIN AT THE MALL ($250,847, Augusta 5/6 YO Clas Op Ch, NCHA Derby NP Rsv Ch); PLAY XCLUSIVE ($108,236, BIV Derby NP Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: LITTLE BARBIE LENA Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: TENINO TURN, Producer of 4 foals, 2 perfs including PURPLE BADGER ($61,195 NCHA/AQHA WS, 3rd AQHA WS Sr Cutting, 9th WS Sr Cutting, etc); OAKS GHOSTOFACHANCE ($1,902 NCHA).
Notes: A very nice futurity prospect, a big stopper, loaded with natural ability. Will be demonstrated on cattle sale day.


DAM: PLAYN STYLISH $21,010 NCHA. This is her first foal. 2nd DAM: WICKED WANDA GAY, $28,313 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 4 perfs including PLAYN STYLISH (See Above); WICKED LIL CAT ($8,880 NCHA) etc.

Notes: A flashy colt that is very smart and willing. Ready to go to work.


DAM: LEONILAS CHOICE Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: PLAYBOYS MARIAN, Producer of 9 foals, 2 perfs including BR INSTANT REPLAY ($158,806, 1st NCHA Cutting Horse Derby); SCOBOBY DOODY DUAL ($9,579 NCHA).
**Swingin Stylish**

NO. 5133734 • 2008 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: CIRCLE C RANCH

**SIRE:** STYLISH REY  
Earned of $30,235, BIV Derby Ltd Op Ch. Sire of 78 registered foals from 4 crops, oldest foals of 2007, including first to show, WIND AND REYN ($712 NCHA); HH STYLISH LIL RUBY ($209 NCHA) etc.

**DAM:** SWEET SWINGIN MELODY  
$33,479 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 1 perf SWINGINS LUCKY MATE ($22,366 NCHA). 2nd DAM: LYNX MELODY, $113,682, 1st NCHA Fut & NCHA Derby, 2nd NCHA Finals NP, 3rd NCHA Wrld Ch. Producer of 16 foals, 15 perfs earning $1,124,028 NCHA.

**Notes:** From our first crop of STYLISH REY foals and one of the best we have out of a daughter of our great show mare and producer that is a full sister to SHANIA CEE. “Swingin” is making an excellent producer in our breeding program. A buyers opportunity with this filly, be sure not to miss her. Trained by Casey Carson.

---

**Pg Sandalia**

NO. 5188270 • 2009 BAY MARE  
Consignor: PIEPER RANCH

**SIRE:** PLAYGUN  
Earner of $185,733, Augusta Fut Op & Non Pro Ch, Steamboat Spgs Derby Op Ch, El Cid Clas Op Ch, Bonanza Clas 4 YO NP Ch, etc. Equi-Stat Top 20 All Time Ldg Cut Sire & Rnd Cow Horse Sire and a Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $6,741,378 including, MR BEAMON ($313,842, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Ch, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch); PEPPYS PLAYS FOR CASH ($304,942, NCHA SS NP Ch); PRF PLAYGUNS PEP ($283,198, NCHA Derby NP Rsv Ch, PCCHA Cut Stks Op Rsv Ch); STRAIGHTSHOT PLAYGUN ($245,201, Bonanza 5/6 YO Non Pro Ch); PLAYIN TAG ($235,819, NCHA SS Op Ch) etc.

**DAM:** PCR SAN PEPPY LENA  
Dam of 9 foals, 4 perfs including SCOOTIN LIL MATE ($33,332 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: EASTERS LITTLE LENA, $39,749 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 5 perfs including EASTERS LITTLE STAR ($33,368 NCHA); EASTERS DUAL PEP ($19,766 NCHA) etc.

**Notes:** A beautiful, balanced PLAYGUN daughter out of a strong mare line that has produced great performers like HIGH BROW CD, PEPTO TAZ and SWEET LIL PEPTO. This filly is very athletic and sweet minded. Her dam's first foal to show has earnings over $35,000 and PG SANDALIA is a full sister to one of our best futurity prospects.
NITRO LENABELL
NO. 5067946 • 2008 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC

Notes: A very cowy and athletic two year old by NITRO DUAL DOC. Shs is on track for the futurities. Her dam is a great producer.

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRISTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: ROYAL LENABELL NCHA money earner. Dam of 14 foals, 3 perfs including PERSIUS ($28,352 NCHA); MH BOON IN MY BLOOD ($2,337 NRHA/NRCHA). 2nd DAM: JAZABELL QUIXOTE, $160,031, 1st NCHA NP Fut, 2nd NCHA NP DERBY & SS. Producer of 23 foals, 15 perfs earning $745,475 NCHA.

PLAYING BY STARLIGHT
NO. 5287252 • 2009 BAY STALLION
Consignor: DR. DAVID HARTMAN

Notes: This colt's dam is the producer of NCHA money earners. He is bred the right way.

SIRE: PLAYGUN Earner of $185,733, Augusta Fut Op & Non Pro Ch, Steamboat Spgs Derby Op Ch, El Cid Clas Op Ch, Bonanza Clas 4 YO NP Ch, etc. Equi-Stat Top 20 All Time Ldg Cut Sire & Rnd Cow Horse Sire and a Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $6,741,378 including, MR BEAMON ($313,842, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Ch, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch); PEPPYS PLAYS FOR CASH ($304,942, NCHA SS NP Ch); PRF PLAYGUNS PEP ($283,198, NCHA Derby NP Rsv Ch, PCCHA Cut Stks Op Rsv Ch); STRAIGHTSHOT PLAYGUN ($245,201, Bonanza 5/6 YO Non Pro Ch); PLAYIN TAG ($235,819, NCHA SS Op Ch) etc.

DAM: PCR EASTER STARLIGHT Dam of 10 foals, 2 perfs including SMART STAR HICKORY (NCHA $ earner); PLAYBOYSMARTSTARLET (NCHA $ earner). 2nd DAM: EASTERS LITTLE LENA, $39,749 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 5 perfs including EASTERS LITTLE STAR ($33,368 NCHA) etc.
HOLLYWOOD HANKIE
NO. 3948392 • 2000 BAY MARE
Consignor: 7 HR QTR HORSES

Notes: “Holly” has been a ranch mare since we bought her. She has had one foal. You can rope on her. She is a nice heelng mare and will get down on a cow also. Her pedigree speaks for itself.

SIRE: HOLLYWOOD HEAT Earner of $6,344, 345 Wkg pts, AQHA Perf Ch, AQHA Top 5 World Show Jr & Sr Hdg and Top 10 Calf Rpg, Supr Hdg, Hlg & CR and ROM. Sire of 66 performers earning in all divisions 4,822.5 pts including, 1 World Ch Brkwy Rpg, 2 Rsv World Ch Hdg, 5 AQHA Perf Ch, 19 Supr & 38 ROM earners.

DAM: HANKIE LENA Dam of 9 foals, 2 perfs including PLAYIN HANK ($14,606 NCHA); CD HANK ($1,623 NRCHA/INF, etc.). 2nd DAM: FRECKLED LENA, $38,019, 1st NCHA NP Cut-ting Derby, 3rd Wrld Sh Sr Cut, etc. Producer of 13 foals, 5 perfs earning $97,058 NCHA.

—

PEPTOS LIL GEM
NO. 5200583 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOHN MCCOY

Notes: A really nice daughter of SWEET LIL PEPTO ($228,340 NCHA) and a Leading sire of cutting horses. She is out of an NCHA money earning daughter of SMART LITTLE LENA. This is a very attractive filly who is from a long line of money earners and producers. A true futurity prospect.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: LITTLE LENA JEWELS $4,336 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: JEWELS MADERA, $27,886, 3rd NCHA NP Challenge, AQHA Yth Wrld Ch Cut, etc. Producer of 13 foals, 10 perfs including SMART MADERA ($47,517 NRCHA); MADUAL ($26,401 NCHA) etc.
LHR MECOMS ROSE
NO. 5022374 • 2007 GRAY MARE
Consignor: SOUTH LAZY H RANCH INC

HAIDAS LITTLE PEP
MECOM BLUE
ROYAL BLUE BOON
PLAYGUN
FILLED WITH DESIRE
GENUINE DESIRE

Notes: Has been in training since a two year old and will make the futurity as a non pro or amateur horse. Watch her work sale day.

SIRE: MECOM BLUE Earner of $20,312, NCHA Derby & AbIn Spec Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners in excess of $2,050,548 including, QUINTAN BLUE ($609,140, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Ch); LAREDO BLUE ($301,660, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch); BLUE DOX COM ($91,848, NCHA Super Stks & Gldg Op Fnlst), MECOM BLUE GIN ($78,422, Bonanza Derby NP Ch); DAISY MAE MECOM ($67,952, Top 5 NCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: FILLED WITH DESIRE Dam of 3 foals, 1 perf BLUE DESIRE ($4,859 NCHA). 2nd DAM: GENUINE DESIRE, $11,368 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 12 perfs earning $572,677 including DESIRE SOME FRECKLES ($188,990, 1ST NCHA Clas/Chal, 3rd NCHA SS Clas); PLAYGUNS DESIRE ($124,352 NCHA).

BUGSYS PARKER
NO. 4948215 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOANN PARKER

GRAYS STARLIGHT
STARLIGHTS GYPSY
DICKERY CHEXX
YOUNG GUN
GUNNIN FOR BUGS
DON'TBUGMEDOC

Notes: A very cowy filly. Guaranteed x-ray sound. Watch her work sale day.

SIRE: STARLIGHTS GYPSY Earner of $127,772, Suncoast Fall Clas Op Rsv Ch, Red Bluff Wntr Derby Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, etc. Sire of 38 perfs earning $373,684 including, GYPSY RED LIGHT ($71,024, Top 10 NCHA Non Pro Fut); SWINGING GYPSY ($52,679, NCHA NP Fut Fnlst); GYPSYS MISS OAK ($53,985, 3-time Major Event NP Fnlst) etc.

DAM: GUNNIN FOR BUGS $2,837 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals. 2nd DAM: DON'TBUGMEDOC, NCHA money earner. Producer of 14 foals, 4 perfs including GUNNIN FOR BUGS (2,837 NCHA); GALLO DON'T BUG ($2,485 NRHA); SENORITA SADIE ($644 NCHA) etc.
SPOT ME A BOOT DEE  
NO. 978440 • 2009 BKN/TOB STALLION  
Consignor: ASHLEY GREIFF

COLONEL FRECKLES  
SARGENT FRECKLES  
MARK THIS SPOT  
CACTUS CHRISTY  
MASTER BOOT JAC OH  
MALIBOOT BARBIE  
WILMA DEE  
SLATERS ALIKCHI JO  
CACTUS BANNER B  
DEBLA’S BIMBO QH  
HOLLYWOOD JAC 86  
DOUBLE BEE MISS  
MR WORLD  
MYRTLE B

Notes: This colt is a great mover. MALIBOOT BARBIE, APHA World Champion daughter of WILMA DEE. NRBC, NRHA Futurity and Derby nominated. APHA Breeders Trust.

SIRE: MARK THIS SPOT Earner of $42,000+, Top 10 NRHA Op Fut, APHA World Ch Jr Rng, Rng Fut, Freestyle Rng, Am Rng & Sr Hdg, APHA Rsv World Ch Wkg Cow Horse, Steer Stpg (twice) & Wstrn Plsr Mat, etc. NRHA All Time Top 100 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $203,616 including, SONATA SPOT ($71,000+, NRHA Fut Inter Non Pro Ch, NRHA Fut NP Rsv Ch); MARK THIS TREASURE ($22,000+, NRHA World Ch Ltd Op, APHA World Ch Jr & Yth Rng); MARK THIS CLOUD (APHA World & Rsv World Ch Jr Rng); THE SWEET SPOT ($16,807, APHA World Ch Jr Rng & Rng Chal Rsv Ch, NRHA Fut I/O Fnlst); SUNNY SPOTACULAR (APHA World Ch Sr & Yth Rng); MARK IT CRUNCH (APHA World Ch Yth Rng) etc.

DAM: MALIBOOT BARBIE Earner of Rng points. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: WILMA DEE, Earner of 62 Halter, 6 Wstrn Plsr pts. Producer of 8 foals, 5 perfs earning $45,820 including GUNNERS BE GOOD ($24,608 NRHA); MIF DEE BAR ($21,017 NRHA); DIDT MIFF A SPOT ($12,224 NRHA) etc.

GAR STYLISH TAZ  
NO. 5087240 • 2008 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: GREG GARDINER

PEPTOBOONSMAL  
PEPTO TAZ  
SWEET LIL LENA  
DOCS STYLISH OAK  
TARIS STYLISH SUG  
TARIS ROUND TUIT  
PEPPY SAN BADGER  
ROYAL BLUE BOON  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
SONSCOOT  
DOC’S OAK  
DOCS STYLISH  
DOC TARI  
SONS ROUND TUIT

Notes: This filly has been ridden all summer. She would be an excellent calf roping prospect. Runs hard with a big stop and wants to cow. Royally bred and could go working cow horse direction. This could be the sleeper everyone’s looking for.

SIRE: PEPTO TAZ Earner of $132,224, Suncoast Wntr Derby Op Ch, Suncoast Fall Derby Op Ch, Polo Ranch 4 YO Op Rsv Ch, Bonanza 4 YO Op Rsv Ch, Augusta Clas Op Rsv Ch, etc. Perfs include HESA SMART TAZ ($71,782, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, Top 5 Music City Derby); RIO TAZZY ($68,100, Top 5 NCHA Ltd Non Pro Fut); BEARLY NUT TAZ ($51,704, PCCHA Fall Op Fut); TA’S PRECIOUS PEPPY ($38,140, NRCHA Hckmr Clas Op Ch) etc.

DAM: TARIS STYLISH SUG Dam of 7 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: TARIS ROUND TUIT, Producer of 11 foals, 2 perfs including STYLE TUIT ($25,325 NCHA); STYLIN AROUND (NCHA money earner).
JUST SUG
NO. 5220399 • 2009 CHESTNUT GELDING
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

SMART LITTLE LENA
JUST SMART
JUSTA LIL TOMBOY
HAIDAS MAGIC
CUTE LITTLE MAGIC
TEXAS EVENING

SIRE: JUST SMART
Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: CUTE LITTLE MAGIC
$25,602 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals, 3 perfs including COWTOWNS CAT ($22,219 NCHA); ROYAL BLUE MAGIC ($4,037 NCHA); CD MAGIC ($3,100 NCHA). 2nd DAM: TEXAS EVENING, Producer of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $202,384 including HAIDAS LITTLE SCOUT ($61,079) etc.

Notes: Breeders Invitational enrolled. Beyond cute. Parents were both awesome performers.

NITRO DUAL TARI
NO. 4656903 • 2005 SORREL MARE
Consignor: S. MCCOLLEY

PEPTOBOONSMAL
NITRO DUAL DOC
MISS DUAL DOC
DOC TARI
ERIC TARI
PRISSY LYNNEA

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC
Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRISTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: ERICA TARI
Dam of 11 foals, 1 perf NADA TARI FRECKLE (Opn & Amtr Perf ROM). 2nd DAM: PRISSY LYNNEA, Producer of 12 foals, 6 perfs including TARI LYNNEA ($140,792, 2nd NCHA Classic Op, 5th NCHA Derby Op); PRISSY DOC ($9,916 NCHA) etc.

Bred to PEPPYS GAY.

Notes: A super nice, stout, pretty headed young mare with natural cow sense. Gentle, rides well, easy to handle, good and work ethic. Easy breeder and good mom. Vet checked in foal to PEPPYS GAY, All Time Leading sire of ARHA point earners (2,000+ pts), multiple ARHA & PHBA Wrld Ch in Cutting (all divisions) and Versatility, nominated to OSB Futurity and ARHA Stallion Stakes 3 y/o Challenge. LBD 04/11/10.

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC
Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRISTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: ERICA TARI
Dam of 11 foals, 1 perf NADA TARI FRECKLE (Opn & Amtr Perf ROM). 2nd DAM: PRISSY LYNNEA, Producer of 12 foals, 6 perfs including TARI LYNNEA ($140,792, 2nd NCHA Classic Op, 5th NCHA Derby Op); PRISSY DOC ($9,916 NCHA) etc.
A full sister to ELLEANOR, winner of $24,747.

Notes: This is an exceptional filly, well started on cattle by Josh Townsend. She is a full sister to ELLEANOR, a multiple aged event finalist, and a half sister to CATARISTA, NCHA Futurity Open finalist and SS Amtr finalist. Eligible for McDavid incentives. Will be shown on cattle sale day.


DAM: ROYAL SHO CAT $2,203 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals, 2 perfs including CATARISTA ($31,698 NCHA); ELLEANOR ($24,747 NCHA). 2nd DAM: ROYAL ROYALES BABY, Producer of 15 foals, 4 perfs including SIR ROYAL CAT ($22,662 NCHA); ROYAL SHO CAT (See above) etc.

Notes: Dam, granddam and great granddam are all producers. Full brother was 2009 SRCHA Hi Pt Green Horse and 2010 Ft Worth Stockshow AQHA Amtr Cowhorse Ch. This filly is well started in her dry work and cow work. Big and stout. Will be a ranch horse deluxe.

SIRE: FLASH OF WHIZ Sire of 9 registered foals including performer JACK THE LEVER.
DAM: SOGGY BOTTOM BLUE Dam of 3 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: TEPEE BLUE, Producer of 8 foals, 1 perf GENTLEMANS BLUE COAT (NRHA money earner, Open & Amtr Perf ROM).
Notes: “Rats” is a cutting horse who can do it all. He is strong and totally sound. As of August 1, with over $10,400 in total NCHA earnings, he is ranked 39 in the NCHA Top 50 $10,000 Novice and also has youth points. He will continue to be shown until sold. “Rats” was shown by Foster Johnson in 2009 and Gaylon Wells in 2010. On sale day he will be shown on cattle. He will be a great open or non-pro horse. We would love to keep him but we have too many horses.

SIRE: HIGH BROW CAT Earner of $126,252, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Chisholm Trl Clas Op Ch, etc. Equi-Stat All Time #1 Ldg Cut & Top 50 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $40.7 Million including, METALLIC CAT ($637,711, NCHA Fut Op Ch); BOON SAN KITTY ($555,504, NCHA Horse of the Yr twice NCHA Clas/Chal Op Ch); HIGH BROW CD ($542,101, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Co-Rsv Ch); SMOOTH AS A CAT ($501,873, NCHA Horse of the Yr); OH CAY FELIX ($438,991, NCHA Fut Op Ch); HYDRIVE CAT ($416,709, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: MISSYS RACHET $6,440 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 4 perfs including PRETTY BOY RACHET ($21,077 NCHA); PRETTY GIRL MISSY ($16,331 NCHA); RATS N CATS ($10,453 NCHA), SMART RAINMAKER (NCHA money earner)
Notes: This is a royally bred mare with a lot of talent. Very well broke.

SIRE: SMART QUICK MERADA Earner of $111,987 NCHA Fut, Memphis Fut, Suncoast Wntr Chmpshp, W TX Fut, Music City Fut, Augusta Fut Op Fnlst, etc. Sire of 42 registered foals including first to show MERADAS LOW RIDER ($6,472 NCHA); ORANGE DREAMSICLE ($1,045 NCHA).

DAM: SPECIAL TARI $10,706 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 2 perfns including SPECIAL TRAVALENA ($76,625 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: BLU BUTTERSCOTCH, Producer of 11 foals, 3 perfns including SPECIAL TARI (See Above).

Notes: A nice colt. Very easy to be around. Loads, clips, bathes and is easy to trim. Should be easy to start this spring.

SIRE: DUALS BLUE BOON Earner of $197,449, Abln Spec Derby Non Pro Ch, NCHA 10K Nov World Ch, Chisholm Trl Clas NP Ch, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, ACHA Op World Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,520,801 including, MY BLUE HAGAN ($348,274, NCHA Super Stks NP Rsv Ch, Abln Spec NP Ch); SKATER BLUE ($132,497, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Fut & Super Stks); MERADAS BLUE SUE ($112,361, NCHA Derby Op Ch) etc.

DAM: GYPSY INDIAN Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: GAYLA CAL OLENA, $1,736 NCHA. Producer of 5 foals.
PEPTOCASSIE
NO. 5142036 • 2008 BAY MARE
Consignor: JOHN PAXTON

Notes: A pretty bay filly that is started on cattle by John Paxton.

SIRE: PEPTO RIO PLAYBOY Earner of $105,632, Sth Pt Wntr Clas Op Ch, TX Cut Derby Op Ch, NCHA Fut & Clas/Chal Op Fnlst, Multi Major Aged Event Op Fnlst. Sire of 47 registered foals, oldest are foals of 2007, including first to show KIT PEPTO RIO ($646 NCHA) etc.

DAM: HIGH HEEL CASSIE NCHA money earner, Perf Open ROM earner. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: FRECKLES CASSIE, $10,179 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 6 perfs including CASSIES KIT CAT ($43,415 NCHA); SMART LITTLE CASSIE ($17,953 NCHA); SHEZA FRECKLE LENA ($8,161 NCHA) etc.

MUNGO JERRY
NO. 4625171 • 2005 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: J. LARRY ELLIOTT

Notes: In training with Clay Johns. His dam was an AQHA Rsv Wrld Ch and a finalist in the NCHA Open Classic/Challenge, earning $46,000.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE JERRY Earner of $197,639, NCHA Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch, Augusta Clas Op & NP Ch, Abln Wstrn Derby NP Ch, El Cid Mat NP Ch, Gold Coast Derby NP Co-Ch, Bonanza Derby NP Rsv Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 50 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $3,099,472 including, JERRYOES ($261,185, NCHA & Memphis Futs NP Ch); MYLES FROM NOWHERE ($209,321, NCHA Fut NP Rsv Ch); JERRIES DUAL LEGACY ($200,937, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: PEPTOLENA $56,660 NCHA/WS, AQHA Rsv Wrd Ch Sr Cutting. Dam of 12 foals, 3 perfs including JERRYS PEPTO ONE ($1,216 NCHA). 2nd DAM: PRELIMA LENA, $25,980 NCHA/WS. Producer of 13 foals, 8 perfs earning $354,282 including CHROME WHEEL DUALLY (143,982 NCHA) etc.
STRAY CATT
NO. 5141912 • 2008 CHESTNUT MARE
Consignor: DICK COGDELL

Notes: This filly has had 60 days of riding.

SIRE: SHADOWCATCHIN CATTIN Earner of $48,439 NCHA. Sire of 40 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show RED HOLLY BERRIES (2 Wkg pts); SHIVER SHAKE O LENA (Shown as a 4 YO).

DAM: SLY GLO RETURN Dam of 12 foals, 5 perfs including JINGLIN ($40,732 NCHA); DOUBLE L LENA ($31,532 NCHA); SLYA ($30,148 NCHA); GIGGLE WIGGLE ($9,413 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: SLY GLO, Producer of 7 foals.

SHORTY'S LENA CHICK
NO. 4654405 • 2004 BAY MARE
Consignor: TERRY & JULIA MOORE

Notes: A really pretty SHORTY LENA mare crossed on a full sister to PLAYBOYS RUBY. Trained cutter, easy to get along with. Raise babies or show this mare. She has a red roan filly in the sale by BOONLIGHT DANCER.

SIRE: SHORTY LENA Earner of $6,687, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst. Equi-Stat All Time Top 15 Ldg Cut Sire of earners in excess of $9,301,799 including, BAYOU SHORTY ($215,035, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); DOC SOLENA ($211,994, Top 10 NCHA Op & Non Pro); BILLIES SHORT LENA ($208,122, Abln Wstrn Derby Op Rsv Ch); SR OKIE SHORTY ($199,263, Abln Wstrn Clas NP Ch) etc.

DAM: PLAYBOYS EMERALD Dam of 8 foals. 2nd DAM: LENACHICK, $55,819, 2nd NCHA Cutting Horse Derby. Producer of 17 foals, 6 perfs including PLAYBOYS RUBY ($262,441, 1st NCHA NP SS Classic & NCHA NP SS, 2nd NCHA NP Derby); YOUNG OSCAR ($9,167 NCHA) etc.
LORETTA REY
NO. 5032044 • 2007 BAY MARE
Consignor: BOB MAYFIELD

Notes: Black type 3 year old mare on track for the 2010 NCHA Futurity. Potential non-pro prospect by DUAL REY out of a producing daughter of DOC O’LENA. Excellent prospect for show or broodmare caliber down the road.

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: LENAS PLAYMATE $3,955 NCHA. Dam of 12 foals, 3 perfs including LENAS PLAY DALLLY ($31,923 NCHA); DUAL LENA REY ($15,278 NCHA). 2nd DAM: PLAYBOYS BAHA ZAN, Producer of 6 foals, 5 perfs including SMART LIL PLAYGIRL ($16,691 NCHA); LETS PLAY FLETCH ($13,784 NCHA) etc.

AGGIES TWELFTH MAN
NO. 4236954 • 2000 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

SIRE: DUAL PEP Earner of $313,192, NCHA Clas Op & Non Pro Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 5 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $22,915,565 including, DUAL REY ME ($817,957, NCHA Op & Non Pro World Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); DUALLY LENA ($395,616, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA SS Gldg NP Ch); OLENA DUALLY ($302,365, Top 5 NCHA NP Top 10); TAPT TWICE ($285,226, NCHA SS NP Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: STUDIO LENA $78,574 NCHA. Dam of 7 foals, 3 perfs including STUDIO PLAYGIRL ($89,425 NCHA); AGGIEST TWELFTH MAN ($68,350 NCHA). 2nd DAM: DRY SUGAR, $1,228 NCHA. Producer of 6 foals, 5 perfs including STUDIO LENA (See Above); DUAL ME DRY ($29,810 NCHA) etc.
Notes: A very correct and gorgeous filly. Should make an outstanding reined cowhorse prospect. This filly is very willing and easy to work with.

SIRE: PEEKA PEP Sire of 18 performers earning $213,798 including, PEEKA PEPS CAT ($89,828, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst); PEEK EASY ($68,152, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst); PEEKIN AT THE COW ($14,924 NCHA); PEP IN YOUR STEP ($11,851 NCHA); PEEKA PEPS MOVIN ON ($10,125 NCHA) etc.

DAM: GYPSYS JACARONA Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: GYPSY SUGAR MISS, Producer of 3 foals.

---

Notes: A pretty “Rooster” filly that is nominated to NRBC and NRHA. Dam is an NCHA money earner.

SIRE: GALLO DEL CIELO Earner of $28,437, Top 10 Chisholm Trl 4 YO Op, Top 5 Steamboat Spgs 4 YO Op, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst. Equi-Stat All Time Top 5 Ldg Rng, Top 10 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $4,630,416 including, LENA GALLO ($178,598, NRBC Co-Rsv Op Ch, Top 10 NRHA Op Fut); RICOCHET ROOSTER ($148,708, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); ROO STAR ($135,055, AQHA World Show Superhorse); ROOSTERS WRANGLER ($127,583, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); CHIC N ROOST ($111,439, NRHA Op World Ch); ETICKET ($111,394, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Yth Cut) etc.

DAM: LEGACYS OKIE ROSE $1,857 NCHA. Dam of 11 foals, 1 perf ROOSTERS REFLECTION (NCHA money earner, AQHA World Show qualifier). 2nd DAM: BLONDYS SILVER DOC, NCHA money earner. Producer of 9 foals, 2 perfs including IM OUT OF BULLETS ($1,053 NCHA).
HIDDIN ASSETS
NO. 5235777 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JEREMY BARWICK

Notes: This is the prettiest filly you will ever see. By CATS MERADA out of HICKA BOON-BOON, NCHA $38,000. MACEY HICKORY, $8500 NCHA, has produced foals earning $51,000. Don’t miss this filly.

SIRE: CATS MERADA Earner of $177,900, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Op Clas & Clas/Chal, Bonanza Clas Op Ch, NCHA Finals 10K & 3K Nov Rsv Ch, Sthrn Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire from 64 perfs earning $622,682 including, GEORGE C MERADA ($94,411, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); FLO LIKE A CAT ($56,811, PCCHA Fut Op Ch); MERADAS PEPPY CAT ($53,912, Top 5 NCHA Derby Ltd Non Pro & Top 10 NP) etc.

DAM: HICKA BOONBOON $38,458 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: MACEY HICKORY, $8,548 NCHA. Producer of 9 foals, 5 perfs including HICKA BOONBOON (See Above); TR DUAL HICKORY ($5,375 NCHA); PLAYIN HICKORY STYLE ($3,998 NCHA) etc.

---

PEPTO RIO PLAYGIRL
NO. 4974830 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: GRAHAM LAND & CATTLE CO

Notes: “Playgirl” has 18 months on cattle. She is not a cull. Has a great future. Don’t miss seeing her on cattle sale day. Out of a great mare. If not for owner’s illness she would have already been to some futurites. Our loss is your gain.

SIRE: PEPTO RIO PLAYBOY Earner of $105,632, Sth Pt Wntr Clas Op Ch, TX Cut Derby Op Ch, NCHA Fut & Clas/Chal Op Fnlst, Multi Major Aged Event Op Fnlst. Sire of 47 registered foals, oldest are foals of 2007, including first to show KIT PEPTO RIO ($646 NCHA) etc.

DAM: HIGH PLAYGIRL $33,296 NCHA. Dam of 13 foals, 7 perfs including BOONY PLAYBOY ($93,824 NCHA); CD SWEET PLAYGIRL ($61,453 NRCHA); BODEE PLAYBOY ($24,935 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: PLAYBOYS LENA, Prod of 8 foals, 3 perfs including PLAY BOB ($45,834, 2nd NCHA NP Cut Fut) etc.
**BLESSEDPLAYGIRLBUNNY**
NO. 5202082 • 2009 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: ARNOLD & CARAWAY

- PEPTOBOONSMAL
- BLESSED TWICE
- SOME KINDA MEMORIES
- FRECKLES PLAYBOY
- MACEYS PLAYGIRL
- DOCS POCO BONITA

**SIRE:** BLESSED TWICE  
Sire of 30 performers earning $150,638 including, BLESSED TOO ($63,046, Abln Spec 5/6 Yo Ltd Non Pro Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Am & Ltd NP Fnlst); ONE BLESSED JEWEL ($21,045, NCHA Derby & Super Stks Op Semi-Fnlst); HEZ NEON BLUE ($11,871, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Fnlst); QUIXOTE BLESSED LENA ($10,483, NCHA SS Am Clas Fnlst) etc.

**DAM:** MACEYS PLAYGIRL  
$61,880, NCHA Non Pro Cutting Fut winner. Dam of 20 foals, 7 perfs earning $40,190 including MACEYS HICKORY ($29,647 NCHA); MACEY HICKORY ($8,548 NCHA); PLAYIN DOCS MACEY (NCHA money earner) etc.

**Notes:** Big boned and level headed. BLESSED TWICE is out of two futurity champions and unshown due to injury. MACEYS PLAYGIRL is the earner of $61,880 and she has produced $40,000.

---

**LIL PUMA**
NO. 4820957 • 2006 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: DAN CHURCHILL

- HIGH BROW HICKORY
- HIGH BROW CAT
- SMART LITTLE KITTY
- GRAYS STARLIGHT
- EASTERS LITTLE STAR
- EASTERS LITTLE LENA

**SIRE:** HIGH BROW CAT  
Earner of $126,252, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Chisholm Trl Clas Op Ch, etc. Equi-Stat All Time #1 Ldg Cut & Top 50 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $40.7 Million including, METALLIC CAT ($637,711, NCHA Fut Op Ch); BOON SAN KITTY ($555,504, NCHA Horse of the Yr twice NCHA Clas/Chal Op Ch); HIGH BROW CD ($542101, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Co-Rsv Ch); SMOOTH AS A CAT ($501,873, NCHA Horse of the Yr); OH CAY FELIX ($438,991, NCHA Fut Op Ch); HYDRIVE CAT ($416,709, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch) etc.

**DAM:** EASTERS LITTLE STAR  
$33,368 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 4 perfs including SMART LITTLE CHET ($15,469 NCHA); DUAL LITTLE STAR ($6,610 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: EASTERS LITTLE LENA, $39,749 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 5 perfs including EASTERS LITTLE STAR ($33,368 NCHA) etc.

**Notes:** Puma has been a great show mare for us this year, actively shown in LTE’s by Ashley Baxstrom. Proven for a Non Pro also to be very competitive. $10,000 LTE with updates announced sale day. Open finalist everytime shown to date including being 3rd at the Early Bird Fut & MO Fut. Will be shown until sale day. Great looking, easy to maintain mare. Be sure to check her out.

**$5,453 NCHA.**

---
RED N FRECKLED
NO. 3022435 • 1991 SORREL MARE
Consignor: WEHCO QTR HORSES

JEWEL’S LEO BARS
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
GAY JAY

DOC’S LYNX
SAPPHIRE LYNX
GAY SAPPHIRE

SUGAR BARS
LEO PAN
REY JAY
GEORGIA CODY

$3,994 NCHA.

Notes: $3,994 NCHA and is the dam of 8 foals with 1 performer by TR DUAL REY. She is by one of the all time leading cutting sires, FRECKLES PLAYBOY. Her dam is the earner of $25,000 NCHA and is the producer of $118,000 NCHA and NRHA. Her yearling colt by CATS RED FEATHER also sells today. Had a 2010 filly by SOPHISTICATED CATT but due to other obligations we did not breed her for 2011.

SIRE: FRECKLES PLAYBOY NCHA Fut Op Co-Rsv Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #3 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $28,335,443 including, PLAYBOYS MADERA ($581,282, NCHA Non Pro World Ch); PLAYBOYS KID ($445,018, Masters Op Rsv Ch, ACCHA Fut 4 YO Non Pro Ch); HYGLO FRECKLES ($412,141, NCHA Op World Ch, Bonanza Cut Op Ch, Tropicana Derby Op Ch); BET YER BLUE BOONS ($350,615, NCHA Hall of Fame); PLAYBOY BEE JAY ($346,900, NCHA Super Stks NP Ch) etc.

DAM: SAPPHIRE LYNX $24,887 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 7 perfs earning $116,063 including PEPPY SAPPHIRE ($62,635 NCHA); SHINY SAPPHIRE ($30,122 NCHA, multi-time AQHA Wrld Show qlfr); COCKLEBUR CREEK ($11,855 NCHA, Opn & Amtr Perf ROM earner); NEAT N LEAN ($3,853 NCHA) etc.

JUST NICKER
NO. 5211890 • 2009 BAY GELDING
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

SMART LITTLE LENA
JUST SMART
JUSTA LIL TOMBOY
DOC BAR GEM
A GOLDEN GEM
JIGGS CAT

DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
LIL PEPPY FAIR


SIRE: JUST SMART Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: A GOLDEN GEM $4,274 AQHA Wrld Show, Supr Opn Dally Team Roping Heading & Heeling, Supr Amtr Dally Team Roping Hdng & Hlng, multi top ten finishes at AQHA WS in Hdng & Hlng, etc. Dam of 11 foals, 4 perfs including ERMOSA GALLO (Supr Op Dally Team Roping Hlng & Hlng),
Notes: “Fancy” is a beautiful filly, athletic with a lot of look and also eligible for the Million Dollar bonus and Double Down Bonus. She is halter broke. Has the breeding and potential for any discipline.


DAM: SHE GOT STYLE Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: MERADAS KITTY REY, $27,235 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 5 perfs including DUAL REYETTE ($12,086 NCHA); REY DUAL REY ($4,949 NCHA); MUST BE A PEPTO ($1,629 NRHA/NRCHA) etc.

Notes: This nice mare has the breeding to take you all the way. She is well bred for the cutting pen. Watch her work sale day.

SIRE: SMOOTH AS A CAT Earner of $500,038, NCHA Horse of the Yr, PCCHA Stks Op Ch, Suncoast Derby Op Rsv Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 40 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,946,273 including, AROSESUCHACLATTER ($239,339, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Op Ch); SMOOTH GOING CAT ($173,814, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut & Abln Spec Derby); SMOOTH JAMIE MAY ($150,042, BIV & Bonanza Derbies Op Ch); SMOOTH ASA ZEE ($162,944, Brazos Bash Derby Non Pro Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Super Stks); SMOOTH O TOOLE ($109,447, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, Top 10 NCHA Op SS) etc.

DAM: STARLIGHTS DIXIE NCHA money earner. Dam of 2 foals 2nd DAM: LITTLE DIXIE PEP, $17,459 NCHA. Producer of 9 foals, 4 perfs including BENZENE (18,964 NRCHA); BOONLIGHTS DIXIE ($14,389 NCHA); STARLIGHTS DIXIE (See above) etc.
KITS SCAT CAT
NO. 4874478 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: SHANE HALL

Notes: This mare is show ready. She has a big stop and a lot of cow.

SIRE: KITS LITTLE GARFIELD An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $536,917 including,
MISS SMOKIN GARFIELD ($213,867, MillionHeir Clas Op Ch); KITS OKIE ($79,308, Top 10
MH Clas Non Pro Derby); MH KIT A MILLION ($59,133, Top 5 MH Clas Op Derby) etc.

DAM: FAJITAS BABE Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including SMARTARS LITTLE BABE (Multi
AQHA Wrld Show qualifier Team Penning and Ranch Sorting) etc. 2nd DAM: CHIPS Babe,
Producer of 16 foals, 1 perf JESSIES FAJITA ($5,189 NCHA).

NEPARROO
NO. 4992442 • 2007 BROWN MARE
Consignor: COWAN SELECT HORSES LLC

Notes: Breeders Invitational eligible. A beautiful brown filly. Trained and ready to show. Paid
up to date in NCHA Futurity.

SIRE: HICKORYS INDIAN PEP Earner of $140,583, Bonanza Cut 5/6 YO Non Pro Ch. An
Equi-Stat All Time Top 50 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,038,744 including,
JOYS INDIAN PEP ($120,560, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Rsv Ch); HIP PLAYBOY ($95,947, Op
Top 5 Sth Coast Wntr Derby); HIP ADAMS ($83,482, Top 5 NRCHA Op Fut); HES A SMOKIN
INDIAN ($70,145, NRCHA Non Pro Brdl & 2-Rein World Ch, NRCHA Hckmr Clas 4/5 YO Non
Pro Rsv Ch); HICKORYS ROSEALENA ($61,602, Top 5 PCCHA Fall Fut); HANGEM HIGH
PEP ($54,381, Brdrs Inv Derby NP Fnlst) etc.

DAM: CHERRON Dam of 7 foals, 2 perfs including ROOSTIN HOUSTON ($3,560 NRCHA);
YB THE SHERIFF ($1,756 WS). 2nd DAM: SHESA SMARTY LENA, $211,380, 1st NCHA
Finals. Producer of 12 foals, 6 perfs earning $124,640 including PANTERA CAT ($80,379
NCHA) etc.
OH SO SOPHISTICATED
NO. 5223677 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: TOM MASON

Notes: A top bred filly with a lot of chrome. She should be a great prospect.


DAM: STARLIGHTS DIXIE NCHA money earner. Dam of 2 foals 2nd DAM: LITTLE DIXIE PEP, $17,459 NCHA. Producer of 9 foals, 4 perfs including BENZENE (18,964 NRCHA); BOONLIGHTS DIXIE ($14,389 NCHA); STARLIGHTS DIXIE (See above) etc.

DESIRE SOME BLUES
NO. 5147950 • 2005 BLUE ROAN GELDING
Consignor: BURKE SULLIVANT

Notes: AQHA Incentive Fund. “Blue” is super solid, a big stopper and is easy to be around. He can score in the Open or Non-Pro. LTE $28,035 NCHA.

SIRE: MECOM BLUE Earnr of $20,312, NCHA Derby & Abln Spec Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners in excess of $2,050,548 including, QUINTAN BLUE ($609,140, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Ch); LAREDO BLUE ($301,660, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch); BLUE DOX COM ($91,848, NCHA Super Stks & Gldg Op Fnlst), MECOM BLUE GIN ($78,422, Bonanza Derby NP Ch); DAISY MAE MECOM ($67,952, Top 5 NCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: A PLAYBOYS DESIRE Dam of 6 foals, 2 perf including GABREYELLA ($58,982 NCHA); DESIRE SOME BLUES ($28,035 NCHA). 2nd DAM: GENUINE DESIRE, $11,368 NCHA, Supr Op Cutting, Prod. of 16 foals, 12 perfs earning $568,553 including DESIRE SOME FRECKLES ($188,990 NCHA).
LITTLE LENA JEWELS
NO. 3668706 • 1998 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOHN MCCOY

Bred to ATHENA PUDDY CAT, winner of $4,336 NCHA.

Notes: A nice daughter of SMART LITTLE LENA with NCHA earnings of $4,336 and she is out of a full sister to PLAYBOYS MADERA ($581,346 NCHA) that won $30,894 herself. She is sound to show and is in foal to ATHENA PUDDY CAT ($228,760 NCHA) a leading sire in the NCHA April 2011. A money earning SMART LITTLE LENA mare that is in foal to a great son of HIGH BROW CAT. The whole package.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE LENA Earner of $743,275, NCHA Triple Crown Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #2 Cut, #6 Rnd Cow Horse & #29 Rng Sire of earners of $38,382,833 including, RED WHITE AND BOON ($930,954, 5-time NCHA Non Pro World Ch); SMART PEPPY LENA [PT] ($494,314, NCHA NP World Ch); JUSTA SMART PEANUT ($421,041, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SMART PLAY ($413,270, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SOME KINDA MEMORIES ($378,546, NCHA Fut Op Ch); AQHA perfs include 18 World & 15 Rsv World Ch, etc.

DAM: JEWELS MADERA $27,886, 3rd NCHA Non-Pro Challenge, etc. Dam of 13 foals, 10 perfs earning $121,783 including SMART MADERA ($47,517, NRCHA Wrld Ch Opn Hackamore); MADUAL ($26,401 NCHA); SMART AND MAD ($16,484 NCHA); MADERAS CAT ($12,740 NCHA); CASH MADERA ($7,001 NCHA).

BELLA DUAL DOC
NO. 5058452 • 2008 RED ROAN GELDING
Consignor: GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC

Notes: A really nice 2 year old gelding ready to show at the futurities next year. Huge stop. Would make a cutter or snaffle bitter as well. By a champion sire out of a royally bred daughter of DOCS HICKORY.

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRI STY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SRWCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: JOLI COQUETTE $19,239 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals, 1 perf SHINE ALL NIGHT (NRHA money earner). 2nd DAM: BELLA COQUETTE, $83,331, 1st NCHA NP Cutting Fut. Prod of 10 foals, 5 perf including SOULAJULE STAR ($121,591, 2nd NCHA NP Cut Derby, 3rd NCHA NP SS) etc.
**Notes:** An exceptional WIMPYS LITTLE STEP yearling colt. Moves real fluid and is athletic. Carries himself extremely well, low hocked. He is a very flashy palomino with 2 socks and a blaze. Good mannered, smart colt. Don't overlook this really nice colt. NRHA nominated.

**SIRE:** WIMPYS LITTLE STEP Earner of $185,757, NRHA Fut Op Ch, Congress Rng Fut Op Ch, Tradition Fut Op Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $2,207,011 including, WIMPYS LITTLE CHIC ($508,537, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRHA Derby Op Ch, NRBC Op Ch); RC FANCY STEP ($322,600, NRBC Op Rsv Ch); WIMPYS LITTLE BUDDY ($189,602, NRHA Fut Op Gldg Ch & Top 5 Op) etc.

**DAM:** PLAYIN REAL SMART Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: ALOTTA PLAYGIRL, Producer of 4 foals.

---

**PAPERS IN ASSOC**

**Notes:** This is a beautiful moving filly who is an excellent futurity prospect for anyone. Will be demonstrated on sale day.


**DAM:** SHESA RED BLUE BOON $19,856 NCHA. Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: TH ROYAL RED PEPPY, $118,108 NCHA. Producer of 9 foals, 3 perfs including SHESA RED BLUE BOON ($19,856 NCHA); LTS BONNIE BOON ($16,590 NCHA); HICKORYINDIAN BOON ($6,036 NCHA).
ROYAL RED DUAL
NO. 5187775 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: WILLIAM SIMPSON

Notes: A very athletic, smart, friendly filly that is ready to start. Dam is a money earner and currently being shown in youth cutting. Grand dam NCHA $30,337, Great Grand Dam NCHA PE $80,630. Look at the bloodlines, she has it.

SIRE: DUALS BLUE BOON Earner of $197,449, Abln Spec Derby Non Pro Ch, NCHA 10K Nov World Ch, Chisholm Tri Clas NP Ch, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, ACHA Op World Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,520,801 including, MY BLUE HAGAN ($348,274, NCHA Super Stks NP Rsrv Ch, Abln Spec NP Ch); SKATER BLUE ($132,497, Top 5 NCHA Non Fut & Super Stks); MERADAS BLUE SUE ($112,361, NCHA Derby Op Ch) etc.

DAM: PLAYFUL LIL HICKORY NCHA money earner. Dam of 1 reg foal. 2nd DAM: PEPPYS PLAYFUL LENA, $30,337 NCHA. Producer of 12 foals, 4 perf including PEPPYS STYLISH LENA ($176,579, 3rd NCHA NP Derby); PARTY LIKE A LENA ($56,911 NCHA); PEPPYS PLAYFUL OAK ($51,214 NCHA) etc.

SWEETANDSPICYPLAYBOY
NO. 5201837 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: ARNOLD & CARAWAY

Notes: A nice colt that is smart. His dam is the earner of $61,880 and producer of $40,190. His sire is the earner of $236,000. Don’t miss this one.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsrv Ch) etc.

DAM: MACEYS PLAYGIRL $61,880, NCHA Non Pro Cutting Fut winner. Dam of 20 foals, 7 perf including $40,190 including MACEYS HICKORY ($29,647 NCHA); MACEY HICKORY ($8,548 NCHA); PLAYIN DOCS MACEY (NCHA money earner) etc.
Notes: A beautiful stallion prospect. Has had 1 year reining training. Super minded.

SIRE: TOPSAIL WHIZ Earner of $57,178, NRHA Hall of Fame, 6-time NRHA Ldg Sire, Equi-Stat All Time #1 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $7,271,383 including, THE GREAT WHIZ ($273,969, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRBC Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch); EASY OTIE WHIZ ($233,611, NRBC I/O Ch, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut); WALLA WALLA WHIZ ($187,817, NRHA Derby Op Ch); WHIZARD JAC ($175,488, NRHA Fut Op Ch); REMIN WHIZ ($157,042, Top 5 NRHA & NRBC Op Derbies); TOPGUN WHIZ ($152,917, Top 5 NRHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: MJ HOLLYWOOD BARBIE $17,331 NRHA, AQHA Perf ROM. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: JUST PLAIN BARBIE, $4,825 NRCHA. Producer of 5 foals, 4 perfs including BARBIES DUN IT ($43,066 NRHA); MJ HOLL YWOOD BARBIE ($17,331 NRHA); MJ MALIBU BARBIE ($1,421 NRHA).

Notes: A well started 2 year old mare out of an own daughter of SHORTY LENA and a SON O SUGAR mare. Very cowy, good to handle and ready to go on with. CD ROYAL get have earnings of over 1 million. Sire and dam HERDA N/N,

SIRE: CD ROYAL Earner of $158,357, NCHA Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,559,326 including, RUBYS ROYAL CD ($240,889 NCHA); CEE DEE ROYAL TEE ($164,996 NCHA); LIL BIT RECKLESS ($147,290 NCHA); LIL DUSTY LOLA ($102,506 NCHA); ROYAL INCognito ($101,925 NCHA) etc.

DAM: NOT SHORT O SUGAR $15,288 NCHA. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: SUGARS MADONNA, Producer of 12 foals, 5 perfs including NOT SHORT O SUGAR (See Above); FANCY TWISTED SUGAR ($1,262 NCHA); QUIXOTES MADONNA RIO (NCHA money earner) etc.
**This Chic Duals**

**No. 5253461 • 2009 Sorrel Mare**

Consignor: Mary Jo Greiff

Notes: A reiners dream. Has a great temperament and great pedigree. NRBC, NRHA Futurity and Derby nominated.

**Sire:** Mister Dual Pep

Earner of $43,785, Top 5 NCHA Op Super Stks, Top 10 Gold-coast Op Wnr Derby, etc. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse, Top 75 Ldg Rng & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,280,996 including, MISTER NICADUAL ($115,319, AQHA Rsv World Ch Sr Rng, Top 5 NRBC Op Clas, World Eques Games Rng Op Rsv Ch); MISTER SMART REMEDY ($100,066, Top 5 NRCHA Op Fut, Klamath Rnch Derby Op Ch, Top 10 NRCHA Op Derby & Stks); MR DUAL REY ($99,618, All Amrcn Rng Derby Op Ch, Top 10 NRCHA Op Fut) etc.

**Dame:** This Chics Mine

Dam of 4 foals. 2nd Dam: Omnis Fancy Freckles, Producer of 12 foals, 3 perfs including FRECKLES DAKOTA BOY ($14,844 NCHA); ANNIES LIL TOY ($11,312 NCHA) etc.

---

**Just Call Me Willy**

**No. 5218938 • 2009 Sorrel Stallion**

Consignor: Jeremy Barwick

Notes: A nice colt by Sweet Lil Pepto out of a High Brow Cat daughter with NCHA earnings of $15,000. His 1st dam produced earners of $47,000 and 2nd dam produced earners of $209,000.

**Sire:** Sweet Lil Pepto

Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

**Dame:** Cant Track This Cat

$15,580 NCHA. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd Dam: SMART LINDA, $4,878 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 7 perfs including CANT TRACK THIS CAT (See Above); ALANOS LITTLE CAT ($12,499 NCHA/INF); JUSTA SMART SWINGER ($10,446 NCHA); MONEY SMARTS ($7,428 NCHA) etc.
LUKES DUALIN REY
NO. 4203345 • 2001 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: CARLOS VERDECIA

DUAL REY
DUAL PEP
NURSE REY
PEPPYMINT O LENA
PEPPYMINT DRY
ELKO JAY BAR

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: PEPPYMINT O LENA $51,129 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals, 5 perfs including LUKES DUALIN REY ($53,840 NCHA); PASTELS LITTLE LACE ($8,372 NCHA); STYLAPEP ($5,750 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: ELKO JAY BAR, Producer of 12 foals, 8 perfs earning $112,146 NCHA including PEPPYMINT OLENA.

$53,840 NCHA.
Notes: $53,840 NCHA. 100% sound. As nice a show horse as you will find on cattle. Don’t miss this opportunity.

SPOOKY REY
NO. 5223861 • 2009 RED ROAN STALLION
Consignor: RANDY FROST

PEPTOBOONSMAL
BOONLIGHT DANCER
LITTLE DANCER LENA
GRAYS STARLIGHT
SPOOKS JANIE
REY JAY JANIE

SIRE: BOONLIGHT DANCER Earner of $136,253, NRCHA Fut Op Ch, Op Top 5 NCHA Derby & Santa Ynez Valley Cow Horse Fut. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,231,606 including, THIRD CUTTING ($401,793, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op-Co Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Abin Spec Op Ch); STRAY KATZ ($89,792, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); LIL BREAK DANCER ($46,744 NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch); SHADY BOONLIGHT ($55,426, NCHA Super Stks Clas Ltd Non Pro Co-Ch) etc.

DAM: SPOOKS JANIE Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: REY JAY JANIE, $1,200 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 6 perfs including REY J SMART ($62,637 NCHA); MISS SMARTY REY ($40,997 NCHA); JANIE JR TOO (24,964 NCHA); HIC HIC HOO REY ($21,992 NCHA); SMART JAY LENA ($21,520 NCHA) etc.

Notes: A real nice red roan colt by BOONLIGHT DANCER out of a GRAYS STARLIGHT mare.
**Penne Pasta**
NO. 5075237 • 2008 CHESTNUT MARE
Consignor: WRIGLEY RANCHES LLC

- DUAL REY
- REYS DUAL BADGER
- LIPSHY
- CD OLENA
- CAPPUCCINO AND PASTA
- SAVANNA WHITE

**Notes:** Started on cattle March 1 with Gerald Alexander.

**SIRE: REYS DUAL BADGER** Earner of $313,563, NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Super Stakes Clas Op Co-Rsv Ch, Cotton Clas Op Ch, Abln Cut Spec Clas Op Rsv Ch, Mem Clas Op Ch; Sth Pt Clas/Chal Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Sum Cut Spec Clas Op; Top 10 Brdrs Inv Derby Op & Aug Fut 4 YO Op. Sire of 10 performers including, BADGERS PERSSCRIPTION ($91,317, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch, Abln Spec Derby NP Rsv Ch); REYS DUAL VICTORY ($23,555, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst); LETS SMOKE THIS DEAL ($16,486, NCHA SS NP Fnlst) etc.

**DAM: CAPPUCCINO AND PASTA** $147,949 NCHA Super Stakes Classic Non-Pro Reserve Champion, Bonanza Cutting 5/6YO Non-Pro Champion. Dam of 14 foals, 6 perfs earning $442,162 NCHA including MOCHA CAPPUCCION $222,349 NCHA and FRAPPUCCINO N PASTA $105,471 NCHA.

---

**FCB One Time Cat**
NO. 5104118 • 2007 RED ROAN STALLION
Consignor: BRUCE COLCLASURE

- PEPTOBOONSMAL
- ONE TIME PEPTO
- ONE TIME SOON
- HIGH BROW CAT
- WHOLLY CATS
- MARCELLENA

**Notes:** This nice colt brought $73,000 at the Yearling Select sale. He is ready to go show. Will be shown on cattle sale day.

**SIRE: ONE TIME PEPTO** Earner of $331,097, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, Augusta Clas Op Ch, PCCHA Stks Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec 5/6 YO Op Ch, Suncoast Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 Abln Spec Op Derby & Wstrn Hrsmn Cup, etc. Sire of 444 registered foals, oldest are foals of 2007, including first to show PEPTO DREAM TIME ($1,187 NCHA).

**DAM: WHOLLY CATS** $149,315 NCHA, Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: MARCELLENA, $142,249, 2nd NCHA Classic, AQHA Yth Wrld Ch Cutting. Producer of 18 foals, 7 perfs earning $328,301 including WHOLLY CATS (See Above); MISS N A MARC ($90,922 NCHA/INF) etc.
PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2009 BLUE ROAN MARE
Consignor: TONY & LISA LANGDON

Notes: A beautiful, athletic, blue roan filly by HES A PEPTOSPOONFUL. Her dam has produced 2 horses that are currently being shown. This filly is eligible for the Spoonful Million Dollar and McDavid Double Down bonuses.


DAM: LIL STYLISH JEWEL Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including LIZZYS PLAY GIRL ($48,331 NCHA); LIZZYS LIL PLAYER ($23,162 NCHA). 2nd DAM: OLENA LEGEND, Producer of 2 foals, 1 perf, STYLALENA ($14,046 NCHA).

APRIL TORNADO REY
NO. 5120265 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: CIRCLE C RANCH CO

Notes: A full sister to our great mare TORNADOS REY OF HOPE, NCHA Futurity Semi-Finalist, $25,059 LTE, currently in our broodmare band, as well as HOOREY, ’09 Ch Sr & Jr Class finals RHAA event. Dam is also the producer of numerous other NCHA winners. Great prospect to go on in any of the cattle events. Trained by Casey Carson.

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: HICKORYS TORNADO RIO $71, 376 NCHA. Dam of 15 foals, 5 perfs earning $136,472 including TORNADOS FIRST MATE ($70,760 NCHA); ANOTHER TORNADO MATE ($33,267 NCHA); TORNADOS REY OF HOPE ($25,832 NCHA); TWISTER MATE ($5,921 NCHA) etc.
SMART ICHI
NO. 4975137 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: MAIN RIVER QH

Notes: Been in cutting training since an early 2 year old with Josh Townsend. Her dam is a full sister to SMART LITTLE LENA.

SIRE: CAT ICHI Earner of $304,941, NCHA Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Co-Rsv Ch, Mem 4 YO Fut Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Top 5 Augusta 4 YO Op Fut, etc. Sire of 67 perfs earning $379,854 including, STARSTRUCK ICHI ($46,896, Music City Fut Op Ch); SDP LIL ICHI MADDE $19,850 NCHA. Dam of 19 foals, 7 perfs earning $81,404 including PEPTOSMART ($32,020 NCHA, $2,483 AQHA WS); TR COW SMART ($15,968 NCHA); KITTY COW SMART ($10,766 NCHA); COW SMART HIGH BROW ($9,650 NCHA); DAISY N DUKE ($7,886 NCHA); etc.

DAM: DOX COW SMART $19,850 NCHA. This is a low headed, cowy horse. He has had some big scores and multiple finals at aged events.

SIRE: SHIVER SHAKE Earner of $20,332 NCHA/RHAA. Sire of 10 performers including, QUIVER QUAKE ($24,268 NCHA); CATCHY LIL TUNE ($10,522 NCHA); SLIVERIN ($6,416 NCHA); HARMONEY ($6,618 NCHA); TUCO ($5,003 NCHA) etc.

DAM: HUMMIN MELODY NCHA money earner. Dam of 5 foals, 3 perfs including CATCHY LIL TUNE ($10,522 NCHA); SLIVERIN ($6,416 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: LYNX MELODY, $113,682, 1st NCHA Fut & NCHA Derby, 2nd NCHA Finals NP, etc. Prod of 16 foals, 15 perfs earning $1,124,028 NCHA.

CATCHY LIL TUNE
NO. 4741190 • 2005 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: DICK COGDELL

Notes: $10,521 NCHA. This is a low headed, cowy horse. He has had some big scores and multiple finals at aged events.

SIRE: SHIVER SHAKE Earner of $20,332 NCHA/RHAA. Sire of 10 performers including, QUIVER QUAKE ($24,268 NCHA); CATCHY LIL TUNE ($10,522 NCHA); SLIVERIN ($6,416 NCHA); HARMONEY ($6,618 NCHA); TUCO ($5,003 NCHA) etc.

DAM: HUMMIN MELODY NCHA money earner. Dam of 5 foals, 3 perfs including CATCHY LIL TUNE ($10,522 NCHA); SLIVERIN ($6,416 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: LYNX MELODY, $113,682, 1st NCHA Fut & NCHA Derby, 2nd NCHA Finals NP, etc. Prod of 16 foals, 15 perfs earning $1,124,028 NCHA.
SOUTHERN SHINER
NO. 4521730 • 2004 PALOMINO STALLION
Consignor: PITCHFORK S QTR HORSES

$15,029 NRCHA.
Notes: $15,029 NRCHA, $685 AQHA Inc Fund. AQHA & PHBA reg. As a 4 year old “Shiner” placed 4th in the Open Derby at Waco, Rsv Ch in the Intermediate Open. Has his ROM in Reining and qualified for the 08 & 09 Jr Working Cow Horse World Show. Is an Open Horse and all of his earnings were in the Open. NRHA licensed. Will be shown on cattle sale day.

SIRE: SHINING SPARK Earner of $62,674, NRHA Derby Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Jr Rng. Equi-Stat All Time #1 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse, #4 Ldg Rng Sire, 4-time NRCHA Ldg Sire, NRHA Ldg Sire and an AQHA All Time Ldg Sire of World & Rsv World Ch with earners of $8,206,352 including, SHINING N SASSY ($251,264, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRBC Primetime Derby Ch); SHINE BY THE BAY ($176,509, NRCHA Stks Op Ch, Twice AQHA World Ch Wkg Cow Horse, AQHA Rsv Superhorse, World’s Grtst Hrsmn Rsv Ch); MISS REY O SHINE ($159,715, Top 5 NRHA Op Derby & Top 10 NRHA Op Fut) etc.

DAM: SHESA HICKORY Dam of 14 foals, 9 perfs including HESA T ARIS HICKORY (24,321 NRHA); HICKORY FRECKLES BOY ($23,537 NCHA); SHESA HICKORY ($18,932 NRCHA); SOUTHERN SHINER ($15,714 NRCHA/AQHA INF); CA TS HICKORY DOC ($7,156 NRHA/AQHA INF) etc.

HICK A MONSTER
NO. X0664574 • 2007 PALOMINO GELDING
Consignor: ELIZABETH ELLIOTT

Notes: A really nice 3 year old palomino gelding with 6 months riding. Sire and dam are both money earning cutters. Should do anything you want.

SIRE: COOKIE MONSTER ETC Earner of $4,627 NCHA, AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr & Select Am Cut. Sire of 46 registered foals with 3 performers including, SUGAR MONSTER ($6,376 NCHA).

DAM: HANNAHS HICKORYOTE NCHA money earner. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: EXORBITANT, Dam of 8 foals, 5 perfs including BETCHA MOOLA ($174,827 NCHA); DOC EXORBITANT ($17,904 NCHA); HAIDAWAY ($2,736 NCHA) etc.
WINKIN ATCHA
NO. 4615046 • 2004 SORREL MARE
Consignor: AMBER CZISNY

$6,029 NCHA.

Notes: A super open or non-pro show mare. Eligible for the 3,000 & 10,000 novice classes. Winner of $6,029.26 NCHA.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE LENA Earner of $743,275, NCHA Triple Crown Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #2 Cut, #6 Rnd Cow Horse & #29 Rng Sire of earners of $38,382,833 including, RED WHITE AND BOON ($930,954, 5-time NCHA Non Pro World Ch); SMART PEPPY LENAS [PT] ($494,314, NCHA NP World Ch); JUSTA SMART PEANUT ($421,041, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SMART PLAY ($413,270, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SOME KINDA MEMORIES ($378,546, NCHA Fut Op Ch); AQHA perfs include 18 World & 15 Rsv World Ch, etc.

DAM: SMOKIN PEPTO $31,029 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 4 perfs including DUAL R SMOKIN ($112,054 NCHA); HIGH SMOKIN CAT ($29,455 NCHA); SMOOTH N SMOKIN ($21,657 NCHA); WINKIN ATCHA ($6,029 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SMOKEN POWDER, Producer of 10 foals, 6 perfs earning $74,965 NCHA.

MATES DINERO
NO. 5078384 • 2008 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: SUSAN WELCH-MCCulloch

Notes: In training with Phil Donaldson. Started on cattle. Pretty gelding with a big stop and a lot of cow.

SIRE: SMART MATE Earner of $50,072, Shtrn CHA Clas Op Ch, Natl Wstrn Stock Show Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,787,333 including, NUTN BUTA HOUNDOG ($229,491, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch, PCCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Sr Yth World Ch); MATES IRISH ROSE ($178,582, Sth Coast Wntr Clas & Suncoast Fall Non Pro Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE COKETTE ($158,881, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE PLAYBOY ($153,443, Congress Spg 5/6 YO NP Ch); HICK OF A MATE ($153,275, Top 10 NCHA NP Super Stks & SS Op Clas) etc.

DAM: BEYOND INNOCENCE Dam of 10 foals, 3 perfs including DUAL FOR INNOCENCE ($30,144 NCHA); TJS PLAYIN INNOCENT (NCHA money earner) etc. 2nd DAM: LIZZIELENA, Producer of 5 foals.
JUST ATHENA
NO. 5212921 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

SMART LITTLE LENA
JUST SMART
JUSTA LIL TOMBOY
HICKORYOTE
ATHENAS HICKORYOTE
ATHENAS GODDESS

DOC O'LENA
SMART PEPPY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
LIL PEPPY FAIR
DOC'S HICKORY
JAZABELL QUIXOTE
DOC ATHENA
GATHER

Notes: Here is a great prospect. Breeders Invitational enrolled.

SIRE: JUST SMART Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: ATHENAS HICKORYOTE $15,275 NCHA, Dam of 10 foals, 1 perf NATURAL BORN CAT ($3,179 NCHA). 2nd DAM: ATHENAS GODDESS, $2,187 NCHA. Producer of 6 foals, 2 perfs including ATHENAS HICKORYOTE (See Above); ATHENAS CASH (NCHA money earner).

REAL PEPTO
NO. 5187741 • 2008 RED ROAN STALLION
Consignor: DR. DAVID HARTMAN

PEPPY SAN BADGER
PEPTOBOONSMAL
ROYAL BLUE BOON
FRECKLES MERADA
MOLLIE MERADA
JETTIES PLAYGIRL

MR SAN PEPPY
SUGAR BADGER
BOON BAR
ROYAL TINCIE
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
LENAETTE
DOCTOR MONTOYA
PLAYBOYS JETTIE

Full brother to MERADAS BOONSMAL, winner of $92,323.

Notes: This nice colt is the full brother to MERADAS BOONSMAL, LTE $92,323 NCHA. Started on cattle by James Payne.

SIRE: PEPTOBOONSMAL Earner of $180,487, NCHA Fut Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut, Top 15 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $15,450,761 including, LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,055, NCHA Horse of the Yr); COPASPEPTO ($451,031, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); PEPTOS STYLISH MISS ($266,522, PCCHA 4 YO Stks Op Rsv Ch); FRECKLES LENA BOON ($259,818, NCHA Super Stks Non Pro Ch); SWEET LIL PEPTO ($236,843, Brdr's Inv Derby Op Ch); BOONSMAL DOCTRESS ($216,193, Top 5 NCHA NP Derby) etc.

DAM: MOLLIE MERADA $6,826 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 3 perfs including MERADAS BOONSMAL ($92,323 NCHA); PADDYS SHOTA MERADA ($6,729 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: JETTIES PLAYGIRL, Producer of 1 foal MOLLIE MERADA ($6,826 NCHA).
MAXIMUM PEPTO STYLE
NO. 4492394 • 2003 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: DAVE SCRIBNER

PEPTOBOONSMAL
PEPTOS STYLISH OAK
MOMS STYLISH KAT
MAXI LENA
ELLIE MAY MAXI
HICKORY LINDY

PEPPY SAN BADGER
ROYAL BLUE BOON
DOCS STYLISH OAK
PLAYBOYS MOM
DOC O’LENA
MARIAN’S CLOWN
DOC’S HICKORY
ASHLEY COGDELL

$5,644 NCHA.
Notes: A big, beautiful roan mare by PEPTOS STYLISH OAK. Only shown a few times a year earning in excess of $5,600. Still 3k eligible. Has been a finalist in several aged events including Rsv Ch in the 5/6 YO Class at the 2009 Royal Flush Aged event. Solid, sound and ready to show.

SIRE: PEPTOS STYLISH OAK Earner of $5,680 (AUS), Top 5 Australian NCHA Op Derby. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,165,059 including, PEPTOS STYLISH SUE ($188,949, NCHA Derby Op Ch & Fut Fnlst); REDNECK STYLE ($159,693, Tunica Clas Non Pro Co-Ch, Top 5 NCHA NP Super Stks Clas); WEST ROOSTER ($75,908 AUS, Aus NCHA Fut & Derby Op Ch) PIMPED OUT PEPTO ($69,241, PCCHA Fut NP Ch); ONE ROAN PEP-TOS ($56,336 AUS, Aus NCHA Derby Op Ch) etc.

DAM: ELLIE MAY MAXI NCHA money earner. Dam of 8 foals, 3 perfs including MAXIMUM PEPTO STYLE ($5,644 NCHA). 2nd DAM: HICKORY LINDY, Producer of 18 foals, 4 perfs including DIAMOND CEE JONES ($8,588 NCHA); BAYBRA LENA ($6,034 NCHA); MAXIS MAIDEN ($2,627 NCHA) etc.

KOOK SAN KODO
NO. 4976951 • 2007 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: RICK MCDONALD

CD OLENA
KODO
LANEY DOC
DOCS BILLY
PRESCRIPTIONS SAN
MISS LOTTA SAN

DOC O’LENA
CD CHICA SAN BADGER
DOC QUIXOTE
CHRISTMAS FOUR
DOC’S PRESCRIPTION
CUTTER’S DORA
DOC BAR GEM
LOTTA MISS PEPPY

Notes: A nice, young stallion prospect that is very well broke.

SIRE: KODO Earner of $105,700, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut & Music City 4 YO Op Fut, NCHA Derby & Super Stks Op Fnlst. Sire of 22 perfs earning $151,154 including, KODOS DEBUTANT ($87,062, Top 5 NCHA Hi Pt Yth Cut, AQHA World Show Qlfr Yth Cut); JUSTA SWINGING KODO ($16,204, Top 5 Chisholm Tri Fall Op Derby, AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr Cut); GIMMEE THE DOUGH ($12,157 NCHA); HEZA SHINEY KODO ($10,687 NRHA) etc.

DAM: PRESCRIPTIONS SAN Dam of 11 foals, 2 perfs including SMOKES PEPPY STAR ($1,637 NCHA); SAN STAR OKIE (Top Ten AQHA WS Amt Team Penning). 2nd DAM: MISS LOTTA SAN, Producer of 6 foals.
Notes: What a nice son of PLAYGUN, a leading sire of Cutting Horses (#18 All Time with over $5.9 million in produce earnings) as well as reiners and cowhorses. This good looking gelding is out of a daughter of HAIDAS LITTLE PEP with NCHA earnings. He is broke the best and started on cattle. You will like him.

SIRE: PLAYGUN Earner of $185,733, Augusta Fut Op & Non Pro Ch, Steamboat Spgs Derby Op Ch, El Cid Clas Op Ch, Bonanza Clas 4 YO NP Ch, etc. Equi-Stat Top 20 All Time Ldg Cut Sire & Rnd Cow Horse Sire and a Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $6,741,378 including, MR BEAMON ($313,842, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Ch, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch); PEPPYS PLAYS FOR CASH ($304,942, NCHA SS NP Ch); PRF PLAYGUNS PEP ($283,198, NCHA Derby NP Rsv Ch, PCCHA Cut Stks Op Rsv Ch); STRAIGHTSHOT PLAYGUN ($245,201, Bonanza 5/6 YO Non Pro Ch); PLAYIN TAG ($235,819, NCHA SS Op Ch) etc.

DAM: HAIDAS SPORTIE $7,160 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals. 2nd DAM: WARM UP SPORT, $1,945 NCHA. Producer of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $203,629 including SPORTY LITTLE PEP ($137,663 NCHA); HAIDAS AEROBIC ($17,307 NCHA); HAIDAS GAME ($16,367 NCHA) etc.

Notes: This elegant moving yearling colt is our of one of the most successful mare lines. BOWMANS FANCY was one of the great show mares and producing mares of NCHA and now her daughters are doing the same. His 2nd dam and her daughter have produce earnings over $1 million dollars. BOISDARK is very flexible, quick, athletic and has the conformation to be a great performer and sire.

SIRE: NITAS WOOD Earner of $13,975, Top 5 Abln Spec Non Pro Clas. Equistat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,273,334 including, WOODY BE LUCKY ($406,469, NCHA Non Pro World Ch, NCHA World Finals NP Rsv Ch, Bonanza 4 YO Op Ch); WOODY BE TUFF ($351,063, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Cotton Stks Clas Op Ch, Sth Pt Wntr NP Clas Ch); WOODY B GUN SHY ($234,903, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, Abln Spec NP Derby Rsv Ch); COULD I WOOD I ($233,262, NCHA NP World Ch, NCHA Super Stk Op Fnsl) etc.

DAM: BOWMANS FANCY LENA $12,252 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: BOWMANS FANCY, $257,203, 2nd NCHA SS. Producer of 21 foals, 12 perfs earning $495,277 including DUALIN JEWELS ($205,556, 2nd NCHA Fut); BOWMANS CAT MAN ($106,494 NCHA); BOWMANS LITTLE JEWEL ($76,636).
BELLA NITRO
NO. 5062403 • 2008 BAY MARE
Consignor: GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC

Notes: Good minded, pretty bay mare by NITRO DUAL DOC. She has been trained on cattle and is on track to make someone an excellent cutting prospect.

SIRE: NITRO DUAL DOC Earner of $53,827, NCHA & Memphis Futs Op Fnlst, NCHA Derby Op Fnlst. Sire of 51 perfs earning $273,700 including, NITROUS CUTTER ($56,339, Music City Fut Op Rsv Ch, State of MO Fut Op Ch); DUAL WITH CHRISTY ($55,278, NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch, Augusta 4 YO Fut Non Pro Co-Rsv Ch); PINK NITRO GLYCERINE ($27,824, SWRCHA Fut NP Ch, Top 10 NRCHA NP Fut) etc.

DAM: JOLI COQUETTE $19,239 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals, 1 perf SHINE ALL NIGHT (NRHA money earner). 2nd DAM: BELLA COQUETTE, $83,331, 1st NCHA NP Cutting Fut. Prod of 10 foals, 5 perf including SOULA JULE STAR ($121,591, 2nd NCHA NP Cut Derby, 3rd NCHA NP SS) etc.

WHATS UP DOC BOON
NO. 5152784 • 2008 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: MASSIMO RUDARI

Notes: Started on cattle by Paul Hansma. This horse shows a lot of promise.

SIRE: PEPTOBOONSMAL Earner of $180,487, NCHA Fut Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut, Top 15 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $15,450,761 including, LITTLE PEPTO GAL ($523,055, NCHA Horse of the Yr); COPASPEPTO ($451,031, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); ONE TIME PEPTO ($331,097, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); PEPTOS STYLISH MISS ($266,522, PCCHA 4 YO Stks Op Rsv Ch); FRECKLES LENA BOON ($259,818, NCHA Super Stks Non Pro Ch); SWEET LIL PEPTO ($236,843, Brdr's Inv Derby Op Ch); BOONSMAL DOCTRESS ($216,193, Top 5 NCHA NP Derby) etc.

DAM: SR DOCS SERENADE Dam of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $309,400 including MR SKYLINE PEPPY ($152,403, 3rd NCHA NP Futurity); MAX DONNA ($52,424 NCHA); MR DOUBLEMAX ($39,194 NCHA); PEPPYS SERENADE ($20,224 NCHA); SOPHIA DEL REY ($18,702 NCHA); REYDARI ($13,497 NCHA) etc.
PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2008 BLUE ROAN MARE
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

FRECKLES PLAYBOY
MR PEPPYS FRECKLES
PEPPYS FROM HEAVEN
DOC O'LENA TWIST
LENAS TEXAS AGGIE
LENAS SAN PEPPY

Notes: This is a pretty blue roan filly that is well started on cattle. She is gentle and easy to get along with. Will be demonstrated on cattle sale day.

SIRE: MR PEPPYS FRECKLES Earner of $11,043 NCHA. Sire of 22 performers earning $399,387 including, QUITE THE FAT CAT ($208,433, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); LANNIES FRECKLES ($97,237, NCHA Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch); MS PEPPA ROANIE ROACH ($42,755 NCHA); PEPPYS LIL FIREFLY ($15,161 NCHA); QUIAHEAVEN ($12,608 NCHA) etc.

DAM: LENAS TEXAS AGGIE Dam of 1 reg foal LITTLE BLACK PEPTO (AQHA Open Perf ROM). 2nd DAM: LENAS SAN PEPPY, Producer of 3 foals, 1 perf HULLABALOO O LENA ($1,190 NCHA).

---

REYGUNS REY
NO. 5103268 • 2008 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: JOHN PAXTON

Notes: A very broke gelding that is started on cattle. Gentle with a good disposition.


DAM: SPOONSFUL OF SUGAR NCHA money earner. This is her first registered foal. 2nd DAM: SONS GEORGETTE, $66,870 NCHA. Producer of 16 foals, 10 perfs earning $93,634 including FLIPPIN PRETTY ($44,962 NCHA); PEPTO GEORGETTE ($28,050 NCHA); SONS GEORGIO ($11,377 NCHA) etc.
BOONLIGHT LEGACY
NO. 5049660 • 2005 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: MARC & KATHY GORDON

PEPTOBOONSMAL
BOONLIGHT DANCER
LITTLE DANCER LENA
GENUINE LEGACY
COMMANDERS LEGACY
DEBRA DUN IT

$1,286 NCHA. In foal to SOULA JULE STAR.
Notes: $1,286 NCHA. Sells safe in foal to SOULA JULE STAR for 2011.

SIRE: BOONLIGHT DANCER Earner of $136,253, NRCHA Fut Op Ch, Op Top 5 NCHA Derby & Santa Ynez Valley Cow Horse Fut. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,231,606 including, THIRD CUTTING ($401,793, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op-Co Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Abln Spec Op Ch); STRAY KATZ ($89,792, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); LIL BREAK DANCER ($46,744 NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch); SHADY BOONLIGHT ($55,426, NCHA Super Stks Clas Ltd Non Pro Co-Ch) etc.

DAM: COMMANDERS LEGACY $96,328 NCHA. Dam of 11 foals, 4 perfs including STYLISH LEGACY 2000 ($19,035 NCHA); DOCS STYLISH LEGACY ($6,407 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: DEBRA DUN IT, $14,451 NCHA. Producer of 14 foals, 4 perfs including COMMANDERS LEGACY ($96,327 NCHA) etc.

PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2009 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: SOUTH LAZY H RANCH INC

DUAL PEP
DUAL REY
NURSE REY
PEPTOBOONSMAL
LITTLE BIT SPICED
DOCS GAVIOTA

Notes: This pretty yearling gelding is good minded and gentle. He will make a a really nice cutter one day for an amateur or non pro rider.

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: LITTLE BIT SPICED Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: DOCS GAVIOTA, $34,024 NCHA. Producer of 13 foals, 8 perfs including DOX DIAMOND HILL ($61,713 NCHA); SMART GAVIOTA ($56,493 NCHA); DOX LITTLE GAVIOTA ($24,945 NCHA) ITTY BITTY DUALLY ($12,926 NCHA) etc.
Notes: A beautiful colt by CATS MERADA. His dam, SOMEBODY SINDY, has NCHA earnings of $7,800. His 2nd dam, DOX LITTLE CINDY, has produced earners of $98,000.

SIRE: CATS MERADA Earner of $177,900, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Op Clas & Clas/Chal, Bonanza Clas Op Ch, NCHA Finals 10K & 3K Nov Rsv Ch, Sthrn Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire from 64 perfs earning $622,682 including, GEORGE C MERADA ($94,411, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); FLO LIKE A CAT ($56,811, PCCHA Fut Op Ch); MERADAS PEPPY CAT ($53,912, Top 5 NCHA Derby Ltd Non Pro & Top 10 NP) etc.

DAM: SOMEBODYS SINDY $4,466 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: DOX LITTLE CINDY, $7,862 NCHA. Producer of 14 foals, 6 perfs including CELENALENA ($46,332 NCHA); SINFUL PLAYGIRL ($30,360 NCHA); DOX DOUBLE DOWN ($14,215 NCHA) etc.

Notes: Wow! Look at the breeding on this one. Don't miss this opportunity.

SIRE: SMART LITTLE LENA Earner of $743,275, NCHA Triple Crown Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #2 Cut, #6 Rnd Cow Horse & #29 Rng Sire of earners of $38,382,833 including, RED WHITE AND BOON ($930,954, 5-time NCHA Non Pro World Ch); SMART PEPPY LENA [PT] ($494,314, NCHA NP World Ch); JUSTA SMART PEANUT ($421,041, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SMART PLAY ($413,270, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SOME KINDA MEMORIES ($378,546, NCHA Fut Op Ch); AQHA perfs include 18 World & 15 Rsv World Ch, etc.

DAM: MISS MERADA $62,887 NCHA. Dam of 14 foals. 2nd DAM: SUNETTE OLENA, $50,172 NCHA. Producer of 14 foals, 11 perfs including ROCKYS PLAYBOY ($67,705, 1st NCHA Derby); SUNETTEA PLAYGIRL ($53,939 NCHA); SOONER PLAYBOY ($35,508 NCHA) etc.
LITTLE TEQUILA ROSE  
NO. 5074530 • 2007 BAY ROAN MARE  
Consignor: ROBERT DEONIER

DUAL PEP  
DUALS BLUE BOON  
ROYAL BLUE BOON  
SMART LITTLE LENA  
WITCHY POOH  
SPURS N ROSES  
PEPPY SAN BADGER  
MISS DUAL DOC  
BOON BAR  
ROYAL TINCE  
DOC O’LENA  
SMART PEPPY  
FRECKLES PLAYBOY  
KIMBERLENA

Notes: A real cute bay roan filly by DUALS BLUE BOON ($210,000+ NCHA) and out of a SMART LITTLE LENA mare. SPURS N ROSES has NCHA earnings of $53,028. What a nice, colorful filly and a great mare family.

SIRE: DUALS BLUE BOON Earner of $197,449, Abln Spec Derby Non Pro Ch, NCHA 10K Nov World Ch, Chisholm Tri Clas NP Ch, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, ACHA Op World Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,520,801 including, MY BLUE HAGAN ($348,274, NCHA Super Stks NP Rsv Ch, Abln Spec NP Ch); SKATER BLUE ($132,497, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Fut & Super Stks); MERADAS BLUE SUE ($112,361, NCHA Derby Op Ch) etc.

DAM: WITCHY POOH NCHA money earner. Dam of 5 foals, 1 perf LIL BLUE AGAVE ($25,981 NCHA/WS, AQHA Wrld Show Top 5 Jr Cutting). 2nd DAM: SPURS N ROSES, $53,028 NCHA. Producer of 12 foals, 7 perfs earning $115,480 including SMART SPURS ($44,863 NCHA) etc.

CALLIE CATS MEOW  
NO. 5147920 • 2008 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: BURKE SULLIVANT

HIGH BROW CAT  
SMOOTH AS A CAT  
SHES PRETTY SMOOTH  
BOB ACRE DOC  
ANNIVERSARY ACRE  
BOBBI BINGO  
HIGH BROW HICKORY  
SMART LITTLE KITTY  
WHEELING PEPPY  
SMOOTH HICKORY  
SON OFA DOC  
SAPP’S SANDY  
LEO BINGO  
SAN BENITO BELLE

Notes: A super nice 2 year old mare that is well started on cattle. A flashy filly by popular young sire, SMOOTH AS A CAT. Out of a BOB ACRE DOC mare, ANNIVERSARY ACRE ($28,000).

SIRE: SMOOTH AS A CAT Earner of $500,038, NCHA Horse of the Yr, PCCHA Stks Op Ch, Suncoast Derby Op Rsv Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 40 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $9,446,273 including, AROSESUCHACLATTER ($239,339, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch); SMOOTH GOING CAT ($173,814, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut & Abln Spec Derby); SMOOTH JAMIE MAY ($150,042, BIV & Bonanza Derbies Op Ch); SMOOTH ASA ZEE ($162,944, Brazos Bash Derby Non Pro Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Super Stks); SMOOTH O TOOLE ($109,447, NCHA Fut Op Fnlist, Top 10 NCHA Op SS) etc.

DAM: ANNIVERSARY ACRE $28,343 NCHA. Dam of 2 foals, 1 perf BOONLIGHTS BELLE ($3,635 NCHA). 2nd DAM: BOBBI BINGO, Producer of 17 foals, 14 perfs earning $286,531 NCHA including QUIXOTE COORS ($62,620); LILY BINGO ($32,313, 14th NCHA Cut Fut) etc.
SMART QUICK COOKIE
NO. 5152650 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: FONS De BARBANSON

Notes: This mare will have 9 months on cattle by sale day. Has a big stop, very talented. Her dam has produced well over $126,000 in money earners.

SIRE: SMART QUICK MERADA Earner of $111,987 NCHA Fut, Memphis Fut, Suncoast Wntr Chmpshp, W TX Fut, Music City Fut, Augusta Fut Op Fnlst, etc. Sire of 42 registered foals including first to show MERADAS LOW RIDER ($6,472 NCHA); ORANGE DREAMSICLE ($1,045 NCHA).

DAM: COOKIE STARLIGHT $24,917 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 3 perfs earning $126,059 including CATS STARLIGHT ($100,889 NCHA, Op Perf ROM, etc); ARISTOCRATIC COOKIE ($24,124 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: BILLS CUTTER LIL, $765 NCHA. Producer of 17 foals, 10 perfs earning $195,604 NCHA/NRHA/WS.

ITS JUST ABOUT CHUCK
NO. 5095648 • 2005 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: THOMAS BRUCH

Notes: $33,015 NCHA. All of the money was won in Non-Pro classes. Eligible for all novice classes. He doesn’t require much work to show. Most recently Top 10 $20,000 NP Eastern Nats and finalist at 5/6 NP at the OSB Fut, etc. A great Non Pro horse.

SIRE: ITS JUST ABOUT ME Earner of $302,249, Bonanza 4 YO Op Ch, UBS/Galles Rnch Chmpshp Cls Op Rsv Ch, Suncoas Clas/Chal Op Co-Ch, NCHA Fut $50K Ltd Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Fut & Op Super Stks, etc. First to show include DEES MR CHARLES ($41,568 NCHA); ITS JUST ABOUT CHUCK ($28,946 NCHA); SMART LITTLE CHARLES ($3,154 NCHA) etc.

DAM: LIZZIE FAIR $15,709 NCHA. Dam of 1 foal. ITS JUST ABOUT CHUCK ($33,015 NCHA). 2nd DAM: LITTLE TENINA, $385,822, Winner of NCHA Finals, NCHA Classic, NCHA Cutting Horse Derby, NCHA Cutting Horse Fut. Producer of 23 foals, 8 perfs earning $174,806.
AUTUMN CAT
NO. 5038403 • 2007 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: PHIL RAPP

Notes: This nice stallion was well started until developing ringbone. He is selling breeding sound.

SIRE: HIGH BROW CAT
Earner of $126,252, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Chisholm Trl Clas Op Ch, etc. Equi-Stat All Time #1 Ldg Cut & Top 50 Ldg Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $40.7 Million including, METALLIC CAT ($637,711, NCHA Fut Op Ch); BOON SAN KITTY ($555,504, NCHA Horse of the Yr twice NCHA Clas/Chal Op Ch); HIGH BROW CD ($542,101, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Co-Rsv Ch); SMOOTH AS A CAT ($501,873, NCHA Horse of the Yr); OH CAY FELIX ($438,991, NCHA Fut Op Ch); HYDRIVE CAT ($416,709, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: AWESOME AUTUMN
$22,725 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals. 2nd DAM: AUTUMN BOON, $244,470 NCHA. Producer of 27 foals, 17 perfs earning $1,011,587 including IM COUNTIN CHECKS ($509,642, 3rd NCHA Cutting Fut); BOON A LITTLE ($135,639, Rsv Wrd Ch Jr Cut, etc) etc.

DAISY MATE
NO. 5225484 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: KEN & MARCIA HANSON

Notes: Out of PCCHA Open Futurity top 5 finalist HICKORYS ROSE, a full sister to the earners of $269,000 and earning $29,000 herself. Her first foal to show, BOONLIGHT TANGO, was Champion of the ACHA World Non-Pro Futurity and Reserve Champion of the Open Futurity.

SIRE: SMART MATE
Earner of $50,072, Shtrn CHA Clas Op Ch, Natl Wstrn Stock Show Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,787,333 including, NUTN BUTA HOUNDOG ($229,491, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch, PCCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Sr Yth World Ch); MATES IRISH ROSE ($178,582, Sth Coast Wntr Clas & Suncoast Fall Non Pro Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE COKETTE ($158,881, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE PLAYBOY ($153,443, Congress Spg 5/6 YO NP Ch); HICK OF A MATE ($153,275, Top 10 NCHA NP Super Stks & SS Op Clas) etc.

DAM: HICKORYS ROSE
$26,460 NCHA. Dam of 7 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: PLAY CHEX RIO, Producer of 14 foals, 10 perfs earning $276,849 including CHEX RIO HICKORY ($85,869 NCHA); RIO HICKORY CHEX ($49,973 NCHA); RIO CHEX HICKORY ($38,188 NCHA); PLAY HICKORY INDIAN ($25,281 NCHA).
$21,537 NCHA.

Notes: Absolutely beautiful mare that is ready to show for anyone. She had a foal last year and this year but was left open in order to continue showing. Watch her on cattle.

SIRE: SR INSTANT CHOICE Earner of $102,512, NCHA $5K Nov Rsv World Ch, Abln Spec Co-Rsv Ch, Congress Clas Op Ch, etc. Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,173,860 including, ROCKIN BY CHOICE ($324,095, NCHA Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); STYLISH BABY DOLL ($201,425, NCHA Derby Op Ch); BR INSTANT REPLAY ($170,031, NCHA Derby Op Ch); INSTANCE ($169,971, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Clas/Chal & NP Super Stks Clas); NEAT CHOICE ($138,956, NCHA NP World Ch) etc.

DAM: LENA COQUENA $8,002 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 1 perf EL COQUENA CHOICE ($24,021 NCHA/WS). 2nd DAM: COQUENAS LAST, NCHA money earner. Producer of 10 foals, 6 perf including SMART AND CLASSY ($22,156 NCHA); TWISTING SWEETIE ($14,984 NCHA) etc.
HAIDAS WACO SUGAR
NO. 3622663 • 1997 SORREL MARE
Consignor: WAYNE MOSLEY

Winner of $24,229 NCHA.
Notes: $25,634 LTE. This mare has been successfully shown by many amateur or youth riders. Rock solid, easy to show. She gives confidence to beginning cutters, yet has the ability and eye appeal to mark those big scores for an experienced rider. Continue to be shown in non-pro and amateur classes. Has a colt at side by PEPTO BAR.

SIRE: HAIDAS SUGAR DOC Earner of $140,855, NCHA World Ch Non Pro. Sire of 34 performers earning $311,621 including, SWEET N LOU ($56,237 NCHA); SUGAR STEELER ($35,374 NCHA); HAIDAS WACO SUGAR ($25,259 NCHA); ILLUSIONS OF SUGAR ($24,894 NCHA); TOO GOODOO DOC ($21,640 NCHA) etc.

DAM: WACOS SISTER ROSE Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including HAIDAS WACO SUGAR ($25,259 NCHA); HAIDAS WACOS ($3,514 NCHA). 2nd DAM: ST MAR ROSE, Producer of 7 foals.

CD PLAYGIRL
NO. 3671201 • 1998 SORREL MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

In foal to ACRES OF RED.
Notes: A beautiful mare that is in foal to ACRES OF RED, LTE $170,265 NCHA World Champion stallion. Sire of the earners of $527,000. Standing at Weber’s Meadow, Davis, Oklahoma.

SIRE: CD OLENA Earner of $170,706, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Derby Op Ch. Equitsat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire & 20 Top Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $13,688,079 including, SISTER CD ($825,243, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op & Non Pro Ch); CD BOONSMAL ($233,646, Sth Pt Fut Op Ch); CLASSICAL CD ($227,013, Top 5 NCHA Op Super Stks & Clas/Chal, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); PLAYIN CDS ($223,606, NCHA NP Super Stks Rsv Ch); CD LIGHTS ($233,383 NCHA World Ch S) etc.

DAM: NITAS PLAYGIRL $9,048 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 5 perfs earning $202,652 including MATES LITTLE PLAYBOY ($151,596 NCHA); NITA PLAYMATE ($90,684 NCHA); WUZ UP BRO ($17,080 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: NITA UNO, NCHA money earner. Producer of 8 foals, 1 perf, See Above for info.
CHYENNE DUCK
NO. 4642977 • 2004 BLACK MARE
Consignor: BILLY EMERSON

Notes: Spectacular eye appeal. Trained by Shannon Hall. An exceptional young mare that is very quick and low headed. Black, beautiful and ready for any non pro or amateur.

SIRE: BLUE DUCK OKIE Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

DAM: LAYLA SU $8,923 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals, 2 perfs including A TULE NAMED SU ($41,367 NCHA); CHEYENNE DUCK ($8,441 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SMART N SU, $8,095 NCHA. Producer of 4 foals, 3 perfs including SMART FLO ($20,941 NCHA) etc.

COLLENAPEP
NO. 5253302 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: MARY JO GREIFF

Notes: This filly has incredible bloodlines. Out of a full blood sister to COLLENA CHIC OLENA, NRBC, Futurity and Derby nominated. Powerful, great temperment and incredibly talented.


DAM: SMART COLLEN This is her registered foal. 2nd DAM: COLLENAPEP, Producer of 7 foals, 2 perfs including A NIC O CHIC ($8,048 NRCHA/NCHA) etc.
TOODIE DUAL
NO. 5118185 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: CIRCLE C RANCH CO

Notes: Another of our great 2 year old daughters of DUAL REY out of a young daughter of “Hickory” being her first foal. The dam was injured as a 3 year old and missed an opportunity for a show record. A promising athlete with great potential for next year’s 3 year old events. Trained by Casey Carson

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: FANCY TOODIE HICKORY AQHA Perf. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: TOODIE LENA, $30,633 NCHA. Producer of 15 foals, 8 perfs including MISS TOOT N SHOOT ($71,303 NCHA); TOODIE BOY ($28,807 NCHA); WILD DUAL REY ($21,943 NCHA) etc.

DEFININ MOMENT
NO. 4991877 • 2007 BAY MARE
Consignor: DICK COGDELL

Notes: This mare had 1 1/2 years riding with Jeff Decker. She will be shown on cattle sale day. Her dam won $9,413 NCHA.

SIRE: SHIVER SHAKE Earner of $20,332 NCHA/RHAA. Sire of 10 performers including, QUIVER QUAKE ($24,268 NCHA); CATCHY LIL TUNE ($10,522 NCHA); SLIVERIN ($6,416 NCHA); HARMONEY ($6,618 NCHA); TUCO ($5,003 NCHA) etc.

DAM: GIGGLE WIGGLE $9,413 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: SLY GLO RETURN, Producer of 12 foals, 5 perfs including JINGLIN ($40,732 NCHA); DOUBLE L LENA ($31,532 NCHA); SLYA ($30,148 NCHA); GIGGLE WIGGLE ($9,413 NCHA) etc.
Notes: A pretty, HES A PEPTOSPOONFUL mare that can go either way. This mare is ready to go show. Originally trained by Terry Riddle. Now in training with John Paxton. She has a 2 year old gelding in this sale.


DAM: SONS GEORGETTE $66,870, 5th NCHA Op Cutting Futurity. Dam of 16 foals, 10 perfs earning $93,634 including FLIPPIN PRETTY ($44,962 NCHA); PEPTO GEORGETTE ($28,050 NCHA); SONS GEORGI ($11,377 NCHA); MY LADY SHADY ($4,063 NCHA); SMART GEORGETTE ($3,492 NCHA) etc.

Notes: Bred to DOSE OF PEPTO, unshown due to injury. He is by BOONLIGHT DANCER, $136,253 out of CRACKIN. LBD May 27. A nice little broodmare.

SIRE: RUM SQUALL Earned of $66,970 NCHA. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,489,484 including, HOME RUM ($184,533 NCHA, AQHA World Show Qlfr Sr & Am Cut); SHESA SQUALL ($110,017, NCHA Clas/Chal Non Pro Ch); SQUALL N CHEX ($88,985 NCHA); ROCK N RUM ($87,798 NCHA); RUMBA BOOGIE ($78,031 NCHA) etc.

DAM: MISS SMARTY REY $40,997 NCHA. Dam of 19 foals, 7 perfs including HES A PEPTOSPOONFUL ($72,851 NCHA, AQHA Leading NCHA Freshman Sire); SMARTYS GONNA PASS ($40,446 NCHA); IM A PEPTOREY ($22,187 NCHA); YOUR CALL SMARTY ($117,335 NCHA/WS) etc.
**BUCKCHERRY**

**NO. 5187677 • 2009 SORREL MARE**  
Consignor: KATHY WELCH

- **DUAL REY**
- **REYS DUAL BADGER**
- **LIPSHY**
- **MR SAN PEPPY**
- **BADGERS TENINA**
- **LIL TENINA**

**Notes:** A stout, beautiful filly by NCHA Horse of the Year out of a proven producing mare.

**SIRE: REYS DUAL BADGER** Earner of $313,563, NCHA Horse of the Year, NCHA Super Stakes Clas Op Co-Rsv Ch, Cotton Clas Op Ch, Abln Cut Spec Clas Op Rsv Ch, Mem Clas Op Ch; Sth Pt Clas/Chal Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Sum Cut Spec Clas Op; Top 10 Brds Inv Derby Op & Aug Fut 4 YO Op. Sire of 10 performers including, BADGERS PERScription ($91,317, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch, Abln Spec Derby NP Rsv Ch); REYS DUAL VICTORY ($23,555, NCHA Super Stks Op Flnst); LETS SMOKE THIS DEAL ($16,486, NCHA SS NP Flnst) etc.

**DAM: BADGERS TENINA** $1,312 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 5 perfs including BADGERS PLAYDOUGH ($80,453 NCHA, NCHA Non Pro Super Stakes Classic, 2nd); TWISTIN TENINA ($6,918 NCHA); T ACHIT AS TENINA ($5,218 NCHA); PLAYDOUGHS MY SISTER ($3,816 NCHA) etc.

---

**SMART LITTLE RICHARD**

**NO. 3703573 • 1998 SORREL STALLION**  
Consignor: WK COLEMAN RANCH

- **DOC O'LENA**
- **SMART LITTLE LENA**
- **SMART PEPPY**
- **FRECKLES PLAYBOY**
- **PLAYBOYS RUBY**
- **LENACHICK**

**Dam has won $262,442 and produced $1,268,377.**

**Notes:** A trained cutter. Ridden outside. A pleasure to be around and ride. In training with Rick Hayes.

**SIRE: SMART LITTLE LENA** Earner of $743,275, NCHA Triple Crown Op Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #2 Cut, #6 Rnd Cow Horse & #29 Rng Sire of earners of $38,382,833 including, RED WHITE AND BOON ($930,954, 5-time NCHA Non Pro World Ch); SMART PEPPY LENA [PT] ($494,314, NCHA NP World Ch); JUSTA SMART PEANUT ($421,041, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SMART PLAY ($413,270, NCHA Fut & Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); SOME KINDA MEMORIES ($378,546, NCHA Fut Op Ch); AQHA perfs include 18 World & 15 Rsv World Ch, etc.

**DAM: PLAYBOYS RUBY** $262,441, Winner of NCHA NP SS Classic & NCHA NP SS, 2nd NCHA NP Derby. Dam of 29 foals, 12 perfs earning $1,268,376 including PLAYIN CDS ($213,969, 2nd NCHA NP SS); RUBY TUESDAY DNA ($208,455 NCHA); SMART LITTLE JERRY ($197,193, 2nd NCHA NP Fut) etc.
**PAPERS IN ASSOC**

**NO. Pending • 2008 BAY GELDING**

Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

**Consignment Notes:**

This gelding is a half brother to SUMERS REY, by DUAL REY, earner of $10,622 and SUMERS MELODY, by CATTIN, earner of $6,364. He is well started on cattle and will be demonstrated on sale day.

**SIRE: SR INSTANT CHOICE**

Earner of $102,512, NCHA $5K Nov Rsv World Ch, Abln Spec Clas Co-Rsv Ch, Congress Clas Op Ch, etc. Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,173,860 including, ROCKIN BY CHOICE ($324,095, NCHA Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch); STYLISH BABY DOLL ($201,425, NCHA Derby Op Ch); BR INSTANT REPLAY ($170,031, NCHA Derby Op Ch); INSTANCE ($169,971, Top 5 NCHA Non Pro Clas/Chal & NP Super Stks Clas); NEAT CHOICE ($138,956, NCHA NP World Ch) etc.

**DAM: SUMERS JEWEL**

$39,926 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including SUMERS MELODY ($6,378 NCHA); SUMERS REY (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: MISS PEPPY LENA, $89,991, 2nd NCHA NP SS Classic, 4th NCHA NP Derby, 6th NCHA NP Fut. Producer of 16 foals, 9 perfs earning 96,280 NCHA.

---

**MR SMART AND FANCY**

**NO. 5042986 • 2007 SORREL GELDING**

Consignor: 7 HR QTR HORSES

**Consignment Notes:**

“Dollar” is well started on cattle. He is making a nice horse.

**SIRE: SMART CHIC OLENA**

Earner of $167,471, AQHA World Ch Jr Cut & Sr Rng, Equistat All Time #2 Rnd Cow Horse, #3 Rng & #43 Cut Sire of earners of $10,946,532 including, SMART SPOOK ($329,452, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRHA Derby Op Ch); CHICS MAGIC POTION ($318,682, NRCHA Fut, Stks & Hckmr Op Ch); A CHIC IN TIME ($311,044, World's Richest Stockhorse Op Ch, World's Grtst Hrsmn Ch, AQHA World Ch); SMART CRACKIN CHIC ($215,500, NRCHA Fut Op Ch); CHIC PLEASE ($209,185, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch) etc.

**DAM: OMNIS FANCY FRECKLES**

Dam of 12 foals, 3 perfs including FRECKLES DAKOTA BOY ($14,844 NCHA); ANNIES LIL TOY (11,312 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: DOCS SOCKS MISS, Producer of 5 foals.
DOwn RIGHT CASSIE
NO. 5034135 • 2007 SORREL MARE
Consignor: RICK MCDONALD

DOC O’LENA
SLIP DOWN LENA
MY LUCKY LINDA
COLONEL FRECKLES
FRECKLES CASSIE
DOC’S CASSANDRA

SIRE: SLIP DOWN LENA Earner of $56,543, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst. Sire of earners of $316,255 NCHA including, SHUT UP AND CUT ($123,147, NCHA 20K Non Pro World Ch, PCCHA 20K NP Co-Ch); SLIP DOWN CAT ($62,011, Bonanza Clas Rsv Ch Op Gldg, Top 5 Abln Spec, Top 10 PCCHA Fall Op Stks); CHAMPAGNE SLIPPERS ($34,080, Top 5 Congress Spg Spec Op Clas & Top 5 NP Clas) etc.

DAM: FRECKLES CASSIE $10,179 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 6 perfs including CASSIES KIT CAT ($43,415 NCHA); SMART LITTLE CASSIE ($17,953 NCHA); SHEZA FRECKLE LENA ($8,161 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: DOC’S CASSANDRA, $27,918 NCHA. Producer of 5 foals, 4 perfs earning $28,568.

Notes: This filly has a lot of ride. She is very well broke and has a lot of look to her.

Notes: A nice colt by CATS MERADA. Out of the BOB ACRE DOC mare GIMME AN ACRE, $24,000. She has produced the NCHA Futurity finalist, GIMMEE SUGAR LENA, $29,000. JAE BAR MAISIE has earned $160,000 and produced $468,000.

SIRE: CATS MERADA Earner of $177,900, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Op Clas & Clas/Chal, Bonanza Clas Op Ch, NCHA Finals 10K & 3K Nov Rsv Ch, Sthrn Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire from 64 perfs earning $622,682 including, GEORGE C MERADA ($94,411, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); FLO LIKE A CAT ($56,811, PCCHA Fut Op Ch); MERADAS PEPPY CAT ($53,912, Top 5 NCHA Derby Ltd Non Pro & Top 10 NP) etc.

DAM: GIMME AN ACRE $24,806 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals, 3 perf including GIMMEE SUGAR LENA ($29,775 NCHA); GIMMEE SOME MONEY (NCHA money earner); 2nd DAM: JAE BAR MAISIE, $160,291, 1st NCHA NP Challenge, 3rd & 4th NCHA Finals NP. Producer of $561,973 NCHA.
**WIDOWS SANDY CHEEKS**

NO. 5156044 • 2008 SORREL MARE

Consignor: GRAHAM LAND & CATTLE CO

- FRECKLES PLAYBOY
- JEWEL'S LEO BARS
- SON OF A DOC
- GAY JAY
- THE WIDOW WILSON
- GAY BAR
- WIDOWS FRECKLES
- LEOSIE GAY BAR
- JUANS LITTLE PEPPY
- PEPPY SAN BADGER
- SWEETBREEZE SANDY
- MISS DOC SMOKE
- COLONEL FRECKLES
- SWEETBREEZE

**Notes:** An outstanding prospect. Great stop and has everything you look for in soundness and disposition. Well started.

**SIRE: WIDOWS FRECKLES** Earner of $122,961, NCHA World Finals Op & Clas/Chal Non Pro Fnlst, Sthrn Cut Clas Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Eastern Natls 10K Nov Horse Ch, Sthrn Cut Clas/Chal Co-Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $676,066 including, WIDOWS INTENTIONS ($353,065, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Ch, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Augusta Wstrn Hrsmn Cup NP Ch); WIDOWS TEARS ($91,308, Brdr's Inv Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch); A PEPPY LITTLE WIDOW ($58,241, Op Top 5 Augusta 4 YO Fut) etc.

**DAM: SWEETBREEZE SANDY** Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: COLONEL GUNSMOKE, $8,111 NCHA, Producer of 18 foals, 9 perfs including KATIE STARLIGHT ($127,228 2 time NRCHA World Ch Opn Bridle, NRCHA Wrld Ch Opn Hackamore); COLONEL DUALLY ($37,721 NCHA/WS) etc.

---

**PEPONITAS SENOR**

NO. 5079024 • 2008 BLACK STALLION

Consignor: S. MCCOLLEY

- PEPPONITA
- PEPPY SAN
- GAY FOXIE
- BONITA TIVIO
- DOCS MUCHACHO
- GAY BAR KING
- MUCHACHA MUSIC
- FOXIE 6 CHICK
- GEORGIA ROJA
- DOC QUIXOTE
- MAGUEY GIRL
- MARANA GIRL
- SENOR GEORGE
- MARANA ROJA

**Notes:** A beautiful, black colt that combines tremendous cow sense, athleticism and trainability. Very elegant on a cow for the time of training. Wants to cut and has an excellent mind. 100% sound with no bad habits. Sire nominated to OSB Futurity and ARHA Stallion Stakes 3 Y/O Challenge. Will be shown on cattle sale day.

**SIRE: PEPPYS GAY** Earner of $2,706 NCHA, AQHA World Show Qlfr Sr Cut. AQHA Sire of REY GAY PEPPY (AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr & Am Wkg Cow Horse, Op & Am ROM, NRHA/ NRCHA money earner) etc. An American Ranch Horse Assoc & PHBA Ldg Sire of PEPPYS ECHONITA (ARHA Op Versa World Ch & Rsv World Ch Op Jr Ranch Rdg); PEPPYS BUTTER-SCOTCH (PHBA World Ch Jr Cut, ARHA Op Versa World & Rsv World Ch, VRHA Derby Ch Ranch Cut & Wkg Ranch Horse); PEPPYS ALBERT (PHBA World Ch Am Cut, ARHA World Ch Am Ranch Cut & All-Age Ranch Horse Tri, ARHA Rsv World Ch Jr Cut); PEPPYS FOXY HOLLY (PHBA World Ch Yth Cut, PHBA Rsv World Ch Jr & Am Cut, ARHA Stallion Stks 3 YO Ranch Horse Chal Rsv Ch) etc.

**DAM: MUCHACHA MUSIC** $1,688 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: GEORGIA ROJA, Producer of 13 foals, 1 perf MUCHACHA MUSIC (See Above).
SKEETS CONVERSION
NO. 5089925 • 2008 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: STAN WILLIS

Notes: AQHA Incentive Fund. This is a super attractive colt that is built to stop. Has been professionally ridden exclusively by Scott Willis. He is well mannered, with no bad habits and has been ridden 5 to 6 days a week since the first week of January. He is enrolled in the NRBC and would work in several different disciplines.

SIRE: SKEETS PEPPY Earner of $85,258, NRHA Open Rsv Wrtl Ch, NRHA Op Saddle-smith Series Ch, NRBC Op Derby Finalist, Op Saddlesmith Winner at NRHA Derby, etc. Sire of earners of $464,492 including SKEETS LITTLE PEPPY ($109,254 NRHA/NRCHA/WS, AQHA Wrld Sh Op Sr Wrkng Cow Horse Rsv Wrtl Ch, WS Op Sr Rng Top 5, etc); THE SKEETIST ($66,538 NRHA/INF); SKEETS LITTLE ANNIE ($50,034 NRHA) etc.

DAM: OKIES CONVERSION Dam of 6 foals, 1 perf ELANS ANNIE OKIE (NRHA money earner). 2nd DAM: DANCIN LIL ACRE, Producer of 10 foals, 5 perfs including OKIE FIELD GOAL ($31,541 NCHA); WILD CONVERSION (NCHA money earner)

GOIN BOTH WAYS
NO. 5037824 • 2008 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: GS CUTTING HORSES, LLC

Notes: This is a big, strong two year old. He is very good minded. Don’t let the size fool you, he is plenty athletic to be a good cutter.

SIRE: PALE FACE JOSE Earner of $209,808, Suncoast Fall Non Pro Clas/Chal Non Pro Ch, Brazos Bash NP Derby Rsv Ch, Northwest Fstvl NP Derby Rsv Ch, Multi Op & NP Major Event Fnlst. Sire of 64 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show PALEFACED HICKORY ($19,011 NCHA); IMA SNEAKIN FLASH ($5,926 NCHA).

DAM: SWINGIN STAR LADY $114,387 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals, 2 perfs including SWINGIN STAR PEPTO ($205,385 NCHA); IC THE SWINGIN LADY ($11,511 NCHA). 2nd DAM: LYNX STAR LADY, $349,430, 1st NCHA NP Breeders Cut, 2nd NCHA Cut Horse Fut. Prod of 8 foals, 3 perfs earning $162,587.
Notes: A real nice yearling filly. Has the breeding, the color and conformation to make a really nice prospect.

SIRE: BOONLIGHT DANCER Earner of $136,253, NRCHA Fut Op Ch, Op Top 5 NCHA Derby & Santa Ynez Valley Cow Horse Fut. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,231,606 including, THIRD CUTTING ($401,793, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op-Co Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut, Abln Spec Op Ch); STRAY KATZ ($89,792, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); LIL BREAK DANCER ($46,744 NCHA Super Stks Ltd Non Pro Ch); SHADY BOONLIGHT ($55,426, NCHA Super Stks Clas Ltd Non Pro Co-Ch) etc.

DAM: SHORTYS LENA CHICK This is her first foal. 2nd DAM: PLAYBOYS EMERALD, Producer of 8 foals.

Notes: Here is a big, solid “Little Peppy” daughter. She is the dam of 5 foals with 1 performer by DOCS STYLISH OAK with NCHA earnings of $22,000. Her dam produced 2 NCHA performers earning $14,373. She is by the great DOC O’LENA. A tremendous broodmare. Had a 2010 colt by LENAS TELESIS but due to other obligations we did not breed her for 2011.

SIRE: PEPPY SAN BADGER Earner of $172,711, NCHA Fut & Derby Op Ch, NCHA Rsv World Ch, NCHA & AQHA Halls of Fame. Equi-Stat All Time #4 Ldg Cut & Top 40 Ldg Rng/Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $25,344,379 including, LITTLE BADGER DULCE ($668,461, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA Non Pro World Ch & Op Rsv World Ch); HAIDAS LITTLE PEP ($425,074, NCHA Fut of Rsv Ch, NCHA Rsv World Ch, NCHA All Time Top 15 Ldg Sire); LITTLE TENINA ($394,315, NCHA Fut & Derby Op Ch); DUAL PEP ($313,192, NCHA Clas Op Ch, #5 All Time Ldg Cut Sire) etc.

DAM: TINPO TINPANY Dam of 12 foals, 3 perfs including P ANY SAFARI ($9,195 NCHA); BELLE STAR PLAYGIRL ($6,840 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: SONITAS ABBIE, Producer of 13 foals, 2 perfs including PATS PEPPY SCOOTER (NCHA money earner).
PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: WAYNE MOSLEY
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GRAYS STARLIGHT
IM CHAIRMAN
MISS DUAL DOC
HAIDAS SUGAR DOC
HAIDAS WACO SUGAR
WACOS SISTER ROSE

PEPPY SAN BADGER
DOC'S STARLIGHT

DOCS SUGS BRUDDER

GUNSMOKES WACO
ST MAR ROSE

Notes: A nice looking yearling out of 2 great horses. Athletic with great potential.

SIRE: IM CHAIRMAN Earner of $83,562, AQHA Rsv World Ch Jr & Sr Cut, 3-time AQHA Hi Pt Cut, AQHA Rsv Hi Pt Cut, Op Fn lst Augusta 4 YO Fut, Abln Spec Derby, Galles Rnch Derby, W TX Derby & Abln Gully Mem Cut. First crop to show include HA CHARIMAN MYSTIQUE ($4,072, 2 Wkg, 31 Am Wkg pts, Top 10 AQHA Hi Pt Select Am Wkg Cow Horse, AQHA WS Qlfr Am Rng & WCH, AQHA Regnl Exp Ch Rng & WCH, ROM); HA CHAIRMANS SHORTY (29.5 Wkg pts, AQHA WS Jr Cut, ROM) etc.

DAM: HAIDAS WACO SUGAR $25,257 NCHA. This is her first foal. 2nd DAM: WACOS SISTER ROSE, Producer of 5 foals, 2 perf including HAIDAS WACO SUGAR (See Above); HAIDAS WACOS ($3,514 NCHA).

MACEY HICKORY
NO. 3331429 • 1994 BAY MARE
Consignor: BANAWIEN RANCH
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DOC BAR
DOC'S HICKORY
MISS CHICKASHA
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
MACEYS PLAYGIRL
DOCS POCO BONITA

LIGHTNING BAR
DANDY DOLL

CHICKASHA MIKE
MAGGIE COWDEN

JEWEL'S LEO BARS
GAY JAY
DOC'S SILVER BAR
LAD'S POCO ME

$8,548 NCHA & Produced $52,059. Sells with an embryo by HALRECIOUS.

Notes: This nice mare is the winner of $8,548 NCHA and the producer of $52,059. She sells with an embryo by HALRECIOUS.

SIRE: DOC'S HICKORY Earn of $1,196 NCHA. Equi-Stat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut, Top 25 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $21,640,172 including, MISS SILVER PISTOL ($512,755, NCHA Fut Non Pro Ch, An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Cut Dam); HICAPOO ($447,854, NCHA Horse of the Yr, NCHA NP World Ch); SAN JOSE HICKORY ($235,513, Gold & Silver Op Ch); HIGH BROW HICKORY ($229,771, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, An Equi-Stat All Time Ldg Sire) etc.

DAM: MACEYS PLAYGIRL $61,880, NCHA Non Pro Cutting Fut winner. Dam of 20 foals, 7 perf earning $40,190 including MACEYS HICKORY ($29,647 NCHA); MACEY HICKORY ($8,548 NCHA); PLAYIN DOCS MACEY (NCHA money earner) etc.
CAPTAIN TUNABELLE
NO. 3695772 • 1998 CHESTNUT MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

$8,150 NCHA. In foal to ACRES OF RED.

Notes: $8150 NCHA. A nice mare that is in foal to ACRES OF RED, LTE $170,265 NCHA, World Champion stallion. Sire of earners of $527,000. Standing at Weber’s Meadow, Davis, Oklahoma.

SIRE: TRAVALENA Earner of $110,247, ACCHA Clas Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Rsv Ch, Mem Clas Op Ch. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 40 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $4,215,349 including, HIGH STYLE TRAVALIN ($219,199, NCHA 50K Am World Ch, PCCHA Derby Op Ch); TRS TRAVELIN BADGER ($213,878, NCHA Derby Am Ch); TRAVALANO ($191,136, Top 5 NCHA Op Super Stks; Gold Coast Fall Clas Op Ch; PCCHA Clas Op Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: FUSSY BADGER Dam of 16 foals, 6 perfs earning $42,280 including FUSSY HANKY ($10,724 NCHA); DOCS FUSS N HANK ($8,586 NCHA); CAPT AIN TUNABELLE ($8,150 NCHA); FUSSY JAY BAR ($6,921 NRCHA); LOTSA FUSSIN ($4,828 NCHA) etc.

HOLLY'S HOT
NO. 5188575 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: PIEPER RANCH

Notes: By exciting young sire, SPOTS HOT. Earner of over $500,000 and sire of super star cutting horses like “Harley” from his first foal crop. Her dam is a beautiful daughter of FRECKLES PLAYBOY that has performed and produced winners of over $30,000. “Holly” is a very pretty mover and has a level topline and sweet disposition.

SIRE: SPOTS HOT Earner of $529,435, NCHA Fut Op Ch, NCHA Super Stks Clas Non Pro Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal NP Co-Rsv Ch, Abln Clas NP Rsv Ch, Memphis Clas NP Ch, Music City Clas NP Ch, etc. First to show include HARLEY ($123,814 NCHA Gldg Stks Rsv Ch, BIV Derby NP Co-Rsv Ch, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, Abln Spec Derby Op Fnlst); MEASURE THE SPOT ($5,818 NCHA); SPOTS PURE PLATINUM ($4,357 NCHA).

DAM: PLAYIN GOLDIE $4,167 NCHA. Dam of 11 foals, 5 perfs including IM PLAYIN N STYLE ($20,360 NCHA); PLENTY O STYLE ($8,278 NCHA); EXTRA STYLISH ($2,751 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: DOC HOLLY LADY, $75,151 NCHA. Producer of 7 foals, 3 perfs including PLAYIN GOLDIE ($4,167 NCHA).
JUDICIOUS CAT
NO. 5026254 • 2007 PALOMINO MARE
Consignor: BAGLEY PERF HORSES

Notes: AQHA Incentive Fund. This pretty, dark yellow mare is by our World Champion Cow Horse and out of a daughter of the great CATTIN. She has been started on cattle, used in the preconditioning yard and roped some cattle outside. Really quick footed and starting to turn around and really stops hard. She is ready to go on in the reining, cutting or cow horse pen. Very easy to train and do anything with.

SIRE: TARIS JUDGE Earner of $3,622 NRHA, AQHA Hi Pt Versa Rnch Horse S & Top 10 Ovr, Top 5 Sr Versa RH, AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr Rng, ROM, PHBA Rsv World Ch Perf. Sire of 22 performers including, TULIA TRIAL ($5,804, 79.5 Wkg, 48 Am Wkg pts, AQHA Select WS Top 10 Am Rnch Srtg, Top 10 Hi Pt Jr Team Png, WS Qlfr Op & Am RS & TP, Op & Am ROM); BAYWATCH JURY ($4,909 NRHA, 14.5 Wkg pts, ROM); MILLENIUM JUDGE (9.5 Wkg pts, Top 5 AQHA Regnl Exp Wkg Cow Horse, WS Qlfr Sr WCH); TARIS JUDGE JUDY (12 Wkg pts, ROM) etc.

DAM: RIPPIN GOODIN Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: MISS POCO RACK, $2,898 NCHA. Producer of 11 foals, 4 performers including HICKORYS POCO RACK ($10,738 NCHA); PROWLIN ($1,753 NCHA/NRCHA); POCO SMOKE ONE ($906 NCHA).

BLUE LIL HICKORY
NO. 5282522 • 2009 BLUE ROAN STALLION
Consignor: DR. DAVID HARTMAN

Notes: Dam is an NCHA earner of $31,714 and has produced over $31,718 NCHA.


DAM: MISS HICKORY WHEEL $31,715 NCHA. Dam of 7 foals, 2 perf including WHEELIN-WITH SOMEBODY ($15,945 NCHA); SOMEBODYS LIL WHEEL ($15,773 NCHA). 2nd DAM: MISS PEPPY WHEELING, $43,276 NCHA. Producer of 13 foals, 5 performers earning $53,410 NCHA.
ELLIE PEP  
NO. 3812816 • 1998 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: BRET BUSSEY

**Notes:** This nice mare has a filly at side by SPOTS HOT. She is bred to ATHENA PUDDY CAT. LBD June 8, 2010.

**SIRE:** MISTER DUAL PEP  

**DAM:** RAFFAELLI  
Dam of 11 foals, 6 perfs including ELLIE PEP ($12,478 NCHA); SWINGING HICKORY ($3,524 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: DEBRA DUN IT, $14,451 NCHA. Producer of 14 foals, 4 perfs including COMMANDERS LEGACY ($96,327 NCHA); PEPTOLEAP ($62,025 NRHA) etc.

BIG TICKET MATE  
NO. 5044771 • 2007 SORREL MARE  
Consignor: TRAVIS BULLARD

**Notes:** Solid, gentle, pretty 3 year old. Ready to go show. Guaranteed sound.

**SIRE:** SMART MATE  
Earner of $50,072, Shtrn CHA Clas Op Ch, Natl Wstrn Stock Show Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Fnlst. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 25 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $5,787,333 including, NUTN BUTA HOUNDOG ($229,491, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch, PCCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Sr Yth World Ch); MATES IRISH ROSE ($178,582, Sth Coast Wntr Clas & Suncoast Fall Non Pro Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE COKETTE ($158,881, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch); MATES LITTLE PLAYBOY ($153,443, Congress Spg 5/6 YO NP Ch); HICK OF A MATE ($153,275, Top 10 NCHA NP Super Stks & SS Op Clas) etc.

**DAM:** CROSS OVER MAGGIE  
Dam of 6 foals, 1 perf, THIS ABOUT THAT (AQHA Amtr & Opn ROM earner). 2nd DAM: MISS PEP SAN TOO, Producer of 2 foals.
Notes: “Chic” is an absolutely stunning colt by the great Reining horse, SMARTEST CHIC OLENA, $131,925 NRHA. SMART CHIC OLENA, has offspring earning over $10 million and is the all time leading reining sire. His dam, DIABLOS BAY ROSE, has 2 performers shown in cutting. She is the granddaughter of DOCS DIABLO, $68,854 NCHA. This colt could be a reiner or a cutter but he will surely be a performer.

SIRE: SMARTEST CHIC OLENA Earner of $131,027, USET Rng Chmpshp Op Gold Medal, Tradition Sdlsmth Op Ch, Grdyvile NRHA & AQHA Op Ch, NRBC Op Ch, FEI World Rng Master Rsv Ch, NRHA Fut Sdlsmth Op Co-Ch, etc. Sire of 29 performers including, SMART-EST ($20,584 NRHA, Top 10 Hi Pt Select Am Rng, AQHA Op & Select World Show Qlf Am Rng); SMART OKIE LENA ($6,653 NRHA); SMARTEST JESSIE OLENA ($6,406 NRHA); BT SILVER CHIC OLENA ($5,071 NRHA) etc.

DAM: DIABLOS BAY ROSE Dam of 9 foals, 2 perfs. 2nd DAM: OUR CUTTERS LULU, Producer of 4 foals.

Notes: Has had 1 year of training on cattle and 1 year in reining. A super cow horse prospect.

SIRE: CHIC PLEASE Earner of $209,184, NRHA Fut Op Ch, NRCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat, All Time Top 15 Top Rnd Cow Horse, Top 50 Rng & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,455,928 including, ARC CAT HER PLEASE ($127,159, NCHA Derby & Super Stks Op Fnlst); MORE MAGIC PLEASE ($71,215, NRCHA Fut Non Pro Ch & Top 5 NP Derby); NO PLEASIN THIS CHIC ($66,289, NW Fstvl Fut Op Ch, ID CHA Fut Op Ch); ARC HOLLYS CHICADEE ($65,263, NRCHA Derby NP Ch, Hckmr Clas NP Ch) etc.

DAM: LITTLE LADY SKEET $49,210 NCHA, Dam of 9 foals, 6 perfs including PLAYIN SKEETS ($4,770 NRCHA); SMART PEPPY SKEET ($3,172 NRHA, NRCHA, INF) etc. 2nd DAM: TIVIOS MISS SKEET, $13,695 NCHA. Prod of 10 foals, 7 perfs earning $149,162 including SKEETS PEPPY.
LIL PEPTO DELL
NO. 5112424 • 2008 RED ROAN GELDING
Consignor: LEE BRYAN

Notes: A big, stout red roan gelding by top NCHA producer out of a money earning mare. In training with Billy Ray McCalip. Well started on cattle. Eligible for all nominated aged events. Will be shown on cattle sale day.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: DELLS MISS CRICKET $3,714 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: PISTOLS MISS BILL, Producer of 3 foals, 1 perf DELLS MISS CRICKET (See Above).

IRISH SERENDIPITY
NO. 4683752 • 2005 BAY MARE
Consignor: PITCHFORK S QTR HORSES

Notes: NCHA money earner. Here is an own daughter of the great PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY. “Squeaker” is bred to SOUTHERN SHINER, an outstanding champion son of SHINING STARR. He has $15,029 NRCHA. Also in the sale.

SIRE: PADDYS IRISH WHISKEY Earner of $12,149, Top 5 NCHA Am Clas/Chal, Top 10 Steamboat Spgs 4 YO Op, Top 5 Augusta Clas $50K Ltd Non Pro. Equi-Stat Top 40 Rnd Cow Horse, Top 100 Rng & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,136,321 including, SUM IRISH RUM ($141,275, NRCHA Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NRHCA Op Fut); THORN DOC WHISKEY ($125,960, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Non Pro & Top 10 SS Clas NP); IRISH WHISKEY SUGAR ($100,871, NCHA Wstrn Natls 20K NP Ch); IRISH WHISKEY MIX ($41,767, AQHA Select Wrld Ch Am Calf Rpg, AQHA Select Wrld Ch Am Brkwy Rpg, 2x AQHA Rsv Wrld Ch Sr CR, AQHA Rsv Wrld Ch Jr CR, AQHA Perf Ch); SMART WHISKEY DOC ($8,111, AQHA Select Wrld Ch Am Wkg Cow Horse, 14-time AQHA Wrld & Rsv Wrld Ch Versa Ranch Horse, Wkg RH, Rnch Cut, Rnch Confor, Rnch Rdg & Rnch Trail).

DAM: KEMPE DOC NCHA money earner. Dam of 11 foals, 4 perfs including LOTS OF ACRES ($57,269 NCHA); IRISH SERENDIPITY (NCHA money earner) etc. 2nd DAM: SYNCHRONICITY SAN, $5,239 NCHA. Producer of 7 foals, 3 perfs including AB SMART LITTLE MICK ($16,347 NCHA) etc.
**Notes:** This strong colt is a full brother to 2 NCHA money earners and half brother to six others including LITTLE CHANTILLY, LTE $46,000. Eligible for the Spoonful Million Dollar and McDavid Double Down bonuses.


**DAM: CHANTILLY PLAYGIRL** Dam of 11 foals, 7 perfs including LITTLE CHANTILLY ($42,455 NCHA); MR PLAY N SMART ($24,677 NCHA); REECE WINNERSPOON ($4,501 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: MISS OLENA MOORE, Producer of 9 foals, 3 perfs including LIGHT-NIN LITTLE LENA ($4,958 NCHA) etc.

---

**SPOONFUL OF SHINE**

NO. 5057550 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: RUBY VIEW QTR HORSES

**Notes:** This special filly got a late start. She is really watching a cow and she is a super stop-er.


**DAM: SHINING RINGS** $22,153 NCHA. Dam of 7 foals, 2 perfs including SHES FUL OF DIAMONDS ($117,224 NRCHA); DMAC SHINING SPOON ($1,254 NCHA). 2nd DAM: MISS OLENA MOORE, Producer of 9 foals, 3 perfs including LIGHT-NIN LITTLE LENA ($4,958 NCHA) etc.
LAST QUIXOTES CAT
NO. 5131954 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: CIRCLE C RANCH

Notes: A full sister to our current NCHA Open Futurity entry. A pretty filly and destined for greatness in the show pen next year. Trained by Casey Carson.

SIRE: CATS MERADA Earner of $177,900, Top 5 NCHA Super Stks Op Clas & Clas/Chal, Bonanza Clas Op Ch, NCHA Finals 10K & 3K Nov Rsv Ch, Stthm Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire from 64 perfs earning $622,682 including, GEORGE C MERADA ($94,411, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); FLO LIKE A CAT ($56,811, PCCHA Fut Op Ch); MERADAS PEPPY CAT ($53,912, Top 5 NCHA Derby Ltd Non Pro & Top 10 NP) etc.

DAM: QUIXOTES LAST LADY $6,486 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 2 perfs including QUIXOTES SMART LADY ($1,688 NCHA); CC LADY BOON ($1,569 NCHA). 2nd DAM: SPECIAL ACRES, Producer of 13 foals, 6 perfs including QUIXOTES PRETTY LADY ($91,494, 1st NCHA NP Derby, 3rd NCHA NP SS).

SUMERS REY
NO. 5256303 • 2004 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

Notes: Earner of $10,622 LTE, $4,222 NCHA with limited showing. Earner of the EE Ranch Gelding Incentive at the 2007 NCHA Futurity and a 2009 Houston Livestock Show NCHA $5,000 Nov NP finalist. Big stopper with a lot of eye appeal. Will be demonstrated on sale day.

SIRE: DUAL REY Earner of $118,000, Mem Fut 4 YO Op Ch, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut & Top 5 Op Super Stks, etc. Equistat All Time Top 10 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $15,622,273 including, ROCKIN W ($292,193, NCHA Fut Op Ch); TR DUAL REY ($353,174, NCHA Super Stks & Derby Op Rsv Ch); DUAL SMART REY ($330,436, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Sr Cut); REY DOWN SALLY ($373,471, BIV Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut); REYS DUAL BADGER ($313,562, NCHA Horse of the Yr) etc.

DAM: SUMERS JEWEL $39,926 NCHA. Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs including SUMERS MELODY ($6,378 NCHA); SUMERS REY (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: MISS PEPPY LENA, $89,991, 2nd NCHA NP SS Classic, 4th NCHA NP Derby, 6th NCHA NP Fut. Producer of 16 foals, 9 perfs earning 96,280 NCHA.
GENUINE BLUE DUCK
NO. 5243603 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: BILL BARNUM DVM

Notes: A nice filly out of our most athletic broodmare. Her sire's record speaks for itself and she should have the ability to go several directions.

SIRE: BLUE DUCK OKIE Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

DAM: UU SPARKLES ROSE Dam of 1 registered foal. 2nd DAM: BAR KICKAPOO JET, Race starter, money earner. Producer of 7 foals.

MY LIL MS DANGEROUS
NO. 5237648 • 2009 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: JEREMY BARWICK

Notes: A stunning filly. By SWEET LIL PEPTO out of the NCHA Super Stakes Champion GENUINE GOLD CAT, $167,000. Her 2nd dam, GENUINE GOLD HOLLY, $27,000, has produced earners of $402,282. Take a look.

SIRE: SWEET LIL PEPTO Earner of $235,234, Brdr Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: GENUINE GOLD CAT $172,795, 1st NCHA Non-Pro Super Stakes. Dam of 4 foals, 1 perf CATSBLUE BOON ($775 NCHA). 2nd DAM: GENUINE GOLD HOLLY, $27,063 NCHA. Prod of 12 foals, 8 perf earning $400,282 including GENUINE GOLD CAT (See Above); HOL-LYS HOLY CASH ($92,736 NCHA) etc.
**HIGHLIGHT SUG**

NO. 5191943 • 2008 SORRELL MARE  
Consignor: MICHAEL BENNETT  

Notes: An attractive daughter of HIGHLIGHT CAT, $135,963 NCHA. A hot young sire by HIGH BROW CAT. She is from a family of proven money earners and producers. Broke and on cattle 5 months with Russell Harrison. She is a definite futurity prospect. Bred the best, from a great training program and a classy looking filly. She has it all.


DAM: CAL O SUG $2,938 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: FRECKLES SUG, $22,162 NCHA. Producer of 11 foals, 6 perfs including SUGS DRY DOC ($29,297 NCHA); SAN JO SUGAR ($15,318 NCHA); SWEET SUGAR MAC ($7,379 NCHA) etc.

---

**SWEETS BLUE BABY RG**

NO. 5213489 • 2009 BLUE ROAN MARE  
Consignor: GRAY QTR HORSES-NV  

Notes: This is a fancy blue roan filly. She is well bred. Don't miss her.

SIRE: DUALS BLUE BOON Earner of $197,449, Abln Spec Derby Non Pro Ch, NCHA 10K Nov World Ch, Chisholm Tri Clas NP Ch, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, ACHA Op World Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,520,801 including, MY BLUE HAGAN ($348,274, NCHA Super Stks NP Rsv Ch, Abln Spec NP Ch); SKATER BLUE ($132,497, Top 5 NCHA Non Fut & Super Stks); MERADAS BLUE SUE ($112,361, NCHA Derby Op Ch) etc.

DAM: SWEETS SMART GIRL Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: REMEDY FOR SWEETS, $191,485, 1st NCHA NP Cutting Derby. Producer of 18 foals, 5 perfs including SMART LITTLE NORMAN ($46,754 NCHA); CLEVER RESOLVE ($10,112 NCHA); SMOOTH TALKING CAT ($6,602 NRCHA) etc.
JUST DOUBLE SUGAR
NO. 5183135 • 2009 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

Notes: Beyond cute with 4 socks and a blaze. This little doll’s brother is super athletic and cutting real well. Breeders Invitational enrolled.

SIRE: JUST SMART Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: DOUBLE LITTLE WINNER $7,535 NCHA, Dam of 9 foals, 2 perfs including ILLBE TWICE AS SMART ($816 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: MIS ROYAL MAHOGANY, $147,999, 1st NCHA Futurity. Producer of 10 foals, 8 perfs earning $84,067 including LITTLE ROYAL PEPPY ($36,072 NCHA).

PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: RICKY BROWN

Notes: Don’t miss this one! Sired by the great DUAL SMART REY and out of YOUNG STYLISTISH KAT, that went to the semi-final round at the Futurity in Fort Worth. A great colt.

SIRE: DUAL SMART REY Earner of $330,437, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch, Bonanza Derby Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Jr Cut, Abln Spec Clas Op Rsv Ch, Augusta Clas Op Rsv Ch. Sire of 96 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show REY ON THE WAY ($1,974 NCHA).

DAM: YOUNG STYLISTISH KAT $10,803 NCHA. This is her first foal. 2nd DAM: YOUNG LITTLE LENA $296 NCHA, 3rd AQHA Yth Wrld Show Cutting. Producer of 5 foals, 1 perf YOUNG STYLISTISH KAT (See Above).
**LHR PEP C LIGHTS**

NO. 5195460 • 2008 SORREL GELDING  
Consignor: SOUTH LAZY H RANCH INC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CD LIGHTS</th>
<th>CD OLENA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ROSIE O DUAL</td>
<td>DELIGHT OF MY LIFE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUAL PEP</td>
<td>PEPPY SAN BADGER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** This 2 yar old has a great future in the show pen. Right where he needs to be at this stage of his training. Solid on a cow. Watch him work sale day.

**SIRE:** CD LIGHTS Earned of $233,383, NCHA Op Rsv World Ch & World Ch S, Suncoast Fall Derby Op Ch, Bonanza 5/6 YO Op Ch, Brazos Bash Derby Op Ch, NCHA Fut Op Fnlst, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Rnd Cow & Cut Sire of earners of $624,856 including, CD DEE VEE DEE ($115,063, NRCHA Stks Op Ch, NRCHA World Ch Op Hckmr); THAT CD ROCKS ($113,974, NRCHA Fut Inter Med Op Ch, NRCHA Stks Op & Inter Op Ch, NRCHA Hckmr Clas Op Rsv Ch); TWO TIMES A STAR ($62,710, NCHA Fut Non Pro Fnlst); TOO BOSSY ($71,754, Music City Derby Non Pro Ch) etc.

**DAM:** ROSIE O DUAL Dam of 5 foals. 2nd DAM: DOCS SPARTA, Producer of 13 foals, 3 perfis including SMART LITTLE HAROLD ($23,269 NCHA); SMART LITTLE ROMEO ($2,074 NCHA) etc.

---

**TR SHINE EM UP**

NO. 4918483 • 2007 SORREL GELDING  
Consignor: JOHN & LINDA BURNSIDE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BANK BERRY LADY</th>
<th>BANK A LITTLE LENA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KEY LITTLE LENA</td>
<td>SUMMER DEE BAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUMMER CHEX</td>
<td>GENUINE DOC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHINE LIKE HAIL</td>
<td>DIAMONDS SPARKLE</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** AQHA Incentive Fund. Well started, versatile young gelding. Good lead changer, solid stops. 120 days on cattle. NRBC enrolled.

**SIRE:** SHINE LIKE HAIL Earner of $116,226, NRCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch, River Front Derby Op Co-Rsv Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Rng & Rnd Cow Horse Sire of earners of $206,542 including, HAILIN MAGIC DIAMONDS ($60,935, Top 5 NRCHA Stallion Op Stks, Top 10 Hi Pt AQHA Jr Wkg Cow Horse); HAILSTORM JACI ($51,484, Top 10 AQHA Select World Show Am Rng); HAIL OF A NIC ($40,503 NRHA); SMOKIN LIKE HAIL ($10,762, AQHA World Show Qlfr Sr Rng) etc.

**DAM:** BANK A LITTLE LENA Dam of 7 foals, 3 perfis including JACKSON SPRATTIN ($3,682 WS, NCHA, NRCHA, AQHA World Ch Team Penning, etc); CATHERINES CHOICE (NCHA money earner) etc. 2nd DAM: BANK BERRY LADY, Producer of 4 foals.
**SWEETANDSALTYPLAYBOY**
NO. 5201955 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: ARNOLD & CARAWAY

- PEPTOBOONSMAL
- SWEET LIL PEPTO
- SWEET LIL LENA
- FRECKLES PLAYBOY
- MACEYS PLAYGIRL
- DOCS POCO BONITA
- PEPPY SAN BADGER
- ROYAL BLUE BOON
- SMART LITTLE LENA
- SONS COOT
- JEWEL’S LEO BARS
- GAY JAY
- DOC’S SILVER BAR
- LAD’S POCO ME

**Notes:** Large, big boned colt. His dam is the earner of $61,880 and producer of $40,190. His sire is the earner of $236,000. Don’t miss this opportunity.

**SIRE:** SWEET LIL PEPTO
Earner of $235,234, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch, Top 5 NCHA Op Fut, etc. NCHA 2007 Ldg Freshman Sire & Equi-Stat All Time Top 100 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,353,691 including, SOME KINDA SWEETY ($134,193, Top 10 NCHA Op Fut); SAILS LIL SOLANO ($106,824, Top 5 NCHA Op Derby); LIL SUPER SWEET ($90,011, BIV Primetime Derby Ch); SWEET LIL COWTOWN ($76,555, Music City Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch) etc.

**DAM:** MACEYS PLAYGIRL
$61,880, NCHA Non Pro Cutting Fut winner. Dam of 20 foals, 7 perfs earning $40,190 including MACEYS HICKORY ($29,647 NCHA); MACEY HICKORY ($8,548 NCHA): PLAYIN DOCS MACEY (NCHA money earner) etc.

**NCHA winner of $1897.60**

**Notes:** A well bred red roan cutting mare. 2009 Missouri Futurity finalist, LTE $1,897 in limited showing. This mare is very bright on a cow and will be worked on cattle sale day. Don’t miss her.

**SIRE:** BET ON ME 498
Earner of $111,765, AQHA Rsv World Ch Jr Cut, Top 10 NCHA World Finals Op, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,075,142 including, BET ON FRECKLES ($97,827, Op Fnlst NCHA Fut & Super Stks 5/6 YO Op Clas) ; BET ON BLUE 498 ($71,366, Augusta Clas Non Pro Rsv Ch, Top 5 Abln Spec 4 YO Op); BETTIN WITH CHEX ($104,121, NCHA 3K Nov NP Finals Ch); VERY SPECIAL BET ($55,454, Mem Fut 4 YO NP Ch; Sth Coast Wntr Derby NP Rsv Ch); BETTER SUE ($51,498, “The Non Pro” 4 YO Op Rsv Ch) etc.

**DAM:** SMART SUE SUE
$4,720 NCHA, Dam of 6 foals, 1 perf BET THE SUE ($1,898 NCHA). 2nd DAM: MERADAS LITTLE SUE, $670,098, 3 time NCHA World Ch, NCHA Horse of the Year, 1st NCHA finals, 3rd NCHA NP SS Classic & NCHA SS Classic. ProdB of 22 foals, 17 perf s earning $881,873.
CHOCTAW DUCK
NO. 5181678 • 2006 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: BILLY EMERSON

MISS N OKIE
BLUE DUCK OKIE
SMART FANCY LENA
SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART LITTLE MADERA
JEWELS MADERA
MISS N CASH
OKIE K CUTIE
SMART LITTLE LENA
DOCS FANCY PEPPY
DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPY
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
DOC’S MADERA

Notes: Trained by Ken Mock. A big stop, solid and ready to take care of an amateur or non pro.

SIRE: BLUE DUCK OKIE Earner of $170,253, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Cut, etc. Sire of 30 performers earning $139,973 including, DUCK CANYON ($28,060 NCHA); BNL LUCKY DUCK ($20,653 NCHA); BNL DOUBLE DUCK ($19,623 NCHA); SAVANNAHS BLUE DOVE ($10,584 NCHA) etc.

DAM: SMART LITTLE MADERA Dam of 11 foals, 6 perfs including OKIE MADERA ($72,619 NCHA); MADERA Dually ($12,036 NCHA); CHICITA MADERA ($8,556 NCHA); etc. 2nd DAM: JEWELS MADERA, $27,886, 3rd NCHA NP Chall, etc. Producer of 13 foals, 10 perfs earning $121,783 NCHA/NRCHA/NRHA.

WIGGLIN
NO. 5240400 • 2009 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: DICK COGDELL

CATTIN
SHADOWCATCHIN CATTIN
SAN MANS DOTTIE
MAXI LENA
GIGGLE WIGGLE
SLY GLO RETURN
SMART LITTLE LENA
LYNX MELODY
FRECKLES SAN MAN
TEXAS DOTTIE
DOC O’LENA
MARIAN’S CLOWN
HOLLYWOOD RETURN
SLY GLO

Notes: This is a gorgeous filly that should be an asset to any program. Her dam is the earner of $9,413 NCHA.

SIRE: SHADOWCATCHIN CATTIN Earner of $48,439 NCHA. Sire of 40 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show RED HOLLY BERRIES (2 Wkg pts); SHIVER SHAKE O LENA (Shown as a 4 YO).

DAM: GIGGLE WIGGLE $9,413 NCHA. Dam of 3 foals. 2nd DAM: SLY GLO RETURN, Producer of 12 foals, 5 perfs including JINGLIN ($40,732 NCHA); DOUBLE L LENA ($31,532 NCHA); SLYA ($30,148 NCHA); GIGGLE WIGGLE ($9,413 NCHA) etc.
A MERRY WIDOW
NO. 5090560 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: JOHN & MARY DANGELMAYR

Notes: Well started by Josh Townsend. A big stopper, cowy and ready to go on in cattle events. Out of NCHA producing mare. Eligible for McDavid incentives.

SIRE: WIDOWS FRECKLES Earner of $122,961, NCHA World Finals Op & Clas/Chal Non Pro Fnlst, Sthrn Cut Clas Op Rsv Ch, NCHA Eastern Natls 10K Nov Horse Ch, Sthrn Cut Clas/Chal Co-Ch. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $676,066 including, WIDOWS INTENTIONS ($353,065, NCHA Super Stks Clas Op Ch, NCHA Derby Op Rsv Ch, Augusta Wstrn Hrsmn Cup NP Ch); WIDOWS TEARS ($91,308, Brdr's Inv Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch); A PEPPY LITTLE WIDOW ($58,241, Op Top 5 Augusta 4 YO Fut) etc.

DAM: ARISTOCRACY Dam of 10 foals, 3 perfs including BULLETS AND JEWELS ($6,839 NCHA); ARISTOGRADY ($6,169 NCHA); JUST PLAYIN STYLISH (NCHA money earner). 2nd DAM: QUIET CREAM, Producer of 9 foals, 4 perfs including CREAMY CAT ($13,843 NCHA) etc.

SMOKE FLIES
NO. 666412 • 1999 CH/OV MARE
Consignor: DEAN SPENCE

Notes: “Delta” is truly one versatile horse. With plus spins and stops she is well suited for reining. Add this to her love of working cattle and she make a very good cow horse or roping horse. 15 hands, she has excellent conformation and bone. Will also make an excellent broodmare when you are finished riding her. Currently in training with Ward Ferch. This is definitely a mare that will fit a wide a variety of events.

SIRE: DELTA FLYER Earner of $260,213, NCHA Super Stks Op Ch. Sire of ALAZULENAS FLYER ($31,000+, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst, APHA Rsv World Ch 3 YO Cut Chal); DELTA DOC O LENA ($11,000+, IA Brdrs Fut Op Ch, Top 5 APHA World Show Jr Cut & Cut Chal); FLYING LASSIE (APHA Rsv World Ch Jr Cut); DELTA BLUE (APHA Rsv World Ch Cut); DELTA DOC (APHA Rsv World Ch Cut); BRIGALENAS DELTA (APHA World Ch Calf Rpg); FLY PEPPY BADGER (APHA World Ch Calf Rpg) etc.

DAM: SAUCY SMOKE Dam of 13 foals with 3 perfs including SMOKE FLIES (17 Rng pts, ROM, NRHA money earner) etc. 2nd DAM: SAUCY DUDE, Dam of 12 AQHA foals, 3 perfs including IM SAUCY QUIXOTE ($709 NCHA). Dam of 3 APHA foals.
Notes: Flashy, daughter of AGGIES TWELFTH MAN out of a money earning full sister to the great PEPTOBOONSMAL. This filly would be a great cowhorse, reining or cutting prospect.


DAM: TH ROYAL RED PEPPY $118,108 NCHA. Dam of 9 foals, 3 perfs including SHESA RED BLUE BOON ($19,856 NCHA); LTS BONNIE BOON ($16,590 NCHA); HICKORYINDIAN BOON ($6,036 NCHA). 2nd DAM: ROYAL BLUE BOON, $381,764, NCHA #1 All Time Producing Dam earning $2,628,000.

Notes: A flashy filly by money earning/producing mare. By a paint son of HIGH BROW CAT. Moves very smooth. Will make a great prospect.

SIRE: JUAN BAD CAT Unshown due to injury. First crop are foals of 2010.

DAM: SMOKES PEPPY STAR $1,637 NCHA. Dam of 1 foal, 1 perf KODOS PEPPY STAR. 2nd DAM: PRESCRIPTIONS SAN, Producer of 11 foals, 2 perfs including SMOKES PEPPY STAR (See Above); SAN STAR OKIE (Wrld Show money earner).
JAZMINE AGAIN
NO. 5224330 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: TOM MASON

Notes: This filly has a lot of shape and look. Should be a great prospect.

SIRE: DA JAZZY STARLIGHT Earner of $30,280, NRHA Fut Ltd Op Rsv Ch. Sire of 28 registered foals with 4 performers including, JAZZY CINDY LOU ($6,726 NRHA); USS CON- STELLATION ($1,022 NRHA) etc.

DAM: BRONCAGAIN NCHA money earner. Dam of 4 foals, 1 perf. 2nd DAM: MISS SUGAR GEM, Producer of 5 foals, All perf including BEATSPLAYIN ($16,881 NCHA); GEMAGAIN ($5,115 NCHA); BRONCAGAIN (See Above) etc.

CHIEFS BOBALENA
NO. 5227165 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: BRYANT QTR HORSES

Notes: A good looking colt that is real athletic. Should go in cutting or reining. His sire is in training with CT Bryant. Should be on the show circuit next year. He is awesome on a cow.

SIRE: LENA LIL CHIEF Sire of 2 registered foals from 1 crop.

DAM: MISS SANTARI BOSS Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: CHIQUITA SPANISHBOSS, Pro- ducer of 2 foals.
SOPHIA STARLIGHT
NO. 5161206 • 2008 BAY MARE
Consignor: MARC & KATHY GORDON

Notes: Has been in reining training with Dan Huss this year. A beautiful prospect.

SIRE: STARLIGHTS WRANGLER Earner of $128,810, NRBC Derby Op Ch, USET Fstvl of Ch Rsv Ch, Top 10 NRHA Op Derby & Fut Op Fnlst. Equi-Stat All Time Top 50 Ldg Rng Sire of earners of $430,697 including, WHIZ N STARLIGHT ($47,677, Rng By The Bay I/O Ch, High Roller Clas I/O Ch, Top 5 NRBC I/O); ALL IN WRANGLER ($40,097, SWRHA Fut Op Co-Ch, Cowboy Capital Clas Rng Derby Op Ch, NRHA Fut Op Fnlst); LUCKYS STARLIGHT ($35,616, AQHA World Show Most Valuable Horse Cut/Rng/Cow Horse Div); DUN IT BY STARLIGHT ($26,900, NRHA Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch, SWRHA Fut NP Co-Ch, NRHA Fut NP Fnlst) etc.

DAM: SOPHIA WHITE $10,285 NCHA. Dam of 11 foals, 4 perfs including OAKIE SOPHIE ($68,902 NCHA); DUALY DIDIT RIGHT ($12,781 NCHA); STYLISH IN WHITE ($4,777 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: WHITE ON RIGHT, $104,761 NCHA. Producer of 10 foals, 5 perfs earning $387,696 NCHA/NRHA/NRCHA/WS.

BUENO MEADNO
NO. 5145609 • 2008 PALOMINO MARE
Consignor: BAGLEY PERF HORSES

Notes: AQHA INF. Very feminine and willing filly with a pedigree to be a great show horse. She has been started the right way and pulled cattle in the pre-conditioning yard as well as checked cattle outside. Starting to turn around and really wants to stop. Don’t miss the opportunity to own a pretty mare that will earn her keep in the show pen or broodmare band.

SIRE: BUENO STARLIGHT Earner of $50,232, AQHA Congress USEF Rng Op Rsv Ch, PHBA World Ch Sr Hlg, & Rsv World Ch Sr Rng, , Top 10 NRCHA Snfl Bit Op Fut, Top 5 AQHA World Show Sr Rng, Jr Wkg Cow Horse & Sr Calf Rpg, AQHA Supr Rng, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Rng Sire of 22 perfs earning $184,315 including, SMARTY STARLIGHT ($144,500, AQHA World Ch Sr Rng, NRBC Inter Op Derby Rsv Ch & Op Fnlst, Tradition Rng Fut Op Ch); JAC STARLIGHT ($10,304 Dorminy Plantation Fut Non Pro, Inter NP & Ltd NP Futs Ch); STARLIGHT N PINE ($8,629, Rocky Mtn RHA Summer Slide Fut Non Pro Rsv Ch, Wstrn Slope Slide Fut NP Co-Ch); SELECT A STAR ($6,210, Euro Americana Rng Fut Op Rsv Ch) etc.

DAM: BAYWATCH JURY $4,909 NRHA. Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: SHINY JONES, Producer of 10 foals, 5 perfs including BAYWATCH JURY (See Above); DUN JURY DUTY (NRCHA money earner, AQHA Inf earner); LENAS JUDGEMENT (NCHA money earner).
DOlliWOOD
NO. 4805089 • 2006 BAY MARE
Consignor: LEE BRYAN

Notes: A good looking, gentle mare with a lot of eye appeal. Half sister to NCHA Non-Pro Futurity Champion Woody Bad Boy. Shown in Futurity and Super Stakes Amateur classes. Ready to continue aged event career. Don't miss her sale day. Will be worked on cattle.

SIRE: NITAS WOOD Earner of $13,975, Top 5 Abln Spec Non Pro Clas. Equistat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,273,334 including, WOODY BE LUCKY ($406,469, NCHA Non Pro World Ch, NCHA World Finals NP Rsv Ch, Bonanza 4 YO Op Ch); WOODY BE TUFF ($351,063, Augusta Clas Op Ch, Cotton Stks Clas Op Ch, 5th Pt Wtrr NP Clas Ch); WOODY B GUN SHY ($234,903, Top 5 NCHA Clas/Chal, Abln Spec NP Derby Rsv Ch); COULD I WOOD I ($233,262, NCHA NP World Ch, NCHA Super Stk Op Fnlst) etc.

DAM: DELLS MISS CRICKET $3,714 NCHA. Dam of 4 foals. 2nd DAM: PISTOLS MISS BILL, Producer of 3 foals, 1 perf DELLS MISS CRICKET (See Above).

---

JUST DINERO
NO. 5183134 • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: DON & MCSHERRY WEBER

Notes: Cute, cute, cute. A super prospect. Breeders Invitational enrolled.

SIRE: JUST SMART Earner of $90,000+ NCHA. Sire of 34 registered foals from 4 crops including first to show JUST SMOKIN SMART.

DAM: SMART DINERO $11,977 NCHA. Dam of 10 foals. 2nd DAM: DOCS MONEY, $3,379 NCHA. Producer of 6 foals, 1 perf SMART DINERO ($11,977 NCHA).
HOLEY SOX PLAYGIRL
NO. 3238234 • 1993 SORREL MARE
Consignor: ARNOLD & CARAWAY

DAM: HOLEY OAK SOX
SIRE: FRECKLES PLAYBOY

$1,739 NCHA. Bred to SWEET LIL PEPTO for 2011.
Notes: Earner of $1,739 NCHA. Broodmare sound. In foal to SWEET LIL PEPTO, earner of $236,000. Last breeding date, 04/10/2010.

SIRE: FRECKLES PLAYBOY
NCHA Fut Op Co-Rsv Ch. Equi-Stat All Time #3 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $28,335,443 including, PLAYBOYS MADERA ($581,282, NCHA Non Pro World Ch); PLAYBOYS KID ($445,018, Masters Op Rsv Ch, ACCHA Fut 4 YO Non Pro Ch); HYGLO FRECKLES ($412,141, NCHA Op World Ch, Bonanza Cut Op Ch, Tropicana Derby Op Ch); BET YER BLUE BOONS ($350,615, NCHA Hall of Fame); PLAYBOY BEE JAY ($346,900, NCHA Super Stks NP Ch) etc.

DAM: HOLEY OAK SOX
$42,966 NCHA, Dam of 8 foals, 7 perfs earning $60,442 including CHICKA CHICKA BOON ($27,979 NCHA); HOLEY JEWELS ($12,988 NCHA); HOLEY HAIDA ($10,526 NCHA) etc. 2nd DAM: SEELEY SOX, Producer of 9 foals, 5 perfs earning $54,714 HOLEY OAK SOX (See Above).

PAPERS IN ASSOC
NO. Pending • 2009 SORREL MARE
Consignor: MELISSA GARDNER

SIRE: AGGIES TWELFTH MAN

DAM: LENAS TEXAS AGGIE
Dam of 1 reg foal LITTLE BLACK PEPTO (AQHA Open Perf ROM). 2nd DAM: LENAS SAN PEPPY, Producer of 3 foals, 1 perf HULLABALOO O LENA ($1,190 NCHA).
GOTTA LITTLE LATE
NO. 4655907 • 2005 BUCKSKIN GELDING
Consignor: JACK BEENE

GOTTA SWEET GUY
GOTTA SWEET LEO
I AM WAR JAYNE
MY LITTLE MIDGE
ALBEIT TOO LATE
ALBEIT TOO SOON

CUT A SUGAR GAY
LIL BRAND
I AM WAR LEO
MISTIC MISTY BAR
MIDJETA
QUEENIE BUENO
BOB DRIFTER COULEE
MISSINU

Notes: A really nice gelding that has been used to doctor sick cattle and roped off of in the arena. Started nice on the heading side. Will be shown on cattle sale day. Watch the video.

SIRE: GOTTA SWEET LEO Sire of 89 registered foals with 3 performers including, GOTTA FRENCH GUY, GOTTA DANDY VANDY and GOTTA PANDA MONIUM.

DAM: ALBEIT TOO LATE Dam of 2 foals. 2nd DAM: ALBEIT TOO SOON, Producer of 3 foals, 1 performer JET BLACK N BUENO.

YIPPEE YI YAE
NO. 5209851 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: WRIGLEY RANCHES LLC

SMART LITTLE LENA
SMART ARISTOCRAT
MISS QUIXOTE SAN
FRECKLES PLAYBOY
TASSA MIA PLAYBUNNY
TASSA MIA

DOC O’LENA
SMART PEPPI
PEPPY SAN BADGER
BUILT BY DOC
JEWEL’S LEO BARS
GAY JAY
PEPPY SAN BADGER
DOC’S TASSAJARA

Notes: Here is a nice prospect. Don’t miss him.

SIRE: SMART ARISTOCRAT Earner of $172,960, Augusta 4 YO Fut Op Ch, Chisholm Trl Derby Op Ch, Bonanza Derby Op Ch, Memphis Clas Op Ch, Abln Wstrn Clas Ch. An Equistat All Time Top 75 Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $2,900,000 including, ARISTO KATZ ($270,162, NCHA Clas/Chal Op Rsv Ch, Brdrs Inv Derby Op Ch); SPOOKYS SMART PANTS ($258,521, NCHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); TASSAS ARISTOCRAT ($132,403, NCHA 10K Nov World Ch) etc.

DAM: TASSA MIA PLAYBUNNY $50,979 NCHA. Dam of 6 foals. 2nd DAM: TASSA MIA, Producer of 20 foals, 10 perfs earning $466,437 including TASSA MIA PLAYBOY ($189,613, 1st NCHA SS Classic, 2nd NCHA NP SS); TASSAS ARISTOCRAT ($117,428 NCHA) etc.
DRUNKEN INDIAN
NO. 5189349 • 2009 SORREL GELDING
Consignor: KATHY WELCH

Notes: A very cute, well made gelding. He is an excellent cutting or cow horse prospect.

SIRE: HICKORYS INDIAN PEP
Earner of $140,583, Bonanza Cut 5/6 YO Non Pro Ch. An Equi-Stat All Time Top 50 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $1,038,744 including, JOYS INDIAN PEP ($120,560, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Rsv Ch); HIP PLAYBOY ($9,597, Op Top 5 Sth Coast Wntr Derby); HIP ADAMS ($83,482, Top 5 NRCHA Op Fut); HES A SMOKIN INDIAN ($70,145, NRCHA Non Pro Brdl & 2-Rein World Ch, NRCHA Hckmr Clas 4/5 YO Non Pro Rsv Ch); HICKORYS ROSEALENA ($61,602, Top 5 PCCHA Fall Fut); HANGEM HIGH PEP ($54,381, Brdr Inv Derby NP Fnlst) etc.

DAM: PRIMERAS SCORPION
Dam of 8 foals, 1 perf, PRIMERAS CASH ($4,327 NCHA).

CATS BRAVE WARRIOR
NO. 5220867 • 2009 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: WEHCO QTR HORSES

Notes: This gorgeous son of CATS RED FEATHER is promising to be a great athlete. His dam, who also sells today has $4,000 NCHA. She is by All Time Great, FRECKLES PLAYBOY and she has produced NCHA performer by TR DUAL REY. SAPPHIRE LYNX has $25,000 NCHA and has produced over $100,000 in money earners. He is bred and built to perform.

SIRE: CATS RED FEATHER
Earner of $221,262, NCHA, twice NCHA Super Stks Op Rsv Ch, Abln Spec 5/6 YO Op Ch, PCCA 5/6 YO Op Ch, UBS Galles Pagosa Spgs Clas Op Rsv Ch, etc. An Equi-Stat Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $754,380 including, BRONZED FEATHER ($145,323, Brdr’s Inv Derby Non Pro Rsv Ch, Bonanza Clas NP Rsv Ch, Top 10 NCHA NP Fut); BRAVE RED FEATHER ($44,193, NCHA 10k Nov Op Super Stks Rsv Ch); MOHICAN CHIEF ($41,381, NCHA Super Stks 10K NP Rsv Ch & Op Fnlst); WENDY RED FEATHER ($40,428, Top 10 Brdr Inv Op Derby); BRIGHT FEATHERS ($37,770, Top 5 Sth Pt Op Fut, Top 10 PCCHA Fut Op Gldg Stks & Music City Fut) etc.

DAM: RED N FRECKLED
$3,994 NCHA. Dam of 8 foals, 1 perf HAPPY HAPPY FEET.
2nd DAM: SAPPHIRE LYNX, $24,887 NCHA. Producer of 9 foals, 7 perfs including PEPPY SAPPHIRE ($62,635 NCHA); SHINY SAPPHIRE ($30,122 NCHA); COCKLEBUR CREEK ($11,855 NCHA); RED N FRECKLED (See Above).
HR CD SANDY
NO. 5062583 • 2008 SORREL MARE
Consignor: 7 HR QTR HORSES

CD OLENA
CD BLAZE
CRYSTAL SOLANO
GOLD TOMATO
PEPPY SAN VOYAGER
MISS THUMB BADGER

DOC O’LENA
CD CHICA SAN BADGER
DOC’S SOLANO
CREMA CRYSTAL
DOCS VOYAGER
MISS GOLD HAND 2
DOC’S TOM THUMB
BADGERS MADRECITA

Notes: Well started and riding real nice. Possibly will be started on cattle by sale day.

SIRE: CD BLAZE NCHA Money earner. Sire of 23 registered foals including NCHA money earner BLAZEN PEPPY.

DAM: PEPPY SAN VOYAGER Dam of 10 foals, 2 perfs including PLAYBOY BOSS ($10,689 NCHA); BLAZEN PEPPY (NCHA money earner), 2nd DAM: MISS THUMB BADGER, Producer of 12 foals, 2 perfs including LITTLE DOC LADY ($9,007 NRCHA, NRHA, INF, etc.) etc.

---

GAR ROYAL ETTA
NO. 5063463 • 2008 RED DUN MARE
Consignor: GREG GARDINER

ROYALS DILIGENTS
ROYALS RED RAP
RED DESERT RAP
COUNTRY SUNDANCE
GAR ETTA PLACE
WYO CLASSIC COLA

ROYAL TAILWIND
CONTINENTAL FROSTY
SON OF A RAP
CHICO WINE
SWEET SANDY CUE
DOUBLE SWEETA
TEE J ST PATRICK
WYO BUBBLE UP

Notes: This is a quiet, colorful young mare that has been ranched off of all summer. Ready to go on with. Ride her or breed her, she will help you either way.

SIRE: ROYALS RED RAP Performer. Sire of 50 registered foals including performer GAR BLACK RUSSIAN.

DAM: GAR ETTA PLACE Dam of 7 foals. 2nd DAM: WYO CLASSIC COLA, Producer of 10 foals, 1 perf.
REDWOOD PEPTO
NO. 5118563 • 2008 RED ROAN MARE
Consignor: S. MCCOLLEY

RED PEPTO  PEPTOBOONSMAL  ROYAL BLUE BOON
SWITCH SIDES  SMART AND TROUBLE  MISS JESSIE LEO SAN
DOCTOR WOOD  DOC O’LENA  GUTHRIE RED ANN
SWEAT WOOD  GAY ECHO  MAUDE’S ECHO
GAY ECHO

Notes: A fabulous futurity prospect who is very advanced in training and out of a full sister to MISS ECHO WOOD. 100% sound with an excellent work ethic, absolutely solid on a cow and enjoys her job. No bad habits, easy to handle in the saddle and on the ground. Will be shown on cattle sale day. Sire nominated to OSB Futurity.

SIRE: RED PEPTO NCHA money earner, 23.5 Wkg, 5 Am Wkg pts, AQHA World Show Qlfr Jr, Sr & Am Cut, ROM. Sire of 72 registered foals with 7 performers including, LILY BLUE BOON ($10,843 NCHA); CATS STRIKE BY PEPTO ($2,798 NCHA); PEPPYS RED PEPTO (11 Am Wkg pts, AQHA WS Qlf Am Rnch Srtg & Team Png, Am ROM); PRETTY LAD I AM (7 Wkg, 23.5 Am Wkg, 1.5 Yth Wkg pts, WS Qlf Am RS & Yth TP, Am ROM) etc.

DAM: SWEAT WOOD NCHA money earner. Dam of 8 foals, 4 perfs including NEON CAT ($13,091 NCHA); JUST ONE CAT ($4,950 NRCHA, 2nd Hi Pt Jr Wrkng Cow Horse, etc); 2nd DAM: GAY ECHO, Producer of 19 foals, 8 perfs earning $71,522 including MISS ECHO WOOD ($57,186 NCHA) etc.

WISE ROOSTER
NO. 5161920 • 2008 SORREL STALLION
Consignor: MARC AND KATHY GORDON

GALLO DEL CIELO  PEPPY SAN BADGER  MR SAN PEPPY
DOC’S STARLIGHT  SUGAR BADGER  DOC BAR
SWEET CHIC OLENA  SMART LITTLE LENA  TASA TIVIO
SWEET CHICKA CHIC  GAY SUGAR CHIC  GREAT PINE
VICTORIA GREYHOUND  ITSA GREYHOUND

Notes: Beautiful colt - well started in reining by Dan Huss.

SIRE: GALLO DEL CIELO Earner of $28,437, Top 10 Chisholm Trl 4 YO Op, Top 5 Steamboat Spgs 4 YO Op, NCHA Super Stks Op Fnlst. Equi-Stat All Time Top 5 Ldg Rng, Top 10 Rnd Cow Horse & A Ldg Cut Sire of earners of $4,630,416 including, LENA GALLO ($178,598, NRBC Co-Rsv Op Ch, Top 10 NRHA Op Ftl); RICOCHET ROOSTER ($148,708, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); ROO STAR ($135,055, AQHA World Show Superhorse); ROOSTERS WRANGLER ($127,583, NRHA Fut Op Rsv Ch); CHIC N ROOST ($111,439, NRHA Op World Ch); ETICKET ($111,394, NCHA Fut Ltd Op Ch, AQHA World Ch Yth Cut) etc.

DAM: SWEET CHICKA CHIC $27,871 NRHA, NRHA Futurity Interm Open Reserve Champion. Dam of 5 foals, 2 perfs, both NRHA money earners. 2nd Dam: Victoria Greyhound, 31.5 AQHA pts., AQHA Sr Reining World Show qualifier, AQHA ROM, producer of 10 foals, 6 performers earning $33,948.
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Again in 2009…

A “TOP 10” SIRE OF NCHA MONEY EARNERS

Foals earning more than $6.9 Million

2010 Fee: $6,000
EVA Negative • HERDA N/N
Nominated to Breeder’s Invitational

www.PieperRanch.com

PIEPER RANCH, INC.
Dick & Brenda Pieper • 580-276-9397 • Fax: 580-276-2398
pieper@brightok.net • Route #1, Box 652 • Marietta, Oklahoma 73448

Veterinarian: David Hartman D.V.M.

excellent facilities & staff • conscientious care & personal communication
lifetime experience in the equine industry • committed to customer satisfaction
Flo Rider

2005 Bay Stallion • HERDA N/N
High Brow Cat x Shakin Flo
LTE $35,931 • retired due to injury

• 2009 PCCHA Derby Open Champion
• 2009 Double R Derby Open Champion
• 2009 Breeder’s Invitational Open Finalist

Standing at Valley Oak Ranch • Oakdale, California
2011 Breeding Fee: $2,000 plus chute fee

Contact: Sandy Bonelli • Cell: 707-696-1517

Heart Ranch
325 Lynch Rd. • Petaluma, California 94954

e-mail: info@heartranch.com
Ranch: 707-762-2899
Fax: 707-769-9508
www.heartranch.com
Wayne Czisny
Cutting Horses
580-276-1081
Training • Selling • Showing
P. O. Box 537 • Marietta, OK 73448
GALLO DEL CIELO
1989 bay stallion
Sire of offspring earning $4.6 Million
An NRHA $2 Million Sire
Ranked by Equi-Stat as #4 Leading Reining Sire

2011 Stud Fee: $3500 only until December 31, 2010.
2011 Stud Fee on January 1, 2011: $5,000

Book now. $3,500
payment due when semen is shipped

TESTED HERDA N/N
FOALS WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR MAJOR EVENTS
COOLED SEMEN AVAILABLE • FROZEN SEMEN AVAILABLE TO EUROPE

Shane Wilson • Susie Reed
580.276.4830 • Fax 580.276.4281
Box 261 • Marietta, Oklahoma 73448
e-mail: polo@ardmore.com
www.poloranch.com
Attending Veterinarians:
Dr. John McCarroll & Dr. Matt Gomulak
Book now.

payment due when semen is shipped

2011 Stud Fee: $3,500 includes chute fee
Group Discounts • Cooled Semen Available

TESTED HERDA N/N • FOALS WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR MAJOR EVENTS

Shane Wilson • Susie Reed
580.276.4830 • Fax 580.276.4281
Box 261 • Marietta, Oklahoma 73448
e-mail: polo@ardmore.com
www.poloranch.com
Attending Veterinarians:
Dr. John McCarroll & Dr. Matt Gomulak
SOULA JULE STAR
1997 sorrel stallion
Co-owned with Heart Ranch
Sire of offspring earning $800,909
One of Equi-Stat’s Leading Sires

Book now.
 payment due when semen is shipped

2011 Stud Fee: $2,500 plus $250 chute fee
Group Discounts • Cooled Semen Available
TESTED HERDA N/N • FOALS WILL BE ELIGIBLE FOR MAJOR EVENTS

Shane Wilson • Susie Reed
580.276.4830 • Fax 580.276.4281
Box 261 • Marietta, Oklahoma 73448
e-mail: polo@ardmore.com
www.poloranch.com
Attending Veterinarians:
Dr. John McCarroll & Dr. Matt Gomulak
Thanks to all our consignors, buyers, staff and attendees!
We appreciate your business, and value your support!